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ABSTRACT

The utility of mass spectrometry as a method of analysis for polydisperse
polymer samples is assessed.

Emphasis is placed on characterization by

electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS); therefore a fundamental
study of aspects affecting the invasiveness of the ESI process was included.
The fundamental study used laser-induced fluorescence spectrometry to profile
pH changes as droplets evaporate in an electrospray plume by measuring
emission spectra of 2(or4)-[10-(dimethylamino)-3-oxo-3H-benzo[c]xanthene-7-yl]
benzenedicarboxylic acid (carboxy SNARF®-1), a pH-sensitive fluorescent dye.
The observed pH changes depend on initial droplet pH and polarity. In some
instances, small or negligible changes of pH are· observed, consistent with
expected buffering. The pH of initially acidic droplets decreases along the spray
axis in both positive- and negative-ion modes, to an extent larger than expected
from solvent evaporation. This phenomenon may be a manifestation of droplet
cooling, droplet subdivision, and/or heterogeneous charge distribution within the
spray plume or within individual ESI droplets.
Next, an investigation of the use of Fourier transform methods applied to
synthetic polymer ESI-MS spectra was conducted. Fourier transform methods
were used to obtain information about the monomer mass, charge distribution,
iv

combined end-group mass, and polydispersity in cases where the convolution of
molecular weight, charge, and isotope distributions renders spectra otherwise
uninterpretable. Charge state information can be used with the original mass
spectrum to estimate the sample average molecular weight.

In cases where

multiple end groups or adducting species are present, the method returns an
average end group mass, rather than individual values. The method is tested
using simulated and experimental spectra.

Successful application requires a

reasonable signal-to-noise ratio and spectral digitization rate, but does not
require full resolution of contributing peaks.

In addition, Fourier transform

analysis of simulated ESI-MS spectra of homopolymer mixtures and synthetic
copolymers can also be used to obtain information about the monomer mass and
monomer ratios from unresolved spectra.
Collision-induced dissociation (CID) in the source of an ESI mass
spectrometer was employed to characterize putative samples of the ionic
terpolymer

poly(styrene

methylpropane sulfonic acid).

sulfonate-co-acrylic

acid-co-2-acrylamido-2-

Qualitative and semi-quantitative information

about the monomer content was quickly obtainable from ESI-MS spectra, and
indicated that some samples contained little or none of one or two expected co
monomers.

For two representative samples, confirmatory nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) data were acquired. The NMR experiments required sample
clean-up (to remove additives) and long acquisition times (up to 720 min) for 13C
NMR. Cleanup also improved the ESI-MS results, providing better agreement
with the NMR data. However, qualitative and semi-quantitative information was
V

obtainable by ESI-MS (but not by NMR) without the cleanup step.

Full

quantitation of monomer ratios would require suitable standards, but even
without such standards the ESI-MS measurements provide a rapid ( < 1 min)
means for differentiating these samples (e.g., for process or quality control).
Additionally, CID was employed for quantitation of monomer ratios in
copolymers using monomer and polymer standards.

It was observed that

differences in fragmentation of samples with different monomer ratios
compromise the use of one polymer sample as a standard for assessing the
monomer ratio in another at high cone voltage (CV). Use of monomer mixtures
as standards is also precluded at high CV due to extensive fragmentation when
sampling free MA monomers.
Use of a lower CV and consideration of fragments as well as monomer
ions leads to better performance. Using monomer mixtures as calibrants at low
CV also provides accurate quantitation of the copolymer monomer ratios,
provided that the total intensity ratios are used.

Comparison of monomer and

polymer breakdown diagrams provides the insight needed to determine the
appropriate CV for quantitation with either polymer or monomer standards.
Similar results are obtained for a second ionic copolymer system (2-acrylamido2-methylpropane sulfonic acid -co-acrylic acid).
The studies involving in-source depolymerization for co-polymer analysis
required assessment of the limit of detection (LOO) for monomers in the absence
and presence of polymer. Differences in fragmentation were observed when
sampling pure monomer relative to monomer derived from depolymerization. In
vi

light of this observation, the dependence of monomer:fragment ratios on the level
of monomer contamination from CID in an ESI-MS source were used for
assessing monomer contamination.

Although the LOO was 2 orders of

magnitude worse than that obtained by direct monomer analysis at low-CV, the
method may by of diagnostic value when CID is used to monitor monomer ratios.
Evaluation of ESI-MS methods was also carried out on more delicate
molecules: oligosaccharides derived from hyaluronic acid by action of bovine
testicular hyaluronidase (hyaluronate 4-glycanolyrolase, E.C. 3.2.1.35).

The

sugars were characterized by ESI-MS and matrix-assisted laser-desorption
ionization mass spectrometry (MALDI-MS). Oligomers with both an odd number
and even number of sugar units with molecular masses up to eight kDa were
observed in the ESI-MS spectra.

However, the generation of odd-numbered

oligomers is not consistent with the regiospecificity of the enzyme and with the
MALDI-MS results, which indicated even-numbered oligomers exclusively.

In

addition, a third method of characterization, high-performance anion-exchange
chromatography, showed only even-numbered oligomers. Relative intensities of
the odd-numbered oligomers in ESI-MS demonstrated a CV dependence,
suggesting that the odd-numbered oligomers resulted from collisional activation.
In order to achieve results by ESI-MS that mirror results from the other
techniques, the CV must be kept low and precisely controlled.

This study

displays the relative usefulness and possible vulnerabilities of ESI-MS and
MALDI-MS when utilized for carbohydrate analysis without corroborating data
from other methods of analysis.
vii

Finally, the Thauera strain MZ1T exopolysaccharide abundance in an
industrial wastewater treatment facility was positively correlated to episodes of
poor dewaterability of the activated sludge. In order to begin to understand the
potential role of Thauera strain MZ1T exopolysaccharide in viscous bulking
episodes and poor dewaterability of activated sludge wastes, its glycosyl
composition was determined. GC-MS analysis of the alditol acetate and
trimethylsilyl methyl glycoside derivatives of an approximately 260KDa
exopolysaccharide (EPS) extracted from cell-free culture supernatants of
Thauera strain MZ1T grown on minimal medium revealed that the extracted EPS
was composed of five monosaccharides including: rhamnose, galacturonic acid,
glucose,

N-acetyl-glucosamine, and N-acetyl-fucosamine.

Spectroscopic

analyses by FTIR and NMR further revealed the presence of esterified
component groups on the polymer. This study-confirms that the EPS contains a
rare combination of monosaccharides, which have been hypothesized to exist in
Zoog/oea-like organisms but never shown.
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CHAPTE R 1
I ntroduction

"Polymers are composed of covalent structures many times greater
in extent than those occurring in simple compounds, and this
feature alone accounts for the characteristic properties that set
them apart from other forms of matter. Appropriate means need to
be used to elucidate their macromolecular structure and
relationships established to express the dependence of the physical
and chemical properties in the structures so evaluated."1 Paul Flory
{1953), 1974 Nobel Laureate in Chemistry.
Polymers are large organic molecules that are composed of smaller
repeat derived from monomers. The covalently bound repeat units are usually
capped by end groups. The molecular weights of polymers typically range from
10,000 g/mol to more than 1,000,000 g/mol.

Polymers can be synthetic or

natural. Synthetic polymers are manufactured as the name implies. Natural
polymers including carbohydrates {polysaccharides, proteins, and nucleic acids
are often referred to as biopolymers).
In contrast to most biopolymers {such as proteins and nucleic acids),
synthetic polymer and carbohydrate samples, specifically industrial polymers
(high-volume commodities) and polysaccharides, consist of mixtures of
1

molecules with varying chain length.

Industrial polymer and polysaccharide

samples customarily have a large range (up to three orders of magnitude) of
molecular weights represented (polydisperse), where proteins and nucleic acid
samples exhibit either a single molecular weight or a very narrow molecular
weight distribution. The added complication of having a large range of molecular
weights makes detailed compositional analysis very difficult if not impossible.
This dissertation seeks to extend the methodology for obtaining composition
information pertaining to highly polydisperse polymer systems.

1 .1 Synthetic Polymers and Polysaccharides:
What are These Molecules and Why is Characterization so
Complex?
1 .1 .1 Synthetic Polymers
Synthetic polymers form an integral part of everyday life. It is estimated
that the world consumption of synthetic polymers is over 1 50 million metric tons
per year. 2 The types of synthetic polymers consumed range from high-volume
commodity products such as polypropylene, polyethylene, polyesters, to
specialty low-volume products synthesized for a particular task, such as
electronic applications or medical areas (drug release and denture material).3"7
Synthetic polymers are suitable for so many applications because their properties
can be manipulated easily, such as by changing the monomer composition,
mixing with other polymers, or by combination with additives.

2

Therefore,

characterization of the chemical composition becomes important to assu re
performance. However, the assortment of chemical compositions that give rise
to several desirable physical properties can be a nuisance in terms of analysis.
There are many problems encountered in synthetic polymer analysis that
can make characterization difficult.

I nstead of a single molecular weight, a

molecular weight distribution (MWD) will usually be present.

A relatively narrow,

theoretically generated, MWD for poly(ethylene glycol) with end groups -OH and
-CH2CH20H (structure given in Figure 1 . 1 a) and a nominal molecular weight of
500 Daltons (Da) is shown in Figure 1 . 1 b.

There are 35 different molecular

weights represented above 1 % relative abundance in Figure 1 . 1 b.

For a given

polymer chain there is also the possibility for multiple end groups, due to different
initiation and termination processes. For instance, both end groups possess an OH group, which is susceptible to modification; therefore, upon modification
either end or both ends may be functionalized. The number of possible end
groups that may be functionalized give rise to an additional 105 molecular
weights bringing the total to 140.

Analysis becomes even more complex when

the synthetic polymer is made of more than one type of monomer (copolymer) .
The MWD is more complex due the distribution of monomer ratios present in a
copolymer sample.

Further chemical heterogeneity in copolymers is brought

about by sequence differences of the incorporated monomers (Figure 1 .2). The
monomers in a synthetic polymer molecule may be arranged in an alternating
(Figure 1 .2 top), random (Figure 1 .2 middle) or block (Figure 1 .2 bottom)

3
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(a) Structure of poly(ethylene glycol).
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(b) Theoretical molecular

weight distribution plotted for a poly(ethylene glycol) homopolymer of nominal
molecular weight 500 Da, peaks above 1% relative abundance are shown.
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- A-B- A-B- A-B- A-B- A-B- A-B- A
alternating copolymer

- A-B- B-B- A-B- A-B- A-A- B-B- A
random copolymer

- A-A- A-A- A-A- B-B- B-B- B-B- B
block copolymer

Figure 1.2. Copolymer of monomers A and B and the different ways in which the
monomers can be linked together.
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configuration. In addition, branching may occur in polymer chains composed of
monomers with multiple functional groups.

Branching generates two more

distributions, first a distribution of branch-chain length and second a distribution
of branch frequency. The molecular weight, end groups and branching are all
influenced by the type of polymerization process.
Synthetic polymer reactions are commonly characterized according to the
polymerization mechanism. When the polymer chains are built up in a stepwise
fashion by random union of monomers to form higher molecular weight species
throughout

the

monomer

matrix,

the

process

is

called

step-growth

polymerization.2 If the molecular weight increases by the successive linkage of
monomers to the end of a growing chain, the process is called chain-growth
polymerization.2

The chemical heterogeneity of polymers may differ greatly

depending on the polymerization process.

In other words, polymers having

identical monomers but formed by different reactions may not have identical
properties. The different polymerization reactions may give rise to differences in
molecu lar weight, end groups, stereochemistry, or branching. (Stereochemistry
will be considered below.) Given all the possible configurations polymers can
attain it is no wonder many analytical methods (section 1.4) have been utilized to
characterize synthetic polymer samples8• 1 5 _

1 . 1 .2 Carbohydrates
The characterization of the structure and function of large biomolecules is
an important aspect of biomedical research. Just as with synthetic polymers,
6

biopolymers such as polysaccharides, proteins, and nucleic acids are composed
of many copies of small molecules (repeat units) linked by covalent bonds. In
addition, polysaccharides also display a distribution of molecular weights, similar
to synthetic polymers, but in contrast to other biopolymers.

However, the

synthesis of polysaccharides from monosaccharides is more demanding than the
production of synthetic polymers; synthetic polymers are generally easier to
polymerize than polysaccharides.

Unlike synthetic polymers, most of the

polysaccharides currently being investigated had to be isolated and purified from
natural sources, and quantity is often a concern. In addition, structural repeat
unit and monomer identification within the repeat unit are central to
polysaccharide analysis; whereas with synthetic polymers, unknown monomer
identification only occurs when a company is making an attempt to determine a
competing_ companies product formulation. Unlike their biopolymer counterparts,
there has not been as much success in uncovering the glycome. This is due to
the complex and fragile nature of carbohydrates, which adds to the difficulty
associated with the characterization of these molecules.
Carbohydrates are the most widely distributed, naturally occurring organic
compounds on earth. Today it is estimated that 4 x 1 0 1 1 tons of carbohydrates
are biosynthesized each year by plants and photosynthesizing bacteria. 1 6
Analogous to synthetic polymers, polysaccharides are difficult materials to
analyze, and there is a need for understanding the relationship between structure
and function.

It is likely the lack of advancement in uncovering the glycome

relative to the geneome and proteome is related to the number of possible repeat
7

units. Nucleic acids (DNA and RNA) only have a handful of repeat units, when
proteins are considered that number goes to 20. However, the possible number
of carbohydrate monomers is at least an order of magnitude greater.
Most monosaccharide constituents of oligo- and polysaccharides consist
1

of compounds with the general formula Cn H2nOn where n is usually from 3 to 9
with 6 (hexoses) being the most abundant. These compounds contain n - 1
hydroxyl groups and one aldehyde (aldose, reducing sugars) or keto group. In
solution, the cyclic form (hemiacetals or hemiketals) of the monosaccharide is in
equilibrium with the open-chain form. Five-membered rings are called furanoses,
and six membered rings are called pyranoses. Figure 1 .3 shows the hemiacetal
form of a common pyranose glucose (C 6H 1206) and common structural
modifications. Modifications may include the absence of one or more oxygen
atoms (a; deoxy sugars); oxidation of a primary hydroxyl group to a carboxylic
acid (b; uronic acid); replacement of a hydroxyl group to with an amine or
acylamino group (c); or methylation (d) of one or more of the hydroxyl g roups.
The number of isomers increases rapidly with n (aldoses contain n - 2 and
ketoses have n - 3 chiral carbon atoms). In the furanose and pyranose forms ,
the only carbon with two C-0 bonds is called the anomeric carbon. Aldoses are
always numbered so the anomeric carbon of each monosaccharide is carbon 1
(C- 1 ) ; the carbons of Figure 1 .3a, a-D-dideoxyglucose, have been numbered as
an example. The D notation describes monosaccharide structures that have the
hydroxyl group at the highest-numbered asymmetric center projecting to the right
in the Fisher projection (to the left is the L series).
8
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Figure 1.3. Common chemical modifications that occur in carbohydrates using
glucose as an example: (a) the absence of one or more oxygen atoms (deoxy
sugars) also demonstrates the numbering scheme for carbohydrates,

(b)

substitution of the primary hydroxyl group with a carboxylic acid, (c) the
replacement of a hydroxyl group with an acylamino group, and (d) methylation of
one or more of the hydroxyl groups.
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the same configuration at the anomeric center and the highest-numbered
If compounds have the opposite

asymmetric center are designated a.

configuration at the anomeric center and the highest-numbered asymmetric
center they are designated p. All the molecules in Figure 1.3 are in the o-series
and a isomers, to convert to the p isomer the hydroxyl group at C-1 would be
Figure 1.3 shows all o isomers; the

moved above the plane of the ring.

corresponding L-isomer would be the mirror images.
Disaccharides are carbohydrates composed of two monosaccharide
molecules. They are created through dehydration synthesis (removal of water)
with formation of a glycosidic linkage. O-Linked oligosaccharides are the most
common, but there are also C-, N-, and S-linked oligosaccharides. The formation
of the disaccharide lactose from the monosaccharides p-o-galactose and p-o
glucose is shown in Figure 1.4. The O-linked glycosidic linkage is broken apart
through hydrolysis (addition of water). Hexose residues are quite often joined at
carbon atoms C-1 and C-4 {1➔4 linkage, Figure 1.4). The residues do not have
to be joined at carbon atoms C-1 or C-4; any of the carbon atoms with a hydroxyl
group are able to form a glycosidic linkage.
Why is it so difficult to perform a simple monosaccharide composition
analysis on polysaccharides? Analysis on the intact polysaccharide molecule is
nearly impossible. The solubility, viscosity, MWD, and fragility of polysaccharides
preclude assessment on all but small intact oligosaccharides. Therefore, the
polysaccharide must be broken up into smaller bits, which makes the accuracy
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Figure 1.4. The formation of the disaccharide lactose from the monosaccharides
p-o-galactose and p-o-glucose.

The hydroxy group on carbon one of the

galactose monomer forms a linkage with C-4 on the glucose monomer, resulting
in a 1➔4 linkage and the release of water.
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dependent on effective hydrolysis.

It is also important that the hydrolysis not

destroy any of the monomeric units (or, at least, destroy them in a readily
reproducible manner) . Problems occur because n o single hydrolysis condition is
effective for all oligosaccharides. Some polysaccharides are particularly prone to
acid decomposition . For example, strong acid conditions required for the release
of neutral and amino sugars will destroy sialic acids (deoxy sugars with both
amino groups and carboxylic acids).

These must therefore be cleaved from

oligosaccharides by mild conditions (enzymatic or dilute acid) and analyzed prior
to treating the analyte with strong acid to release other sugars. Amino sugars
seem to be very stable to acid hydrolysis conditions. Many deoxy sugars (fucose ,
2-deoxyglucose, etc.) seem to be more acid labile.

These differences in

hydrolysis can be used advantageously to give different sized pieces of the
polysaccharide, thereby generating a way to elucidate a monomer repeat unit.

1 .2 Polymer Basics

1 .2.1 Molecular Weight
Polymers are created from the sequential reaction of monomers to form
distributions of related molecules that can vary in the number of reacted
monomer units (chain length) , and/or the chemical species at the end of the
chain (end groups) .

For copolymers the relative amounts of the different

monomer units may vary. Many methods can be used to characterize polymers
by measuring the chemical structure of the repeat units and the end groups and

12

by measuring the molecular weight distribution (MWD). 8- 1 4•
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The MWD is

characterized by either the number (N) or the weight (M) of chains with i
repeating units for all molecular weights present in a given polymer sample. The
average molecular weight of a polymer distribution can be calculated in a number
of ways. The most common are the number-average molecular weight (Mn) and
the weight-average molecular weight (Mw), given by equations 1 . 1 and 1 .2,
respectively. The quotient of the

Mw over the

Mn is a measure of the breadth of

the MWD and is called the polydispersity (PD) , equation 1 .3. 2
(1 . 1 )

Mw

= "£(Mi)"2Ni
"£MiNi

(1 .2)

PD = Mw
Mn

( 1 .3)

Mn is calculated by considering the number of molecules present at a given
weight. The

Mw takes

into account the molecular weight of the given molecule

and acknowledges that the greater the mass the greater amount of total
monomer incorporated into that particular molecule. The Mw is almost always
larger than the Mn because it considers the weight of the sample. The only
exception is when all molecules are the same molecular weight and the sample
is "monodisperse", i.e. when the polydispersity is one. A graphical representation
of a hypothetical polydisperse polymer displaying the different average molecular
weights is given in Figure 1 .5.

Synthetic polymers and polysaccharides are

rarely monodisperse.
13

Molecular Weight

Figure 1 .5.

Graphical representation of the number average (Mw) and weight

average molecular weights ( Mn) of a hypothetical polydisperse polymer.
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1 .2.2 Polymer Architecture
I n addition to variation in the sequence of synthetic copolymers (Figure
1 .2), a further difference in stereochemistry can arise. The differences observed
in Figure 1 .6 express differences in ''tacticity''.

Isomerism is observed in the

polymerization of alkenes whenever one of the carbon atoms of the double bond
is at least monosubstituted. The polymerization of a monosubstituted ethylene,
CH 2=CH R, (R is any substitutent group) leads to polymers in which every other
carbon atom in the polymer is a chiral center. Tacticity has to do with which side
of the chain the pendant A-group is placed. In a vinyl-substituted monomer there
are three possible orientations for the groups taken as a whole (Figure 1 .6) . If in
an extended-chain conformation the R groups are situated on the same side of
the plane described by the backbone carbon chain, the polymer is referred to as
isotactic, Figure 1 .6a.

If there is a regular alternation of the R groups, the

polymer is said to be syndiotactic, Figure 1 .6b. If there is no long-range order,
the polymer is atactic, Figure 1 .6c. 2

However, the polymerization of

monosubstituted monomers does not always lead to polymers in which every
other carbon atom in the polymer is a chiral center. Polymerization may occur
where two adjacent carbons have pendant R groups (e.g., both are a chiral
center) . These differences in polymerization may give rise to grossly different
polymer properties such as solvent resistance and high physical strength. 2
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X

Figure 1.6. The pendant groups (R) can be arranged along the backbone
chain in (a) isotactic, (b) syndiotactic and (c) atactic arrangements. X represents
the remainder of the generic polymer chain.
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1 .3 Mass Spectrometry
Mass spectrometry (MS) is a sensitive analytical technique in which
molecules are converted into gas-phase ions and then the ions are separated
according to their mass-to-charge (m/z) ratios by the use of electromagnetic
fields. 1 8-23 MS is used in a broad and diverse range of disciplines, from space
research to isotope dating in geology. 24-28

Common applications include

identification of unknown compounds, quantification of known compounds, and
elucidation of the structure and chemical properties of molecules. Until recently
the range of materials capable of being analyzed by common ionization methods
{electron impact (El) and chemical ionization (Cl)} were limited by the required
volatility of sample materials. 1 9• 21 • 23• 29 Many biological species (carbohydrates,
proteins, and nucleic acids) and synthetic polymers were unable to be analyzed
due to the restriction of a stable gas phase analyte.8• 1 0, 1 8• 23• 3o-35
The development of softer ionization techniques {electrospray ionization
(ESI) and matrix-assisted laser-desorption ionization (MALDI)} have made it
feasible to perform analysis on condensed-phase macromolecules. 1 7•

23 • 34 37
-

These developments led to many new mass spectrometric applications in areas
such as biochemistry,
chemistry. 23 •

36• 38 40
-

pharmaceutical drug

development,

and polymer

A common feature of these revolutionary ionization

techniques, in contrast to El and Cl, is that little or no fragmentation is induced as
a result of the very low internal energy gained by sample molecules during the
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processes of ionization and volitalization, therefore achieving what is termed
"soft" ionization. 21 •

41 42
•

This allows for acquisition of information from intact

sample molecules previously not amenable to MS.

Recent advances in ion

optical systems and analyzers such as Fourier-transform ion cyclotron resonance
(FTICR) , 22•

43 45
-

time-of-flight (TOF), 22•

47 • 48

triple quadrupole tandem MS, 22

quadrupole time-of-flight (q-TOF), 47 and ion traps22• 49 have not only enhanced
the resolution, sensitivity and precision of analysis, but have also extended the
capability of acquiring structural information through tandem MS (MS/MS)
experiments (described below) . 22• 29 The many recent developments combined
with the derivatization techniques of classical ionization methods have certainly
established MS as a powerful tool for characterizing macromolecules.

1 .3.1 Mass Spectrometry Review: Mass Analyzers
Quadrupole
The quadrupole spectrometer consists of four parallel rods (typically 2030 cm long) of cylindrical profile that serve as electrodes, Figure 1 . 7.

The

instrument relies on the actions of superimposed direct current (de) and radio
frequency (rf) fields to affect the flight" path of low energy ions (5-15 eV), which
are accelerated into the space between the rods. Opposite rods are connected
electrically, one pair being attached to the positive side of a variable de source
and the other pair to the negative terminal. I n addition, variable rf alternating
current (ac) potentials which are 1 80 degrees out of phase, are applied to each
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0•

ion path

Figure 1 . 7. I llustration of a quadrupole mass filter consisting of parallel rods with
a de voltage and a superimposed rf potential. The rf for each pair of rods is
same, but differ in phase by 1 80 ° , the rf field is tunable so the quadrupole acts as
a filter to allow only those ions with a specific m/z ratio to pass through.
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pair of rods.

The ac and de voltages are increased simultaneously while

maintaining their ratio constant. Therefore, the quadrupole is able to transmit
ions of a selected mass-to-charge (m/z) range to the detector, other ions strike
the rods and are converted to neutrals.

Quadrupole instruments are more

tolerant of high pressures than the time-of-flight mass spectrometers (see below);
however, the m/z range is fundamentally limited (ion transmission decreases with
mass).

The m/z range is approximately 4000 Da for most commercial

quad rupole instru ments.
MS/MS experiments are not possible within a single quadrupole mass
spectrometer; however, they can be accomplished by a mass spectrometer
comprised of th ree quadrupoles in a row, called a triple quad . The first and third
quadrupoles function as described above , by allowing only a selected mass
range to reach the next quadrupole or detector. The second quadrupole is the
collision cell and is only operated in the rf mode so that all m/z values will pass.
A collision gas is allowed to occupy the collision cell at a pressure of 1 0-2-1 0-4
torr. The ions collide with the gas and the collision products are then analyzed
by the third quadrupole and subsequently detected.
Time-of-Flight (TOF)

The TOF mass spectrometer is the simplest type of mass analyzer and
has a very high sensitivity at a virtually "unlimited" mass range. The fundamental
operating principle of TOF is that ions of the same kinetic energy will move with
different velocities depending on their m/z value. A diagram of a TOF mass
spectrometer (MALDI TOF MS, the MALDI ionization method will be discussed in
20

.

detail in the next section) is shown in Figure 1 .8. A potential is applied across
the source to extract and accelerate the ions from the source into the field-free
'drift' region of the instrument. In the ideal case, all ions produced will leave the
source at the same time with the same kinetic energy, due to their having been
accelerated through the same potential difference. In this case, the flight time of
the ions produced will only be dependent on the mass and the charge of the
produced ion. In contrast to quadrupole MS, the mass range of TOF MS can be
extended by waiting, and the mass range limitation becomes one of detection
instead of transmission. For a reliable mass spectrum to be obtained, the time of
ion extraction must be known to a high degree of accuracy. This problem is
usually addressed by using a pulsed ionization technique.
There are a number of factors that create deviations from ideal behavior
described above. For instance, initial position of the ions, delayed ion formation,
initial ion velocity,· jitter in the timing of the electronics and power supplies all
create inaccuracies in mass measurement. Most modern TOF instruments are
equipped with kinetic energy equalizing features such as "delayed extraction"
and "reflectrons" to improve mass resolution. The reflectron is a series of rings
or grids that act as an ion mirror. This mirror compensates for the spread in
kinetic energies of the ions as they enter the field-free region and improves the
resolution of the instrument. The more energetic ions penetrate the ion mirror
further, and the high- and low-energy ions are made to focus at the detector.
Delayed extraction assists in the formation of discrete packets of ions necessary
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Reflectron
Detector
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Field-Free Region

Linear Detector
l.!======1 Light-

Figure 1.8. A diagram of a TOF mass spectrometer equipped with a MALDI-MS
source. The pressure throughout the mass spectrometer ~ 10-7 torr.
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for high resolution. The ions are accelerated after a delay to compensate for
possible time variation of ion formation
TOF mass spectrometers with a reflectron may be operated in "Post
Sou rce Decay'' (PSD) mode. PSD methods are those used to mass analyze
fragment ions produced by absorption of excessive internal energy during
ionization and subsequent unimolecu lar decay of energetically activated parent
ions in the field-free zone of the mass spectrometer.

PSD occurs when the

parent ion fragments in the field-free region between the sou rce and the entrance
to the electric field of the reflectron. The fragment ions will continue with the
same (roughly) velocity as the parent ion from which they fragment. However,
since their mass is now less than that of the parent ion, they will have less kinetic
energy.

Quadrupole Time-of-Flight (q-TOF)
A q-TOF mass spectrometer (Figure 1 .9) combines both a quadrupole and
TOF mass analyzer technologies. Orthogonal acceleration TOF allows for high
efficiency in conjunction with continuous ionization . The instrument is modified
so that the drift region is floated at high-voltage; this allows operation with a
grounded ion storage modulator (pusher) , which then has a voltage, applied and
the ions are pushed into the TOF part of the instrument. All mass spectra (in
both MS and MS/MS modes) are recor�ed on the TOF spectrometer. The mass
filter (first quadrupole) is operated either in rt-only mode (for single MS) , or in rf
dc mode (for MS/MS analysis) . The pressure in collision cell (second quadrupole)
in MS/MS mode is maintained at about 8 mTorr to provide collisional damping of
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Figure 1.9. Diagram of a q-TOF mass spectrometer, showing the combination of
both quadrupole and TOF mass analyzer technologies.
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the product ions and the remaining parent ions. The unique featu re of a q-TOF is
the high resolution of fragment ions.

1 .3.2 Mass Spectrometry Rev.i ew: Ionization Methods
Electron Ionization (El)
El (sometimes called electron impact) is one of the most common
ionization sources in MS.

Most often El is used for the determination of

molecular weight and structure and quantification of molecules that are
sufficiently stable to su rvive vaporization without decomposition . Chemical
derivatization may help to increase sample volatility and/or thermal stability, th us
extending the range of compounds that can be analyzed by this technique.
El is the primary ionization mechanism in such analysis as gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) and pyrolysis MS, both of which
can by used to identify and characterize small volatile polymers and
contaminants.

GC-MS can also be used to characterize the degradation

products of polymers, 9•

10

as well as the products of polysaccharide hydrolysis

and derivatization. Pyrolysis can be used to determine the chemical structure of
the small polymers and monomers in addition to examining the thermal
degradation pathways. 9•

10

This technique can also be used to monitor the

polymerization by identifying characteristic intermediates in polymerization
reaction schemes. Usually, relatively low mass fragments of the polymer can be
analyzed ; however, by controlling the temperature, pyrolysis MS can be used to
analyze higher mass polymer samples. 1 0• 1 8•
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30 50
•

In El, a beam of electrons is directed into molecular vapor at reduced
pressure, one or more secondary electrons are ejected, and relatively unstable
odd-electron positive-ions are produced. Negative-ions may also be produced
when samples have high electron affinity.51 • 52 A diagram of a typical El source is
shown in Figure 1.10. Electrons are produced by resistively heating a metal
filament, usually composed of tungsten or rhenium.

Once electrons are

produced, they are accelerated by a potential difference between the filament
and the ion source, then proceed through entrance and exit apertures in the ion
source and are collected by a trap electrode (anode). The acceleration of the
beam of electrons controls the degree of fragmentation. Typically, electrons are
accelerated at a voltage of 70 V. Voltage is applied to a repeller electrode within
the ion source that accelerates ions towards the ion exit aperture. Samples (M)
are introduced directly into the ion source at a rate so that the probability of ion
molecule reactions is minimal. The pressure of the ion source is usually below
0.1 mTorr. 2 1 Before a molecule can be ionized by El, it must be in the gas phase.
The most common way to get molecu les into the gas phase is to heat them.
Many larger molecules are not stable at the elevated temperatures required for
vaporization.9 •

1 0• 21

Chemical derivatization techniques are frequently utilized to

increase the vapor pressure of the sample. These derivatization techniques have
been useful for the analysis of some biological molecules, but are of limited use
with trace amounts of material present in complex mixtures30 •
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Figure 1 . 1 o. An electron-impact ion sou rce.
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aperture ~ +70 V

anal zer

Ion exit aperture

EXIt aperture

Electrospray Ionization (ESI)
ESI is a relatively new ionization method that significantly changed the
field of mass spectrometry. 53-59 It is a soft-ionization technique for the
determination of a variety of analytes and has made a significant commercial
impact in the last 10 years.

The technique has facilitated the ionization of heat

labile compounds and high- molecular-weight compounds such as proteins and
peptides. Although ESI-MS is mostly used for biological species, it may be used
to analyze any polar molecule that forms an ion in solution. ESI transforms ions
in solution to ions in the gas phase. 55-59 An electrospray source is illustrated in
Figure 1.11. The source shown is a commercially available "Z-source", which
differs from other ESI sources in that the spray is not aimed directly at the ion
sampling orifice (cone). The "Z" path the ions travel to reach the mass analyzer
results in less source contamination, compared to a spray pointed directly at the
cone, and therefore has a greater tolerance to high concentrations.
Briefly, the ESI source is operated by passing the sample through a silica
capillary to a metal capillary that becomes a charged metal probe tip.

Large

charged droplets are produced at atmospheric pressure by "pneumatic
nebulization"; i.e., the forcing of the analyte solution through a metal probe tip
(see Figure 1.11), at the end of which is applied a potential - the potential used
is sufficiently high to disperse the emerging solution into a very fine spray of
charged droplets all at the same polarity. The charged droplets then shrink until
the naked ions are formed. A field present at the sampling cone guides ions into
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Figure 1 . 1 1 . Diagram of an ESI-MS Z-source.
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i
.

Mass
analyzer
1 0-5 torr

the pumped regions of the mass spectrometer, the ion block ( -10·3 torr),
extraction cone and the mass analyzer -10·5 torr.
Extensive fragmentation during the ionization process is not seen in ESI,
indicating that the ion desorption process occurs over a series of low-energy
steps. 60 In contrast to El, the energy necessary for ionization and volatilization is
not supplied in one package over a short period; therefore, the act of freeing the
species from solvent molecules will not lead to fragmentation. Three major
processes are involved in the production of ion from electrospray. These are (1)
production of charged droplets at the electrospray tip, (2) shrinkage of the
charged .droplet by solvent evaporation and disintegration of the drops to result in
highly charged droplets capable of ion formation and (3) eventual production of
gas-phase ions from these charged droplets. 53• 54
A voltage ( Ve) of magnitude 2-5 kV is applied to the metal capillary of
typical dimensions of 0.4 mm o.d., 0.2 mm i.d. and positioned 1-3 cm from the
counter electrode. The small size of the metal capillary leads to a high electric
field (Ee) at the tip of radius (re) when positioned at distance (d) from the counter
electrode and may be evaluated as:57
Ee = 2 VJrc In (4d/rc)

(1.4)

If Ve is 2 kV, re = 0.2 mm and d = 2 cm, the resulting electric field will have
a magnitude of 3.3 x 106 V m· 1 . On application of this field in the needle, an
electrophoretic mechanism causes the positive-ions to move toward the surface
of the liquid, while negatively charged species move in the opposite direction. As
the positive charge is drawn further downfield, progressive accumulation of
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positive charge causes destabilization of ,,the liquid surface to a point where the
mutual repulsion between positively charged species overcomes the surface
tension (the Rayleigh limit) , and a liquid cone, known as a Taylor cone, forms
(Figure 1 . 1 2a) . 57 Such processes normally take place in the presence of a high
velocity gas (nitrogen) , which helps in the formation of d roplets (Figure 1 . 1 2b) ;
the electrical field creates a current that affords a net charge for the solution and
results in the production of charged droplets.
The second step of the ionization procedu re is disintegration of the
charged droplets. Charged droplets shrink due to solvent evaporation and droplet
fission due to coulombic repulsion. The Rayleigh equation57 describes the
condition at which the charge (Q) becomes just sufficient to overcome the
surface tension (y) that holds the droplet together and is given as:
Q2R = 64n2 e ovRl

(1.5)

where e 0 is the permitivity of vacuum. The radius of primary d roplets is in the
order of 1 -2 µm, which reduces to around 1 0 nm prior to release of sample ions,
the third and final step in the ionization process.
The exact time when gas-phase ions are produced from charged droplets
(ion desorption) is not known . Two models have been proposed to explain the
ion desorption process.

The "charge residue model" (CRM) suggests that

successive droplet fission should lead to small droplets composed of only one
analyte ion and some solvent ions61

Eventually the analyte ion becomes

completely desolvated , resulting in a naked gas phase ion. The second model is
the "ion evaporation model" (I EM). 56•

59
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This model predicts that naked gas-
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Figure 1.12. Illustration of the formation of droplets and ions commencing after
the creation of the Taylor cone. (a) The destabilization of the liquid surface to a
point where the mutual repulsion between positively charged species overcomes
the surface tension (the Rayleigh limit), resulting in a liquid cone and
subsequently the (b) formation of highly charged droplets.

(c) Ions are then

desorbed from the highly charged droplets as predicted by the I EM.
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phase ions are emitted directly from the highly charged small droplets (Figure
1 . 1 2c). An important aspect of the I EM is the energy barrier that escaping ions
must overcome. The shrinking droplet increases the charge density and causes
a coulombic repulsion force that tends to lift ions from the surface; however, the
attractive force due to the (solvent) polarizibility maintains the ions inside the
droplet. The I EM suggests that small ions with less solvation will have a higher
evaporation rate. 56•

59

Both models agree extensive solvent evaporation from

charged droplets leads to production of small, highly charged droplets that give
way to gas-phase ions.
The combination of high charge density and multiple acidic or basic
functional groups located on analyte molecules can lead to multiple charging.
Multiple charging may be a boon or a bane of ESI-MS. 21 •
charge decreases the
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The increased

m/z ratio enabling the detection of higher mass species in

mass spectrometers with limited

m/z range. 62• 63 Unfortunately, the higher charge

is not a single charge state, but a distribution of charge states.

When this

charge-state distribution is created and combined with a sample composed of
multiple molecular weights, such as a synthetic polymer, a very complex mass
spectrum can arise. 29

Figure 1 . 1 3 shows the complex mass and charge

envelope associated with chain length and charge-state distributions for 20
µg/mL 2-acrylamido-2-methyl propane sulfonic acid (AMPS) polymer in
methanol/water (50:50 v/v). This large (nominal molecular weight of > 1 ,000,000
Da) synthetic polymer sample has over 1 000 charges, which brings the m/z ratio
to that seen in Figure 1 . 1 3.

Since a given polymer chain can be present
33
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Figu re 1 . 1 3. Negative-ion ES I-MS spectrum of 20 µg/m L poly(2-acrylamido-2methyl propane sulfonic acid) in methanol/water (50:50 v/v), nominal molecu lar
weight of 1 ,000,000 Da, demonstrating the charge and mass distributions
associated with high polydisperse ionic polymers.
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in a large number of charge states, and if there is a wide range of chain lengths,
the resulting spectrum is often considered uninterpretable.
Once ions are produced, the amount of energy imparted can be controlled
by varying the acceleration voltage (cone voltage) of the ions. The cone voltage
(CV) is a potential applied to the extraction cone (Figure 1 . 1 1 ) and accelerates
the ions in a region of the source where is pressure is slightly less than
atmospheric.

The collisions under low-CV are not violent enough to induce

fragmentation because of the small amount of kinetic energy produced, which
allows large fragile molecules to be sampled. However, the average molecular
weight values calculated for synthetic polymers are known to vary with CV. 64 CV
may also be set at higher voltages where the kinetic energy of the molecules is
great enough to induce fragmentation upon collision with gas molecules; hence,
the name collision-induced dissociation (CI D).
Due to the extensive use of ESI in the work presented in Chapters 4 and 5,
Chapter 3 has been included to present work undertaken to explore the chemical
changes that take place in the ESI droplets. Understanding the changes taking
place is essential to unraveling the puzzling ESI mechanism. Although ESI has
evolved as a very important tool for the analysis of macromolecules, prediction of
the formation and abundance of ions in ESI-MS as well as the efficiency of
desorbing those ions is still unknown.
Matrix-Assisted Laser-Desorption/Ionization (MALDI)

Laser ionization of organic solids was investigated in the 1 960s and early
1 970s, 65 but most of the early work on laser ionization was focused on inorganic
35

samples.65

During the next decade several groups conducted research on

improved methods for applying lasers to ionization of organic samples, 66· 67 but
until a breakthrough in 1988, these techniques were not widely applied. 68 By
embedding large biomolecules in a suitable matrix that strongly absorbs the
radiation from a ultraviolet (UV) or (IR) laser, it was shown that singly charged
molecular ions with masses greater than 100,000 could be efficiently desorbed
and measured in a TOF mass spectrometer. 40 Since this observation, MALDI
has rapidly evolved to become one of the predominant methods for analyzing
large, nonvolatile molecules.10, 11, 2s, 30, 37, 40, 4 1 , sa-10
MALDI is ideally combined with a time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer
(Figure 1.8) because of the pulsed nature of the desorption laser, but it is also
used quite successfully with FT-ICR and with quadrupole ion traps. A schematic
diagram of the MALDI ionization process is given in Figure 1.14. Samples in
solution are mixed with a matrix solution containing a large molar excess (500 to
105) of a UV or I A-absorbing matrix material.
following requirements:

The matrix has to meet the

high absorption coefficient at the laser wavelength,

ability to embed analyte molecules (co-crystallization), good solubility in the
sample solvent, good miscibility with the sample in the solid state, minimal
interactions between analyte molecules. 30 • 70 A laser with a pulse duration of a
few nanoseconds is preferred. Nitrogen lasers emitting at 337 nm are almost
universally employed; however, IR lasers have also found a limited role. 4 1 · 42 The
laser is focused to a spot size between 30 and 500 µm, and the required
irradiance is typically between 106 and 107 W/cm2 depending on the spot size
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Energy
transfer
from
matrix to
sample

Figure 1 . 1 4. Illustration of the MALDI process.
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Ionization

and the matrix employed.

Both neutral and ion desorption show a strong

dependence on applied laser irradiance.7 1 For a given sample, there is a distinct
threshold value for producing detectible ion intensities. Above this value the ion
yield increases rapidly with increasing irradiances. Typically, the ion current is
proportional to the fifth or sixth power of irradiance above threshold.72

Best

results are obtained with laser irradiances not more than 20-50% above
threshold; thus, a carefully controlled attenuator is required to adjust the laser
intensity.21 Higher laser intensities can lead to post source decay (PSD; defined
below) and subsequent peak broadening.
PSD occurs when sampled molecules with excess internal energy
undergo metastable fragmentation.

In contrast to prompt fragmentation (in

source decay), PSD ions are formed after extraction from the ion source. The
PSD fragments are not observed in the linear mode of operation, although the
ion decomposes, the velocity of the fragment ion stays the same and it is
detected at the same time as the precursor ion. In the reflectron mode the PSD
ions can be separated from the precursor ions and detected separately. The
number of PSD ions is influenced by the laser power. When the laser irradiation
is kept to a minimum, only large fragments are detached from the intact molecule.
Increasing laser power will cause the molecule to fragment at an increasing
number of sites. Therefore, at high laser power we see the relative intensity of
low mass fragments increase dramatically.
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1 .3.3 Synthetic Polymer MS
Synthetic polymers are not easily converted to gas-phase ions, which is a
requirement for compounds analyzed by MS. Thermal decomposition usually
occurs before the sample can be volatilized. If the sample is volatile and can be
ionized, mass spectrometers can provide absolute molecular weight. This allows
for acquisition of information regarding both the chain-length distribution and the
chemical composition at every chain length, which can be deduced from the
mass. However, because synthetic polymers are mixtures of discrete molecules
that may differ in number and types of repeat units, end groups, architecture, and
so forth; so no single technique can be used to investigate all of these
distributions. Complete characterization is facilitated with a fractionation step
utilizing a separation technique like gel-permeation chromatography or size
exclusion chromatography to reduce the complexity of polymer samples. 1 5• 73• 74
Accurate analysis of molecular weight and MWDs requires not only mass
accuracy for each oligomer, but the absence of fragmentation, as well as a signal
response that is independent of oligomer mass or composition. Mass and/or
composition discrimination can occur during any of the processes of ionization,
transfer of ions to the gas phase, ion focusing, mass analysis and ion detection.
Despite this difficulty, MS has been utilized to study various aspects (molecular
weight, contamination, end groups, and monomer composition) of synthetic
polymers and their surfaces. 1 5• 34• 35
Prior to the development of soft-ionization techniques, MS analysis of
synthetic polymers was only useful for low-molecular-weight components,
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additives, derivatives, and decomposition products of the original polymer
sample.34•

35

Methods like thermogravimetric analysis (observing structure and

property changes that occur with changes in temperature), pyrolysis, and thermal
desorption with subsequent electron or chemical ionization MS of the volatiles
were used for polymer analysis. 1 0•

75•79

For smaller synthetic polymers the

molecular weight was estimated, but most often monomer contamination and
incomplete sequence information were the extent of the information obtained.
Soft-ionization and MS/MS techniques have expanded the range of materials
applicable to MS characterization and the amount of information obtainable, i.e.,
chemical composition of repeat units, end groups, and the MWD of the synthetic
polymer sample.

Routinely Used MS Techniques
Several MS techniques can be used for the analysis of synthetic
polymers. 1 5• 34• 35 All MS techniques described are sensitive to the some polymer
sample. Glow discharge mass spectrometry (GDMS) generates ions of a solid
sample by sputtering in a low-pressure (0. 1 -1 O torr) plasma. GDMS is able to
generate signature ions for a particular polymer sample affording a "fingerprint"
for a specific synthetic polymer. 80 •

81

At the time of their invention, field

desorption (FD) and fast-atom-bombardment (FAB) MS were the only
commercially available methods that could provide mass spectral information
about compounds that are not very volatile.30•

82-86

In FD MS, molecules are

adsorbed on an emitter, which is typically a tungsten wire (10 µm) covered with
carbon microneedles (the role of the emitter is chiefly to produce a high electric
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current focused on the tip of its microneedles due to their very small radii of
curvature) . An electric current is applied to the emitter (with a potential gradient
approaching 1 1 0 V/cm). 86 Under the influence of these fields, a valence electron
tunnels from the molecule to the anode to produce an ion radical. FD MS is one
of the only methods available to analyze saturated hydrocarbons. 87• 88 FAB MS
involves the bombardment of a solid analyte and matrix mixtu re by a fast particle
beam. The matrix is a small organic species (glycerol) that is used to keep a
'fresh' homogeneous surface for bombardment. In FAB, the particle beam is a
neutral inert gas, typically Ar or Xe, at bombardment energies of 4-1 0 KeV. FAB
MS has been used in the analysis of low-molecular-weight polymers 1 5 •

89 • 90

•

These two techniques are not used often since they have become inferior (FAB
and FD have limited

m/z range and

precision; FAB has high background) to the

newer soft ionization MS techniques (ESI and MALDI). Plasma desorption mass
spectrometry (PDMS) uses

252

Cf fission fragments to desorb large molecules

from a target. PDMS was the method capable of desorbing the largest organic
molecules up to the advent of newer soft-ionization techniques; since then PDMS
has seen limited use in polymer systems because of the difficulties of
quantitation . 89• 91 Static secondary-ion mass spectrometry (static SI MS) is similar
to FAB except no matrix is used. SIMS is a surface sensitive MS technique,
which can be used to study the interfaces of polymers. 92·95 S I MS has also been
known to generate a ''fingerprint" and is used to characterize chemical structures,
determine repeat units, end groups, and su rface contaminants, and to measure
average molecular weights. 30 • 95-99 Laser desorption mass spectrometry (LDMS)
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uses photons to supply the energy necessary for desorption and ionization.
LDMS has been used for detection of polymer additives, characterization of
polymer end groups and repeat units, and average molecular weights. 1 00- 1 04 In
LDMS, samples are directly ionized and vaporized with minimal fragmentation.
Depth profiling experiments and film characterization has also been carried out
using LDMS. 1 02 •

1 05

When considering GDMS, FDMS, FAB MS, SIMS, and

LDMS the maximum reported mass range for any of these techniques is less
than ~ 15,000 Da (rather low for synthetic polymers). More extensive applications
of MS has been available since the development of electrospray ionization (ESI)
and matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDl). 1 5• 29• 1 06- 1 08
While ESI-MS has found great success in analyzing biomolecular species
(limited polydispersity), it has proven difficult to optimize for synthetic polymer
applications (abundant polydispersity).29• 30• 62 • 63• 98•

1 01 1 1 5 1 5
-

Despite the charge

and mass distribution complications, ESI has been used for many analyses of
synthetic polymers. 29

McEwen et al. showed that ESI-MS allowed for the

determination of the MWD, repeat units and end group masses from low
molecular weight methyl methacrylate oligomers. 1 1 0 Shi et al. used an ultra-high
resolution mass spectrometer to successfully characterize the composition of a
glycidyl methacrylate/butyl ·methacrylate copolymer up to 7000 Da. 63 One of the
most difficult steps in analyzing synthetic polymers by ESI-MS techniques is
trying to find a suitable solvent for polymer desolvation. Polymer solubility is a
function of polarity, molecular weight, degree of crystallinity, extent of branching,
and temperature. In addition to the usual concerns associated with quantitative
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polymer analysis by MS, ESI has additional complications associated with
differences in charge state distributions for different chain length oligomers, can
lead to errors in the measurements of polymer average molecular weights.
These errors can be the result of reduced ionization, sampling, and/or detection
of larger oligomers. ESI-MS spectra also depend on CV, which has been shown
to have a focusing effect dependent on the

m/z ratio, which impacts the average

molecular weight measurements. 1 07
Extraction of information about the polymer exists in the shape of the
distribution; this can be seen for two different poly(styrene sulfonate) samples of
nominal molecular weight 4000 and 1 600 Da (Figure 1 . 1 5) . There are obvious
differences in the two SSA spectra. In Chapter 4, it will be investigated if Fourier
transform (FT) methods are able to extract any information from ESI-MS spectra
of synthetic polymers.
I ncreased CV can amplify the extent of in-source collision-induced
dissociation (CI D) creating fragment ions. While these fragment ions can be very
useful in chemical structure determination, they may skew MWD and average
molecular weight measurements. 29 Whether information about monomer ratios
or monomer contamination can be derived from the C I D spectra will be
investigated further in Chapter 4.
MALDI-MS is the most extensively used MS technique for bulk polymer
analysis. 40• 42• 70• 1 06• 1 09 • 1 1 3• 1 1 6• 1 25 MALDI-MS spectra are much simpler then ESI
MS spectra as seen in Figure 1 . 1 6 for the positive-ion MALDI-MS of 2 µM
poly(ethylene glycol) nominal molecular weight 1 500 Da with dithranol as a
43
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Figure 1 .15. Low-CV ESI-MS spectra for 19.1 µg/mL poly(styrene sulfonate) with
nominal mole9ular weight of (a) 4000 and (b) 1600 Da in methanol/water {50:50
v/v). Notice how the polymer envelope has changed when the molecular weight
is changed.
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Figure 1 . 1 6. Positive-ion MALDI-MS spectrum of 2 µM poly(ethylene glycol)
nominal molecular weight 1 500 Da with dithranol as a matrix and Nal as a
cationization agent.
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matrix and Nal as a cationization agent. MALDI-MS can be used to determine the
average molecular weight for both high and low mass polymers, end groups, and
monitor polymerization reactions by characterizing the chemical structure of the
product and the rate of polymerization. 1 5 • 1 26-1 28 Polymers as large as 1.5 million
Da have been detected using the MALDI-MS method. 1 29 ESI-MS can obtain the
same information as MALDI-MS, but ESI-MS spectra are generally more
complicated due to differences in the charge-state distributions.

1 .3.4 Polysaccharide MS
Similar to synthetic polymers, oligosaccharides and polysaccharides are
difficult to vaporize.

Therefore, prior to the development of softer ionization

techniques the MS of polysaccharides was limited to hydrolysis and chemical
derivatization, followed by chromatographic separation with subsequent El or Cl
detection. 130-132 With these methods it was possible to identify the monomers
and uncover the repeat unit of oligo- and polysaccharides. 133- 1 38 Improvements in
data acquisition systems and mass analyzers, along with the development of
softer ionization techniques including FAB MS, LDMS, and PDMS, have
3
narrowed the gap between biological complexity and analytical capability 2
Comparison of these methods show that complementary information about the
carbohydrate samples is attained from each. 139 LDMS has the attribute of not
needing derivatization and yielding molecular weight information for lighter
polysaccharides. 139 FAB and PDMS afford more sequence information based on
fragmentation; however, there is only a small intensity for the protonated
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oligosaccharides. 139 As stated above, for synthetic polymers, the development of
ESI and MALDI methods has limited the use of the first wave of soft ionization
techniques and improved the type and amount of information obtained from MS
of polysaccharides. 33• 41 · 140· 141
ESI and MALDI can provide information on several aspects of
carbohydrate structure. 33• 41 · 140· 141 When combined with separation techniques
like gel-permeation chromatography (GPC), these MS ionization methods can be
used to perform structural investigations and identification of complex samples of
polysaccharides. 142· 143 For example, hyaluronic acid, (HA) is a linear polymer
composed of a disaccharide repeat unit of glucuronic acid and N
acetylglucosamine. The multiple charging associated with ESI can be used to
calculate the respective molecular weight.

A method for assaying HA for

preparative procedure will be investigated in Chapter 5 . With the use of CID,
MS/MS, and PSD there have been many improvements in the quality and
quantity of sequence information that can be harvested from complex polymer
samples. 41 , 142- 14a

1 .4 Other Methods of Polymer Characterization

Many other approaches have been utilized to analyze polymer systems.
Table 1 . 1

lists some of the other evaluative tools available for the

characterization of copolymers.
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Table 1 . 1 . Various methods used to characterize polymers and information
obtained from those methods.

Information Obtained

Method
Nuclear

magnetic

resonance Monomer ratios, tacticity, monomer

(NMR) spectrometry1 0 • 1 47 • 1 48

contamination, structure

Infrared spectrometry10• 149•151

Monomer ratios, functional groups,
interactions with other molecules,

Gas chromatography10• I'd, 1 02 • 1 53

Monomer contamination

Thermal analysis10• ''· 78

Decomposition properties

Size-exclusion

Average molecular weight, MWD

chromatography1 25, 1 32, 1 54.1 5a
Pyrolysis techniques i u, ::iu, ou, '0• Monomer
1 57 1 60
-

contamination

Raman spectroscopy161• 1 0"

Monomer

ratios,

ratio,

monomer

crystalli n ity,

morphological changes
Elastic light scattering2• ' O'J

Mw

Utlracentrifugation 104

Mw, Mz, MWD

Osmomet�· 1 04

Mn

Freezing-point depression2

Mn

End group titration2

Mn

Boiling point elevation2

Mn

X-rayij{j, 141, 165-1 ,u

Morphology, molecular dimensions
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ffable 1 . 1 cont.)
Method
Neutron scattering 1 00• l /l •1 73

Information Obtained

Mw, Morphology, molecu lar
dimensions, spatial arrangements

Microscopy1 ou, 1 '�- 1 ''

Morphology, composition mapping
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Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
In the work presented in this dissertation, NMR spectroscopy was used as
a corroborating method for the assessment of monomer ratios in synthetic
polymers and possible linkage information in polysaccharide analysis. Therefore,
a brief review of the basic NMR spectroscopy and 2-dimensional NMR
techniques used is presented here.
NMR spectroscopy is a non-destructive technique which allows for the
study of molecular structure by the interaction of radio frequency (rf)
electromagnetic radiation with an accumulation of nuclei immersed in a magnetic
field. The basic NMR spectroscopy experiment consists of a pulse sequence;
each pulse is packet of rf radiation. The length of the pulses is usually less then
10 µs, and the frequency is on the order of 100 to 1000 MHz. The interval
between pulses (T) is typically one to several seconds. During T, a time-domain,
radio-frequency signal (free induction decay; FID) is emitted by the excited nuclei
as they relax. FID can be detected with a radio receiver coil that is perpendicular
to the static magnetic field. Numerous successive pulses are added to improve
the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio.
The sensitivity of NMR spectroscopy signals to the environment of the
observed atoms puts NMR spectroscopy methods amongst the most powerful for
obtaining structural information on polymers.

It is very well known for

determination of chain tacticity, monomer sequence distribution, and chemical
defect structures within or attached to polymer chains.1 3 It is also one of the
most effective and informative methods for evaluating the kinetics and
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mechanism of polymerization processes. 1 78 Two-dimensional (2D) NMR
spectroscopy methods offer the opportunity of making unambiguous peak
assignments based on a single NMR experiment.
2D NMR spectroscopy comprises a relatively new set of multiphase
techniques that allows for the interpretation of complex spectra. In 2D methods,
data are acquired as a function of time just as in ordinary 1 D NMR spectroscopy.
Prior to obtaining the free induction decay (FI D) signal, however, the system is
perturbed by a pulse for a period f1 . FT of the FI D as a function of t2 (period
which the FID is acquired) for a fixed f1 yields a spectrum similar to that obtained
in an ordinary pulse experiment.

This process is then repeated for various

values of t 1, thus giving a two-dimensional spectrum in terms the chemical shift
parameters 61 and 62. Where 6 is a dimensionless parameter and expresses the
relative shift (to a reference standard, usually tetramethylsilane) in parts per
million. The nature and timing of the pulses used vary widely, and in some cases
more than two repetitive pulses are used.
correlation of either homonuclear

(

1

Pulse variation allows for the

H to 1 H) or heteronuclear C H to 1 C) nuclei.

Thus, the number of types of 2D experiments that have appeared in the literature
is quite large.
The 2D NMR spectroscopy work in this dissertation involves heteronuclear
single quantum correlation (HSQC) and heteronuclear multiple bond correlation
(HMBC) experiments.

The HSQC experiment provides correlation between

protons and their directly attached heteronuclei, whereas HMBC experiments
detect long range coupling between a proton and a carbon two or three bonds
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away. COSY spectra are 2-D proton homonuclear spectra that correlate one
bond j couplings, i.e. , it tells you spin information about the nearest neighbors.
gCOSY is the gradient enhanced version of the proton-proton correlation due to
j-coupling, if the signal to noise is good this version requires fewer scans and
less time. TOCSY spectra are 2-D proton homonuclear experiments used to find
correlation through multiple bond couplings, i.e., it tells you spin information
about the entire spin system .

1 .5 Objectives

The motivation for the research efforts in this dissertation is the potential
application of MS as a fast and reliable tool in the study of the polydisperse
polymer systems. This research aims to extend the methodology for analysis of
polydisperse molecules. I n addition, it seeks to add to the current understanding
of the chemistry and mechanistic aspects of ESI-MS. This work is focused on
two systems of polymers. The first is a study of intact synthetic polymers by ESI
MS; investigation of the information contained in the unresolved polymer
envelope will be explored.

In addition, new characterization procedures of

synthetic polymers by ESI-MS using CID are investigated. In the second part of
this work, polysaccharides will be characterized by ESI- and MALDI-MS allowing
for the understanding of the appearance of odd-numbered oligosaccharides from
enzymatically digested HA.

In addition, monomer composition for a complex
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exopolysaccharide composed of a rare combination of monosaccharides will also
be investigated.
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CHAPTER 2
Experimental
2.1 Chemicals

Chemicals used, their sources and purities are listed in Table 2.1. Except
where noted, the chemicals were used as received from the respective
manufacturer.

2.2 Profiling pH Changes in the Electrospray Plume

The structure of the fluorescent pH indicator 2(or 4)-[10-(dimethylamino)3-oxo-3H-benzo[c]xanthene-7-yl]-benzenedicarboxylic acid (carboxy SNARF®-1,
hereafter designated SNARF; catalog #C-1270) is shown in Figure 2.1. The
doubly (A2-) and singly (HA-; pKa 7.5) deprotonated species are the fluorescent
forms of this indicator 1 79 • The neutral form (H2A) is not appreciably soluble in
water and its pKa has not been reported.

All solutions for the profiling

experiments were aqueous, using water which was passed through a Milli-Q
system (Millipore, Bedford, MA) then boiled to remove residual CO2 .

40 µM

solutions of the dye were prepared by dilution of a 2 mM stock solution. Where
noted, solution pH was adjusted using 1 mM KOH prior to final dilution.
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A

Table 2.1 . List of chemicals used in this work.

Reagent

Supplier

Purity

Acetone

Fisher

H PLC grade

Acetonitrile

Fisher

H PLC grade

2-Acrylamido-2-methyl

Aldrich

propane sulfonic acid

Reagent grade
(99%)

Acrylic acid

Aldrich

Reagent grade

Acetic anhydride

Fisher

Reagent grade

Ammonium hydroxide

Acros

Reagent grade

Argon

National Welders

>99.999%

Sigma

Reagent grade

C.SNARF-1

Molecular Probes

Reagent grade

2,5-Dihydroxybenzoic acid

Aldrich

D2 0

Aldrich

Eosin Y

Aldrich

Reagent grade

Ethanol

Fisher

H PLC grade

Formic acid

Acros

Reagent grade

o-Galacturonic acid

Sigma

Bovine Testicular
Hyaluronidase
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Reagent grade
(99%)
Reagent grade
(99%)

Reagent grade
(99%)

<Table 2 . 1 cont.)
Reagent

Supplier

Purity

Glacial acetic acid

Fisher

Reagent grade

o-Glucose

Sigma

Reagent grade

National Specialty

Ultra-pu re

Gases

(99+%)

Hexane

Fisher

H PLC grade

I nositol

Sigma

Maleic acid

Aldrich

Methanol

Fisher

HPLC grade

Methanolic HCI

Al ltech

Reagent grade

Methylene chloride

Aldrich

Reagent g rade

Helium

N-Acetyl-o-Glucosamine

Sigma

'

Nile red

Acros

Nitrogen

National Welders

Poly( acrylic acid)

Aldrich

MW ~5000 Da
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Reagent grade
(99%)
Reagent grade
(99%)

Reagent grade
(99%)
Reagent grade
(99%)
Prepu rified
grade
Reagent grade
(99%)

<Table 2.1 cont.)

Reagent

Supplier

Purity

Aldrich

Reagent grade

Aldrich

Reagent grade

Specialty Polymers

Reagent grade

Potassium hydroxide

Aldrich

Reagent grade

Potassium phosphate

Aldrich

Reagent grade

Pyridine

Fisher

H PLC grade

Poly(2-Acrylamido-2-methyl
propane sulfonic acid)

1:1 & 3:1 Poly[(styrene
sulfonate)-co-(maleic acid)]
(MW -20,000 Da)

Poly(styrene sulfonate) Na
salt (MW -1600 or -6500 Da)

L-Rhamnose

Sigma-Aldrich

Rubidium iodide

Fisher

Sodium acetate

Sigma
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Reagent grade
(99%)
Analytical

reagent
Reagent grade
(99%)

<Table 2 . 1 cont.)

Reagent

Supplier

Fisher

Sodium borodeuteride

Sodium carbonate

Sigma

Sodium chloride

Sigma

Purity
Analytical
reagent
Reagent grade
(99%)

Reagent grade

Reagent grade

Sodium hyalu ronate

Sigma

Sodium hydroxide

Sigma

Reagent grade

Styrene sultanate

Aldrich

Reagent grade

Sulfonic acid

Aldrich

Reagent grade

Toluene

Fisher

H PLC grade

Trifluoroacetic acid

Aldrich

Tri-Sil TMS reagent

Pierce

Water

Fisher
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(99%)

Reagent grade
(99 %)
Analytical
Reagent

HPLC grade

0

COOH

6� 1
5

Figure 2 . 1 . Structure of SNARF.
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"calibration curve" of the emission ratio (/63af/581, where I indicates the measured
fluorescence signal at the subscripted wavelength) versus pH was obtained from
a series of 20 µM dye solutions at varying pH contained in a 1-cm quartz cuvette.
These measurements employed solutions prepared with 0. 05 M phosphate
buffers. In addition, use of an AMANl-1000 mini pH sensor (Harvard Apparatus;
South Natick, MA) allowed pH measurement on the small volumes necessitated
by the expense of the dye, thereby enabling acquisition of calibration curves
without buffer. These curves did not differ significantly from those obtained with
buffer, suggesting that the spectroscopic effects of the phosphate buffer1 80 were
negligible at these concentrations.
Fluorescence temperature dependence was assessed using an Aminco-
Bowman (Urbana, IL) Series 2 luminescence spectrometer equipped with a 150
W ozone-free xenon lamp. The excitation wavelength was tuned to 514 nm with
a bandpass of 2 nm for monitoring a 40 µM SNARF solution (pH 6.6) in a 1-cm
quartz cuvette. The spectrometer was configured to acquire emission spectra
from 580 to 640 nm in 6 seconds. Results are the average of triplicate analyses
at each respective temperature. The temperature of the water flowing through
the cell holder was regulated by a Haake (Berlin, Germany) model F 4391
circulating water bath. The temperature of the fluorescence cell and cell holder
were measured with separate type K thermocouples and a Wavetek (San Diego,
CA) DM23XT multimeter. The thermocouples were calibrated against an alcohol
thermometer of known accuracy.
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2.2.1 Electrospray Optical System
The method used in studies of the electrospray ionization (ESI) plume is
based on laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy (LI F) . The fluorescence
spectra of indicating dyes being sprayed are used to obtain chemical information
about the droplets in the ESI plume. A schematic diagram of the combined ESl
optical spectrometer configuration used to probe the atmospheric pressure spray
plume is shown in Figure 2.2 1 81 and described below. I n addition, an illustration
of the ESI emitter used to simulate an ESI probe is shown in Figure 2.3 1 81 and
described below.
The ESI emitter and optical instrumentation used by a previous group
member to collect the data analyzed in Chapter 3 is described by Zhou. 1 81
Briefly, the ESI source was comprised of stainless steel (S.S.) inner (1 60 µm i.d.
x 31 0 µm o.d.) and outer (51 0 µm i.d. x 820 µm o.d.) capillaries (Hamilton, Reno,
NV) arranged concentrically using a Swagelok (Solon, OH) S.S. "tee" fitting and
graphite ferrules, Figure 2.3.

The outer S.S. capillary was positioned

concentrically around the spray capillary to introduce a coaxial flow of N 2
nebulizing gas at ambient temperature. The inner capillary extended -0.5 mm
beyond the outer one. The distance between the tip of the spray needle (inner
capillary) and a 2.5-cm diameter brass counterelectrode was approximately 1 4
mm.

N 2 nebulizing gas was introduced through the annulus between the

capillaries at a flow rate of 1 .2 Umin as measured with a gas flow meter (Cole
Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL) . Both the tee and brass plate were electrically isolated
from their supports by Delrin ™ holders. The high-voltage for ESI was supplied
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Figure 2.2. Diagram of the ESI optical system used to probe fluorescence in the
ESI plume.
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by a Fluke (Seattle, WA) model 4088 power supply, and the counter-electrode
was grounded through a Keithley model 600A (Keithley Co. , Cleveland, OH)
electrometer. The average current was approximated from the analog meter
during an optical data acquisition period; the associated uncertainties were
estimated from the triplicate observations. Sample was infused at a flow rate of 5
µUmin using a Harvard (South Natick, MA) model 1 1 syringe pump. To facilitate
the spatial profiling of plumes, the entire ESI assembly was attached to an x,y,z manipulator (LS. Starrett Co. , Athol, MA) to adjust its position relative to the
optical path, which was invariant (see below). The ESI source was oriented with
the spray aimed downward in the vertical (z) direction.
The z = O position was visually determined each time the apparatus was
assembled by observing the laser spot ( ~ 1 .3 mm in diameter) on the emitter tip.
The positioning was estimated to be reproducible to within about 0.5 mm. The x
= 0 point was established by optimizing fluorescence intensity; this was
reproducible to within ± 0.2 mm.

Once the zero was established, other

measurements were reproducible to within about 0. 1 mm; therefore, data sets
used were obtained without dismantling the apparatus, and there was no need to
re-establish z = 0. The spray profile was obtained by moving the ESI source up
and down along the z-axis; no evidence of significant hysteresis was observed 1 81 •
The 51 4.5 nm line of a Lexel 3500 (Fremont, CA) argon ion laser was
used for excitation orthogonal to the spray from the ESI emitter.

For most

experiments the laser output power (5 to 200 mW, as noted) was attenuated by
about 86% when measured at the sample position by a laser power meter (Laser
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Precision Co. , Utica, NY) 181 . Fluorescence spectra of the SNARF, eosin Y, and
nile red dyes while in the ESI plume were obtained in the coaxial (backscattering)
mode using the macro stage of a Dilor XV Raman spectrometer (Instruments S.
A. Inc.; Edison, NJ), equipped with an EG&G (Trenton, NJ) OMA 4 charge
coupled detector (CCD) detector cooled to -70 °C. The low temperature was
applied to the CCD in order to enhance detector sensitivity. The macro stage
uses confocal optics, as shown in Figure 2.2; both the excitation and emission
radiation pass through the objective lens 181 . The excitation beam diameter (1 .3
mm) was determined by the focal and alignment conditions of the experimental
setup. The monochromator employed either a 600 groove/mm grating with 1 00
µm slits or a 1 50 groove/mm grating with 300 µm slits, giving a bandpass of 0.5
nm or 6 nm, respectively. TA holographic notch filter blocking 51 4 + 4 nm light
(Kaiser Optical Systems Inc. , Ann Arbor, Ml) was used at the entrance of the
monochromator to eliminate elastically scattered laser radiation, protecting the
CCD 181 _

2.3 Synthetic Polymers

2.3.1 Interpretation of the Intact ESI-MS Polymer Envelope

All simulations and computations of the theoretically generated polymer
data were performed on a Dell (Round Rock, TX) computer equipped with a
Windows 2000 Professional operating system and a 1 . 7 GHz Pentium IV
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processor.

The

simulated

copolymer

data

were

generated

with

"CopolymerModel" copolymer simulation software provided by Scott Campbell
(Sierra Analytics, Modesto, CA). The graphic user interface of the copolymer
simulation program may be used to manipulate polymer parameters such as
number-average molecular weight, polydispersity, repeat mass A, repeat mass
B, charge, resolution, and mono-isotopic data or data including the isotope
clusters. The end group and adduct functions were not operational when we
received first received the program; however, these operations were not
necessary for the program to create theoretical polymer data. Until recently, the
program incorrectly calculated the mass distribution when more then one charge
state was entered; therefore, charge states were calculated one at a time and
subsequently added.

Because of the troubles with the copolymer simulation

software, synthetic homopolymer data was generated with Sigma Plot (Chicago,
IL) 2000 software using simple combinations of sine and Gaussian functions. All
fast Fourier-transform (FFT) analyses were accomplished with MATLAB (The
Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA) software version 6.0.0.88 release 1 2. FFT analysis
required computation times of less than five seconds.
Except where noted, negative-ion ESI-MS spectra were obtained using a
Quattro II (Micromass, Manchester, UK) triple quadrupole mass spectrometer
equipped with a standard coaxial probe (capillary voltage -2,500 V) and a 2source. Nitrogen was used as the nebulizing (20 Uh) and drying gas (300 Uh).
The source block and desolvation temperatures were 110 °C and 150 °C,
respectively. Cone voltage of -20 V was utilized for all experiments.
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A limited number of spectra were acquired with a QSTAR XL hybrid (Q
TOF) MS/MS system (Sciex, Toronto, ONT, Canada) equipped with an lonspray
source. The instrument was operated in the MS mode (quad rupole analyzer
operating with RF only) , and other parameters were optimized for sensitivity, as
follow:

lonspray voltage, declustering potential, focusing potential, and

declustering potential 2 were set at -4, 200, -200, -265, and -50 V, respectively;
ion source and curtain gas flow rates were maintained at 1 .36 and 1 . 1 3 Umin,
respectively; and ion release delay and ion release width times were 1 23.90 and
59. 1 4 ms. I nfusion rates were again 5 µUmin. Spectra were acquired over the
mass range of 1 00-2 ,000 Da in the negative-ion mode .

2.3.2 Assessment of Monomer Ratios by ESI-MS with Collision-induced
Dissociation
An industrial colleague provided the putative terpolymer samples (#1 -8)
from various manufacturers as aqueous solutions (-50% w/w) with dyes and
other additives.

As our aim was only to establish whether the polymer

constituents differed from one another, specifics of their origin were not pursued
and are not reported.
Liquid chromatographic clean-up of polymer Samples 1 and 7 was
performed using a 40 x 2.5 cm column packed to a height of -38 cm with BioGel
P-4 from Bio-Rad Labs (Hercules, CA) . The void volume of the column was
estimated to be -1 40 ml.

Samples to be purified were first dried by

lyophylization with a Virtis Freezemobile 5SL freeze-drier (Gardiner, NY) at < 80
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millitorr and -52 °c. Approximately 0.20 g of the resulting powder was dissolved
in 1 ml of water and loaded onto the column, which was then gravity-eluted with
water (avg. flow rate 0.8 mUmin). After 90% of the estimated void volume (-120
ml) had passed, 30 separate 10-ml fractions were collected in order to facilitate
the subsequent freeze-drying process. The total elapsed time for the separation
was therefore -6 h, including -3.5 h for collection of the 30 fractions. Material
sufficient for NMR analysis (-0.12 g) was recovered in fractions #3-6, which
were collected within 40 min after the first appearance of polymer (fraction #3).
The later fractions (#7-30) were pooled and gave proton NMR results similar
(within error bars) to those for the earlier fractions. Total solids recovery was
roughly 90% (0.18 g) for Sample 1 and 85% (0.17 g) for Sample 7.
Mass spectra were obtained using a Quattro II (Micromass, Manchester,
UK) triple quadrupole mass spectrometer equipped with a standard ESI source
and a coaxial probe (Figure 2.4). Data acquisition was accomplished with the
Micromass Masslynx software package. Preliminary scans of the entire mass
range (up to 4,000 Da) were used to select the appropriate ranges for
subsequent multi-channel acquisition (MCA) scans. MCA spectra acquired over
the selected region (20-30 scans per spectrum) were background-subtracted
using a solvent blank. The intensity of the mono-isotopic peak was used for ratio
calculations.

Because of the acidic nature of the monomers, experiments

employed the negative-ion mode (capillary -2500 V, counterelectrode -500 V).
The cone voltage (CV) was varied between -20 and -100 CV. CV of -20 V was
used for low-energy ("low-CV") experiments and -100 V for high-energy ("high-
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CV") experiments. MS/MS experiments employed a collision energy (CE) of 2025 V, with nominally 4 x 10·3 torr Ar collision gas in the second (rf only}
quadrupole. Nitrogen was used for the drying and nebulizing gases at flow rates
of 300 Uh and 20 Uh, respectively. Source temperature was maintained at 80
oc.
Monomer and polymer samples were prepared at a concentration of 19.1
µg/mL (except as noted for calibration curves) in 50/50 (v/v) methanol/water
containing 75 µM sodium hydroxide (to facilitate ionization of weakly acidic
monomers). Monomer calibration curves were acquired over the ranges 0.05 to
2 µM for styrene sulfonate (SS) and 2-acrylamido-2-methyl propane sulfonic acid
(AM PS), and 0.03 to 150 nM for acrylic acid (AA). Limits of detection (LOD's)
were estimated using sensitivities from these curves to estimate the
concentration providing a signal equal to twice the standard deviation of the
corresponding blank (2cr LOO). Samples were infused directly into the source at
5 µUmin using a Harvard Apparatus (South Natik, MA) model 22 syringe pump.
NMR spectra of 3-8% (w/v) copolymer solutions prepared by dissolving
lyophilized and purified polymer in D2O along with ~0.4% (v/v) acetone (internal
reference) were recorded with a Varian lnova 600 MHz spectrometer at 298 K
using a 5-mm triple resonance probe. All spectra were acquired and processed
using standard Varian software (VNMR 6.1B).

Experimental parameters are

summarized in Table 2.2. 1-min acquisitions gave signal-to-noise ratios (S/N)
>40 for proton spectra. 720-min 1 3C NMR acquisition times were established by
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Table 2.2. Experimental conditions for NMR spectroscopy experiments involving
synthetic polymers.
Proton

Carbon-1 3

599.76 1 50 .82

Frequency (Hz)
Acetone reference peaks

2.22

30.89, 2 1 5.94

90 ° Pulse width (µsec)

8.4

20.4

Transients acquired

16

1 2000

Spectral width (Hz)

8000

50000

Relaxation delay (sec)

10

10

2D Coupling constant (Hz)

1 402

8;,i

Repetitions per 2D increment

1 62

32;,i

Total acquisition time (min)

0.5

720

(ppm) 1

1 vs tetramethyls1lane ;:$2
2
3

Heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC)
Heteronuclear multiple-bond correlation (HMBC)
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acquiring until a S/N of at least 5 was obtained for the peaks used to calculate
the area ratios. Gated decoupling was used to minimize the nuclear Overhauser
effect (NOE).
Cited uncertainties and error bars are derived from propagation of error
calculations based on the standard deviation for triplicate analysis of a single
sample (MS), or single analysis of each of three replicate samples (NM R).
These reflect the differences in precision of the experimental methods employed.

2.3.3

Monomers as Copolymer Standards and Assessing Monomer

Contamination by Monitoring the Monomer: Fragment Ratio
Mass spectra obtained using a Quattro II triple quadrupole mass
spectrometer equipped with a "Z-source", shown in Figure 1 . 1 1 . Data acquisition
was accomplished with the Micromass MassLynx software package

The

standard source (described above) suffered from contamination problems when
acquiring data from polymer samples.

Therefore the standard source was

irreversibly replaced with a 2-source, which did not require cleaning as frequently.
Preliminary scans of the entire mass range (up to 4,000 Da) were used to select
the appropriate ranges for subsequent multi-channel acquisition (MCA) scans.
MCA spectra acquired over the selected region (20-30 scans per spectrum)
were background-subtracted using a solvent blank.

Negative-ion (capillary

-2500 V) ESI-MS spectra were acquired with nitrogen as the cone gas,
nebulizing gas (20 Uh) and drying gas (300 Uh) while maintaining the source
block and desolvation temperatures at 1 1 O °C and 1 50 °C, respectively. -CVs of
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1 0 to 1 20 V were used for the monomer breakdown diagrams and monomer
standards experiments. Monomer limit-of-detection (LOO) experiments were run
at --CVs 20 to 1 00 V in the presence of 1 9. 1 µg/mL copolymer.

MS/MS

experiments employed a collision energy (CE) of 2-80 V, with nominally 4

x

1 0·3

torr Ar collision gas in the second (RF only) quadrupole. Samples were loaded
into a 250-µL syringe (SG E, Austin, TX) and infused directly into the probe via a
fused silica capillary (300 µM o.d . , 50 µM i.d.) at 5 µUmin using a Harvard
Apparatus model 22 syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus, South Natik, MA) .
Polymer and monomer samples were prepared at a desired concentration
up to 1 9. 1 µg/mL for polymer samples (- 1 µM copolymer, 20,000 nominal
molecular weight) and up to 80 µM for monomer samples in methanol/water 1 : 1
(v/v) containing 75 µM NaOH . Samples used to generate monomer standard
calibration curves for SS and MA monomer mixtures were prepared such that
total monomer concentration was maintained at 40 µM i n methanol/water
containing 75 µM NaOH while the concentrations of SS and maleic acid (MA)
monomers were adjusted to obtain the desired molar ratio (2: 1 , 1 : 1 , 1 :2, 1 :3, 1 :4,
and 1 :5 SS/MA. AMPS/AA monomer standard calibration cu rves were prepared

in the same solvent and total monomer concentration as SS/MA monomer
mixtures; however, the monomer ratios were 3: 1 , 2 : 1 , 1 : 1 , 1 :2, and 1 :3
AM PS/AA.
Procedures for clean-up and

13

C NMR spectroscopy of the AMPS/AA

copolymer were similar to that described for the terpolymer samples.
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2.4 Carbohydrates

2.4.1 Hyaluronic Acid Oligomer Identification
Samples of sodium hyaluronate (HA) for bovine testicular hyaluronidase
{8TH; E.C. 3.2.1.35) degradations were initially dissolved in water deionized and
filtered using a Nanopure 550 system. For the 8TH digestions, 50 mg of HA
were suspended in 1O ml of aqueous buffer (200 mM in NaCl and 50 mM in
NaOAc, adjusted to pH 6.0 by the addition of NaOH), and the mixture was stirred
overnight at O °C, resulting in a clear solution to which 8TH (1000 units) was
added, with stirring being continued at 37 °C. Reaction time varied depending on
the size range of oligosaccharides desired; times of -36.0 h, -3.0 h, and -2.0 h
were utilized to produce oligomer ranges of 4 to 14-mer, 12 to 30-mer, and 20 to
42-mer, respectively. The reaction was quenched by the addition of 50 ml of
ethanol (EtOH), the mixture was then concentrated on a rotary evaporator (40 °C)
for approximately 1 h to remove the EtOH, and the aq solution was lyophilized as
described above for the terpolymers. The resulting white powder (-200 mg) was
dissolved in -15 ml of 0.25 M pyridinium acetate and subjected to gel
permeation chromatography (GPC) on a 90 x 5 cm column packed to -75 cm
with BioGel P-30. The sample was separated with 0.25 M pyridinium acetate as
eluent and a flow rate of -0.2 mUh. 240 GPC fractions (-2 ml each) were
collected, lyophilized and then analyzed as described in the following sections.
Negative-ion ESI-MS spectra were acquired under conditions described
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Data acquisition and

above for the 2-source except as noted below.

deconvolution was accomplished with the Micromass Masslynx software
package, including MaxEnt data-analysis software. Sample solutions ~ 1 O µg/ml
in 1 : 1 MeOH:water were infused at a flow rate of 5 µUmin. The CV was varied
over the range of -5 to -45 V. Spectra were acquired in the multi-channel
acquisition mode from scans encompassing

rn/z 50-1 700.

Matrix-assisted laser-desorption ionization (MAlDI) MS was carried out
using a Voyager DE, RP time-of-flight instrument (Applied Biosystems, Foster
City, CA) equipped with a high-current detector.

Oligosaccharides were

dissolved in water (~2 mg/ml) and mixed with the matrix solution ( 1 0 mg/ml 2,5dihydroxybenzoic acid, 2,5-DHB in acetonitrile) in a 1 :4 (v/v) ratio. Samples were
spotted (0.5 µl) twice per sample well, allowing the analyte/matrix solution to dry
at room temperature. Mass analysis was done in the linear negative-ion mode
with delayed extraction. The acceleration voltage was set at 20 kV and grid
voltage, delay time, and guide wire voltage optimized for signal intensity,
depending on the mode and mass range in use.

Fifty mass spectra were

acquired and summed for each sample spot. External mass calibrations were
performed with a mixture of angiotensin and bovine serum albumin dissolved in
water with 2,5-DHB ( 1 O mg/ml in acetonitrile) as the matrix in a 1 :2:500 molar
ratio.
The high-performance anion-exchange chromatography (H PAEC) system
consisted of a Dionex DX-500 pump (Sunnyvale, CA) equipped with a Carbopac
PA-1 guard precolumn (25 mm x 3 mm) and Carbopac PA-1 column (250 mm x 4
75

mm) , and a type I I pulsed amperometric detection (PAD; with gold working
electrode and silver/silver hydroxide reference electrode) inte rfaced to a Hewlett
Packard 3390A integrator.

HA oligomer samples (25 µL of solutions

approximately 25-50 µg/m L analyte) were eluted at a flow of 1 .0 mUmin. To
facilitate PAD and minimize baseline drift, 400 mM NaOH was added post
column at a flow rate of 0.5 mUmin. The electrochemical detector was ope rated
in the pu lsed amperometric mode at 3 µA sensitivity. A triple pulse sequence
was used for amperometric detection. Three potentials: E1 = - 0. 1 5 V, E2 = 0.75

V and E3 = -0.35 V were applied for 21 0, 1 80, and 360 ms, respectively.
Specific ranges of oligomers were identified by utilizing buffer concentrations
listed in Table 2 .3. The concentrations of acetate eluents in Table 2.3 were
obtained by adjusting the system pump to mix the appropriate proportion of 1 .0 M
sodium acetate solution (pH 7.5) with deionized water.

2.4.2 Exopolysaccharide Characterization
Unpurified exopolysaccharide (EPS) , a light-brown cotton-like material ,
was supplied by Dr. Gary Sayler (Center for Environmental Biotechnology, Univ.
of Tenn. Knoxville) .

Al l of the experiments i n this section were done in

1 2
collaboration with Dr. Sayler's research group as described by Allen . 8 The E PS
received from Dr. Sayler was lyophilized two remove residual water, weighed and
further purified by GPC using a ·so x 5 cm (packed to -50 cm) column in series
with a 60 x 3 cm column fully packed with BioGel P-1 00 (Bio-Rad Labs) . The
void volume of the column was estimated to be -300 ml. Approximately 30 mg
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Table 2.3. Ranges of BTH-derived HA oligosaccharides 1 readily identified
utilizing indicated concentrations of acetate eluent, pH 7.5.
Concentration of acetate

Oligomer range characterized

eluent (mM)
180

4-8-mer

350

6-13-mer

400

8-19-mer

500

18-28-mer

1

Dionex DX-500 system with CarboPac PA-1 guard precolumn (25 x 3 mm) and
CarboPac PA-1 column (250 x 4 mm). HA oligosaccharide samples (25 µL of
solutions approximately 25-50 µg/ml analyte) were eluted at a flow of 1.0
mUmin. Acetate eluents were obtained by programming the system pump to mix
the necessary proportion of 1.0 M sodium acetate solution (pH 7.5) with
deionized water.
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of the lyophilized EPS was dissolved in 7 ml of water and loaded onto the
column, which was then gravity-eluted with water at an average flow rate of 0.3
mUmin. Total solids recovery following lyophylization was approximately 70%
(21 mg) of the original sample mass over -72 h ( - 1 80 fractions of -5 ml each).
Size determination of the unpurified E PS by G PC was performed by V-labs, Inc.
(Covington, LA) using Na poly(styrene sulfonate) standards as a reference.
NMR spectroscopy experiments were acquired, employing the same
instrument and software used for the synthetic polymers, from 1 mg of EPS
dissolved in 1 ml of D2O to which 2 µl of deuterated trifluoroacetic acid was
added and subsequently lyophilized (process repeated twice). The sample was
then dissolved in 650 µl of D2O for analysis.

1

H and

13

C chemical shits were

referenced to internal acetone. Total correlated spectroscopy (TOCSY) spectra
were acquired at mixing times of 20, 50, 80, and 1 50 ms. HSQC and gradient
correlated (gCOSY) spectra were generated with 269 ms acquiring times.
FT infrared spectra were acquired on a Bio-Rad 60A Fourier-transform
infrared spectrophotometer (Hercules, CA) using single beam transmittance and
1 6 scan/s resolution. Spectra were acquired using Janos ECRAN screen cells
by applying - 1 .5 mg of EPS dissolved in 1 00 µl H2O.
Analysis of the EPS was accomplished by chemical derivatization with
subsequent MS analysis. 1 mg samples of purified EPS were hydrolyzed in 0.5
ml 2 M aqueous trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) for 3 hours at 1 21 °C and the alditol
acetate derivatives were generated as described in York et a/. . 1 83 The samples
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were then 0-acetylated by the addition of 250 µL of acetic anhydride and 230 µL
pyridine and heated at 50 ° C for 1 O min. 1 ml of toluene was added and the
samples were dried under N 2 . 1 ml of 0.2 M sodium carbonate was then added
to neutralize residual acid, and the samples were extracted with 1 ml of
methylene chloride. Aqueous layers were removed and discarded. The samples
were further washed by the addition of 1 ml of HPlC-grade water for a total of
three times. On the third washing, the sample was centrifuged on a Brinkmann
Instruments Centrifuge 541 7R (Westbury, NY) at 3750 rpm for 5 min, and the
organic layer was removed and transferred to a fresh test tube. These samples
were dried down under N 2 , dissolved in 1 00 µl of acetone and analyzed by GC
MS.
Trimethylsilyl (TMS) methyl glycosides derivatives of the EPS were
generated from a mixture 1 0 µl of a 2 µg/ml solution of inositol were added to 1 mg samples of purified EPS material, which were then lyophilized to dryness.
The lyophilized samples were hydrolyzed in 500 µl of freshly prepared
methanolic HCI for 1 6 h at 80

°

C.

Following hydrolysis, samples were

evaporated to dryness under N 2 , and residual acid was removed by repeated
addition of 250 µl of methanol, followed by subsequent drying with N 2 . This
process was repeated three times.

Amino sugars were N-acetylated by the

addition of 200 µl of methanol, 20 µl of pyridine, and 20 µl of acetic anhydride
and incubated at room temperature for 6 h. Samples were dried under N 2 and
derivatized by the addition of 200 µl of Tri-Sil TMS reagent with heating at 80 °C
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for 20 min.

Samples were then dried, dissolved in 100 µL of hexane, and

analyzed by GC-MS.
Standards for both alditol acetate and TMS methyl glycosides were
prepared containing 100 µg of each of the following:

N-acetyl-o-fucosamine

(synthetically prepared; was a gift from Dr. Horton to Dr. Baker), o-glucose, L
rhamnose, o-galacturonic acid, and N-acetyl-o-glucosamine. 20 µg of inositol
were added to each hydrolysis reaction as an internal standard.

In addition,

separate hydrolysis reactions were run on monosaccharide standards as positive
controls, as well as negative controls containing only 20 µg of inositol.
Derivatives were analyzed on a Hewlett-Packard (HP) 6890 Series gas
chromatograph outfitted with a DB-5MS capillary column (J&W Scientific; 30 m x
0.25 mm i.d.; 0.25 µm film thickness) and an H P 5973 mass-selective detector in
the scan mode. Helium was used as the carrier gas at flow rate of 1 mUmin.
For both alditol acetate and TMS methyl glycoside derivatives, the following
temperature profile was used:

Initial temperature, 150 °C for 2 min, then

increasing at 2 °C/min to a final temperature of 240 °c, where it was held for 3
min. A post run temperature of 300 °C was maintained for 3 min before injection
of subsequent samples.
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CHAPTER 3
Investigating Chemical Changes in ESI Droplets
ESI-MS53 •

54• 61 • 1 84

has become a powerful tool in the analysis of polar

molecules, displaying the most utility in the qualitative assessment of peptide and
protein samples. 1 85•

1 86

However, the extent to which the ions observed in an

ESI-MS spectrum reflect those in the solution is still an unanswered question.
The generation of charged droplets in ESI-MS 1 87- 1 89 and the efficiency of
desorbing charged analyte ions from those droplets56•

57• 59

can be critically

sensitive to the chemical environment in the sprayed droplets.

It has been

difficult to utilize ESI-MS as a quantitative tool for complex mixtures· because ESI
can preferentially ionize some of the components from mixture samples leaving
the non-favored species under-represented in the mass spectrum ("signal
suppression"). 1 90 • 1 9 1 Developing a clear picture of the ESI mechanism therefore
requires understanding of the chemical changes that take place during the
desolvation process, including changes in pH , solvent composition, analyte
concentration, and charge state.

55 • 57• 1 87 • 1 92• 1 94

The uncertainty in correlating the ESI-MS gas-phase ion abundance to the
solution phase ion abundance has in part to do with the lack of clarity associated
with the environment inside the droplet and how the solution ions are transferred
to the gas phase.

Possible contributors to the chemical changes are solvent
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hydrolysis at the metal electrospray tip, 1 95 charge enrichment, uneven droplet
subdivision and solvent evaporation. 1 87 It is not known how significant each of
these processes is and/or how fast the solution reacts to restore equilibrium if
and when changes occu r. In addition, it is not known at what point ions begin
desorbing from the droplet. 1 96- 1 98

Direct measurement of chemical changes

inside the drople�s is challenging because of the small size and corryplex
dynamics of the droplets57•

1 94

Only a few attempts trying to measure the

chemical changes within the ESI plume have been reported . 1 87• 1 92 • 1 94 • 1 95 • 1 99• 200
Our efforts in the clarification of the ESI mechanism involve probing the droplet
pH as it travels away from the capillary tip. 1 87• 1 94• 201 Since ESI-MS samples the
preformed ions in solution, the local pH will have a key role in the ionization
(protonation and deprotonation) of analyte molecules.

'Wrong-way-round

ionization" has been used to describe the observation of protonated or
deprotonated ions when sampling strongly basic or acidic solutions, respectively,
where such ions are not expected to exist in appreciable concentrations. 1 89• 202•205
Production of abundant protonated ions from solutions where their equilibrium
concentration is low has been attributed to lowering of the droplet pH by solvent
oxidation 1 94 • 1 95 and/or by simple proton enrichment due to solvent evaporation . 57•
1 99

Localized enrichment of protons at the droplet su rface due to columbic

repulsion may also contribute. 55 • 1 88• 1 89 It is our hope that the investigation of the
chemical changes during the electrospray process may provide insights about
mechanistic aspects and the interpretation of ESI spectra.
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As reported above, other research groups have attempted to probed the
physical and chemical changes that occu r in the ESI plume. 1 88 •

1 92 • 1 93 206 207
,
,

Methods utilized in these studies have included pH-sensitive metal-ligand
complexes; 1 88 dissociations of Fe2+(2,2'-bipyridine)a and Ni2+(2,2'-bipyridine)a
complexes were monitored upon electrospraying their methanol-water solutions
to get a measure of the solution pH. 1 88 The use of metal complexes afforded
evidence for the enrichment of protons near the droplet surface. Kiselev et al.
describe a probe capable of measuring the composition of liquid from drops
dispersed in a gas. 1 92 The probe described is capable of sampling liquid from
drops dispersed in a gas so the sampling process does not change the
composition of the liquid. The droplets of the ESI plume were sampled in order
to monitor how the droplet composition changes as the droplets evaporate.
Chillier et al. studied the fluorescence spectroscopy of octaethylporphyrin in the
ESI plume to better understand cases for which the ESI-MS spectra do not
reflect the equilibrum ion abundances in the solution electrosprayed. 1 93

Two

dimensional phase Doppler anemometry (PDA) was used to measure the size
and velocity distributions in electrosprayed mixtures of water: methanol by
Olumee et al. 206• 207 PDA utilizes the interference of light beams (from a laser) to
create a set of equally spaced fringes. The velocity and size measurements are
made when a droplet traverses the interference pattern resulting in a fluctuation
of light received by the detector. Only one reported study has been able to
indirectly measure the pH of the ESI plume; 1 88 no studies have been reported
where the pH was directly measu red in the ESI plume.
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3.1 pH Changes in the Spray Plume (earlier work in our group)

Laser-induced fluorescence spectrometry (LIF) is the tool used by our
research group to monitor the pH and solvent composition of sprayed droplets. 1 87•
1 94 201
•

An experimental setup to directly probe the ESI plume was described in

the Experimental section. 1 94

Previously in our group, the applicability of LIF

profiling capabilities of the ESI plume was assessed; this study was
accomplished by utilizing an argon ion laser (5 1 4.5 nm) and a strongly
fluorescing dye (Eosin Y) with little pH or solvent polarity dependence. The lack
of pH and solvent polarity dependence in the dye is important for discerning what
the instrument response was for our experimental setup. The neutral form of the
dye (PKa 3.8) is colorless, and the absorption maxima of the singly (pKa 3.25) and
doubly deprotonated species differ by only 3 nm (51 6 and 51 9, respectively). 208
The colorless neutral form causes the spectrum to disappear, instead of shifting,
at low pH.
The fluorescence spectrum of Eosin Y was highly insensitive to changes
in pH (2.7 to 6.5 pH) whether sampling either the hanging droplet (defined in
Experimenta'i} or a pneumatically assisted spray, 1 94 in agreement with the
acid/base chemistry. After normalization to the maximum intensity, the spectral
features for the hanging drop and the spray plume were essentially the same,
regardless of the distance (z) from the emitter tip, Figure 3. 1 . 1 94 However, the
intensity of the maximum emission obtained from the plume at z = 8 was ~550
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pneumatically nebulized spray 8 mm from the emitter (no ESI voltage) . (This
figure was adapted from Zhou et al. 1 81 )
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times less than the hanging droplet.

The decrease in intensity occurs even

though there is an increase in path length approximately proportional to

z,

assuming a constant spray angle. It should be noted, however, that the number
density of indicator molecules and hence the signal to noise ratio decreases as
roughly as the inverse square of the distance to the emitter due to the spreading
of the plume.

Despite the decreasing intensity, the similarity of the spectral

features acquired from the bulk and the hanging droplet confirm that a
representative spectrum may be obtained when sampling the ESI plume. The
results from this study also indicate that it should be possible to acquire
fluorescence signals from the plume at varying distances down stream of the
emitter. 1 94
For profiling the pH of the ESI plume, aqueous solutions of a fluorescent
pH indicator, carboxyseminaphthorhodafluor-1 (SNARF, structure given in Figure
3.2), were sprayed in the positive- and negative-ion ESI modes. The singly (HA_
emitting at 587 nm; pKa 7.5) and doubly (A2-, 638 nm) deprotonated species are
the fluorescent forms of this indicator. 1 79 The neutral form (H 2A) is not very
soluble in water, therefore its pKa has not been reported. By measuring the ratio
of the two fluorescent forms of the dye, the pH of the spray at a given distance (z)
from the emitter can be determined.

Measuring the fluorescence intensity ratio

is preferred to an absolute intensity measurement because of the uncertainty of
the solute concentration and number of droplets in the region of the spray plume
being monitored at any given time or distance. The fluorescence spectra of
solutions buffered at pH 6.6, 7.0, and 8.0 obtained from hanging droplets are
86
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Figure 3.2. Structure of SNARF (repeated from Chapter 2) .
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given in Figure 3.3.

The isoemissive point (607 nm) and the fluorescence

maxima are in good agreement with the previous literature.1 80 A calibration curve
was constructed, measured from buffered hanging droplets, by plotting the
intensity ratio /63a//581 as a function of pH, Figure 3.4. 1 94 The curve is consistent
with the expectations that a pH sensitive dye is useful over the pKa ± 1.
In these earlier studies, the concern of photodegradation to the probe
dyes or other invasive effects of the laser beam resulted in maintaining the laser
power at a rather low level to avoid photodegradation. 1 94 As a result, sensitivity
was inadequate to determine the pH more than 2 mm downstream from the ESI
emitter. 1 94 In the present studies, the laser power was increased by an order of
magnitude and the dye concentration was doubled, enabling assessment of the
pH at much later stages of the droplet evolution.

No spectral changes were

observed when -1 ml of a dye solution in a 1 cm quartz cell was exposed to the
laser for 50 seconds; photodegradation was apparently not a problem under
these conditions.

In view of the short exposure times of individual droplets,

photodamage was therefore assumed negligible in the spray.

3.1 . 1 pH Changes in the Spray Pl ume (current work)
When the ESI voltage is turned on, the onset of electrospray is evident
from detection of a small (typically < 1 µA) emitter current. The ESI current can
result in generation (or removal) of protons via solvent electrochemistry.
However, the large excess of buffer as compared with the limited proton
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Figure 3.4.

Calibration curve of SNARF emission intensity ratio (16381'1sa1 ) vs.

pH . l53a and lsa1 are fluorescence signal intensities at 638 nm and 587 nm,
respectively. Data were obtained from hanging drops of 20 µM SNARF in 50 mM
phosphate buffer. (This figure was adapted from Zhou et al. 1 81 )
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production in the solutions of Figure 3.3 prevent any indication of this effect in the
fluorescence spectra; these buffered solutions show no significant spectral shifts
(z = 1 mm) when the ESI power is turned on (positive- or negative-ion mode).
With unbuffered solutions, the measurable pH changes that may accompany
spraying are easily observed. By measuring the UV absorption of an indicating
dye in a solution exiting the spray tip, Van Berkel et al. 1 95 observed a decrease of
several units in pH as a result of water oxidation. Therefore aqueous (unbuffered
solutions) were necessary to observe pH changes in the ESI plume.
The fluorescence spectra acquired from the plume at z = 1 mm and 8 mm
when electrospraying a 40 µM aqueous solution of SNARF at pH 6.9 (estimated
from the /53af/ss1 emission intensity ratio for a hanging drop) in the positive-ion
mode is shown in Figure 3.5. Due to the weak acidity of SNARF, the pH was
adjusted by the addition of dilute KOH in order to maintain the spray pH near the
optimum working range of the dye (pKa ±1 ~ 7.5 ±1 ) .

The changes (vertical

arrows in Figure 3.5) upon moving down the plume (z = 1 to 8 mm) are due to the
increase in emission attributable to the protonated form of the dye at 8 mm (HA-)
and the corresponding decrease (8 mm) for the deprotonated form (A2-) . Within
1 mm of the spray tip, the pH had decreased to 6.36 based on the calibration
curve in Figure 3.4.
Solvent Electrolysis

Along with the measured pH an estimated pH due to electrolysis may be
calculated, based on the ESI current,

Ka,
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pH, total dye concentration ([dye]) .
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Comparison of the fluorescence spectra obtained by spraying a 40

µM SNARF aqueous solution in the positive-ion mode and probing the plume at z
= 1 and 8 mm. The spectra were normalized to the isoemissive point at 607 nm.
ES voltage: 3.6 kV. Arrows indicate the increase in the relative emission from
the acidic form of the dye and the corresponding decrease in emission from the
basic form at the downstream position. (This figure was adapted from Zhou et al.
1 81 )
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Assuming 1 00% current efficiency (all electrons removed in the positive-ion
mode result in an excess proton and every electron added in the negative-ion
mode results in an excess hydroxide ion) and that SNARF will react with the
electrochemically produced protons (H+) and hydroxide ions (OH -) , the expected
pH value at a given ESI current can be calculated. Equation 3.1 1 94 and 3.21 94
may be used to calculate the expected pH in the positive- and negative-ion
In the positive-ion mode, A2- is titrated by the

modes, respectively.

electrochemically generated protons. 1 94 If X is the concentration of A2- that is

- X, the subscripts i, f, and e represent initial (pre-electrolysis), final, and
electrolytically generated concentrations of H +, 1 94 respectively. Equation 3.1 can
be derived by solving for X and substituting into the expression for the acid
dissociation constant (Ka). 1 94 The negative-ion mode expression (equation 3.2)
can be found be using similar reasoning (Kw is the dissociation constant of water).
(3.1)

Kw

1K. _ [OH- J r * ([HA - ] i + [OH - J r - [OH- J i - [OH- ] e )
a - ---------------([A

2

- t + [OH- L + [OH- ] e - [OH

+

]r )

(3.2)

The initial values in the equations can be determined from the initial pH,

Ka, and

the formal concentration. [H1e or [OH-]e can be estimated from the ESI current
divided by the volumetric flow rate times Faraday's constant. The measured
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value of 6.36 is very good agreement with that predicted (6.29) based on the
electrolytic generation of protons by solvent oxidation .
Consistent with the earlier observation with unbuffered sol utions,
significant spectral changes (at z = 1 mm) were observed when an emitter
voltage is applied while spraying an unbuffered SNARF sol ution at initial pH ~ 6.9 .
Operation in the positive-ion mode (Figure 3.6 cu rves 1 , 4, and 5) can be seen to
shift the apparent pH to lower values (ls:wlsa1 decreases).

Conversely, the

solution becomes more basic (ls:w1 587 increases) when electrospraying in the
negative-ion mode (Figure 3.6 cu rves 2, 3, and 6) .

These changes are

consistent with the expected effects of solvent electrolysis. The observed pH
change due to electrolysis of the solvent is demonstrated by the unambiguously
sensitivity to the ESI mode polarity.

3.2 Axial Profiling of the Electrospray Plume

It is evident from the data of Figure 3.6 that the pH of the droplets
continues to change as they move down the plume. Cu rve 1 indicates a pH near
5.67 at 8 mm downstream, therefore the proton concentration has increased 5fold relative to that measu red at 1 mm. The decrease is gradual but reasonably
steady, consistent with the intuitive expectation that the pH of a solution which is
even slightly acidic should drop as the volume decreases and the acid becomes
more concentrated due to solvent evaporation. The relatively large error bars
94
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Plots of the pH values estimated from the fluorescence spectra of

SNARF in the spray plume versus the axial distance (z) from the emitter tip. ES
voltage: Curve 1 (■) + 4.0 kV; Cu rve 2 ( •) -3.0 kV; Curve 3 (•) -3.3 kV; Curve 4
( .A. ) + 4.0 kV; Curve 5 ( T ) +3.5 kV; and Curve 6 ( ♦ ) -3.0 kV. Left-most point in
each plot reports the pH of the bulk solution prior to spraying.

Error bars

represent one standard deviation, based on triplicate measurements of each
point. (This figu re was adapted from Zhou et al. 1 81 )
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at the lowest pH reflect the extension beyond the "optimum" pH range of the dye,
but leave no doubt of the decrease.
Similar results were obtained when spraying a solution with initial pH 6.30
(no added KOH) in the negative-ion mode (curve 2 in Figure 3.6).

After an

electrolysis-induced increase to -pH 6.77 at z = 1 mm (in reasonable agreement
with the 6.65 value expected based on the electrolysis current), the pH falls to
-5.92 at z = 8 mm, representing a -7-fold increase in the proton concentration.
The rough parallelism of these semilogarithmic curves (slope m = --0.100 ± 0.018
for curve 1 �nd --0.121±0.016 for curve 2; Table 3.1) might be expected for
simple solvent evaporation at a rate insensitive to the initial droplet pH or polarity.
The question arises whether it is feasible for a droplet to undergo a -5-fold
decrease in volume in the time required to travel -8 mm.
Kebarle57 estimates a -4-fold change in volume for a 1.5 µm (initial radius)

methanol droplet in the time required to travel -8 mm ( -0.4 msec, based on
Vertes' velocity measurements206• 207) . This would agree quite nicely with the five
fold increase in proton concentration observed for curve 1 , but the solutions we
are monitoring are aqueous.

Arguably, a purely aqueous droplet should

evaporate more slowly (due to lower vapor pressure).209 It can be estimated
from the surface evaporation limit law2 1 0 that a 1.5 µm water droplet (at 298 K,
vapor pressure of 2810 Pa, molar mass .0018 kg/mol, density of 1 kg/m3) would
lose only -10% of its volume in 0.4 msec, vs. 80-86% that would be necessary
to achieve 5- to 7-fold proton enrichment by evaporation alone. In addition, the
droplet would probably also be larger (due to higher surface tension).209 Based
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Table 3. 1 . Conditions, slopes, and standard deviations of slopes for curves in
Figure 3.6.
Initial pH

Curve 1

Spray Voltage (kV)

m ± Sm (pH/mm)2

6.9

1 (■)

+4.0

-0. 1 00 ± 0.01 8

6.3

2 (•)

-3.0

-0 . 1 21 ± 0.01 6

6.9

3 (•)

-3.3

-0.081 ± 0.005

7.5

4 (A)

+4.0

-0.002 ± 0.007

7.5

5 (T)

+3.5

-0.0 1 0 ± 0.004

7.5

I
-0.030 ± 0.006
-3.0
6 (♦)
Curve number and symbol used in Figure 3.6.
2
Linear least squares slope (m) and corresponding standard deviation (sm)
calculated using the points at z = 1 , 4, and 8 mm in the curves of Figure 3.6.
1
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on Fernandez de la Mora's21 1 •2 1 3 relationship for the droplet radius of the ESI
droplets; under similar conditions as Kebarle57 (sample flow rate of 5 µUmin,
capillary diameter of 200 µm, voltage of 2 kV, and temperature of 298 K), water
droplets would be - 2.4 µm in radius.

Furthermore, the presence of 40 µM

SNARF (pKa 7.5 weak acid) should serve to buffer the system .

The addition of

40 µM SNARF to water gives an initial pH of 6.3, [H1 = 1 0·5-3 = 0.5 µM. By
solving the Ka expression, the resulting concentrations of the dye can be found:
[HA] = 37.63 µM, [A2-] = 2.37 µM. These concentrations are not consistent with
the initial form of the dye being H2A, because the pH of 42.37 µM of H + is 4.37.
Therefore most of the dye initially present must have been the Na-salt, [Na1 =
4 1 .8 µM. By substituting the mass balance (equation 3.3) and charge balance
(equation 3.4) equations into the Ka expression an equation (equation 3.5) for
determining the effect of a four fold volume change is derived, where Fdye is the
Fdye

= HA- + A2-

(3.3)

Na+ + H + = OH - + HA + 2(A.?-)

(3.4)

[H + ] * ([Na + ] + [H +

] - [OH- ] - [Fdye ])
K = -----------a

[dye].

[OH- ] - [Na + ] - [H + ] + 2 [Fdye 1

(3.5)

Even if a 4-fold volume change beginning at pH 6.30 could happen,

equation 3.5 predicts it would only cause the pH to decrease by less than 0.03
units - i. e., by less than the uncertainty in the measured pH. It is clear from
Figure 3.6 that the decrease in pH is significant because it exceeds even the
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relatively large error bars at low pH. Although it was initially thought that the
evaporation of solvent from droplets was the main contributor to induce a pH
change, a more detailed examination of the data found that evaporation is only a
minor contributor.

Considering Non-Evaporative Factors
More evidence pointing towards the minimal contribution of evaporation is
the observation of a similar decrease in pH when electrospraying a pH 6.90
solution in the negative-ion mode (curve 3 in Figure 3.6) . Here, there is roughly a
4-fold increase in hydrogen ion concentration in moving from 1 to 8 mm, despite
the fact that this solution becomes slightly basic following electrolysis (pH ~ 7.20
at 1 mm), and would therefore be expected to become more basic (positive slope)
if evaporation were the only process active. Comparison with the two curves for
which pH at 1 mm is ~ pH 7. 1 2 and 7.27 (curves 4 and 5 in Figure 3.6) confirms
that factors besides simple solvent evaporation must be operative. Curves 4 and
5 are essentially horizontal from 1 to 8 mm (Table 3. 1 ), which is expected for the
slow evaporation described above and for solutions where pH is very near pKa so
that buffer capacity is optimized. Even for the most basic solution (curve 6 in
Figure 3.6); there is a small decrease in pH as the droplets move away from the
emitter (m = -0.03; Table 3. 1 ). This curve lies well within the range of pH for
which SNARF is a useful pH indicator, so that error bars are relatively small and
the small decrease appears to be statistically significant.
The slopes for the curves of Figure 3.6 generally correlate with initial pH
and ionic strength; slopes are smaller for those solutions to which KOH was
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added to raise the pre-spray pH.

If Kebarle's model57 for some reason

underestimates the evaporation rate for curves 1-3, the shallow slopes of curves
4-6 may simply reflect a slower rate of evaporation due to a colligative effect of
the KOH added to raise the initial pH. However, only on the order of 1O to 20 µM
KOH (final formal concentration) was needed to reach the initial pH for the top
three curves of Figure 3.6. In any case, since the vapor pressure (and therefore
the rate of evaporation) is proportional to the solvent mole fraction (Raoult's law),
such low electrolyte concentrations should have only a small effect.

The

spectroscopic (as opposed to colligative) influence of ionic strength is also small;
Whitaker et al. report very little change in the emission wavelengths, intensities,
or intensity ratios when 200 mM NaCl is added to aqueous SNARF solutions. 1 80
Similarly, effects of self-quenching and/or dye aggregation should be negligible at
these low concentrations, and would in any event cause an apparent increase in
pH: the emission yield of the protonated form of the dye is reportedly attenuated
more strongly (decreasing by a factor of 6. 7) than the deprotonated form
(decreasing only by a factor of 2.3) when the concentration is increased from 1O
µM to 1 mM.21 4
The fluorescence of SNARF is slightly temperature-sensitive; 1 80•

214 2 1 5
•

lowering the temperature of a 40 µM (pH 6.6) sample (in a cuvette) from 50 ° C to
10 ° C resulted in a shift of the relative emission intensities equivalent to that
caused by lowering the pH ~0.3 units (Figure 3.7).

If evaporative cooling

overwhelms collisional warming of the droplets, this effect could enhance the
apparent pH change of acidic droplets, and offset that of basic droplets. Further
100
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Figure 3.7. Temperature dependence of the pH for an aqueous 40 µM SNARF
solution.

pH determinations were made by comparing intensity ratio (ls�lsa1 )

measured in a cuvette with the calibration curve of SNARF emission vs. pH. l53a
and 1 581 are fluorescence signal intensities at 638 nm and 587 nm.
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study will be needed to assess fully any contribution from this mechanism; e.g.,
the use of a more highly temperature-sensitive and less highly pH-sensitive
fluorophore would be advantageous.
One final, relatively complex potential contributor to the "anomalous"
behavior of Figure 3.6 should be considered.

It has been reported that the

mutual coulombic repulsion among excess protons in positive-ion ESI can lead to
a 103 to104-fold increase of proton concentrations within a layer 5-27 nm from
the droplet surface.55 • 1 88• 1 89 Enrichment of the hydrophobic dye near the acidic
surface might enhance the abundance of HA- to an extent_ that increases as
evaporation increases the surface-to-volume ratio and/or as the dye has more
time to diffuse to the surface.

The maximum time (Tdiff) required for such

diffusion can be estimated from the diffusion coefficient (D) of the ion and the
droplet radius (r)58:
Tdiff

=

r2/TTD

(3.6)

An organic anion with a typical 1o-s cm2/s58 diffusion coefficient would be
expected to diffuse ~1 µM in 0.4 ms. This effect could accelerate the reduction in

pH observed in curve 1. For the other two positive-ion experiments (curves 4
and 5), droplets are initially slightly basic, so that most electrolytically generated
protons would combine with hydroxide, leaving potassium ions as the cation in
excess at the surface. This, combined with better buffering (because the initial
pH is closer to pKa) could mitigate any surface effect.
The case is more complex for the three negative-ion experiments (curves
2, 3, and 6). For curves 2 and 3, the hydroxide concentration at z = 1 mm is
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lower than the dye concentration; electrolytically generated hydroxide can react
with HA- so that the excess negative charge will likely be HA- and A2-. The
coulombic force driving excess charge to the surface will be stronger for the
dianion, but may be opposed by a potential barrier resulting from the drive to
solvate this ion.

Net partitioning of HA- into a distinct surface layer may

contribute to its overall enrichment. For curve 2, this effect would be enhanced
by the drop in pH resulting from evaporation of an initially acidic droplet; this
synergy (plus possible thermal effects - see above) may account for the fact that
this curve has the steepest slope (--0. 1 21 ; Table 3.1 ).
For the more basic droplets of curve 6, hydroxide and dye concentrations
are roughly equal, and the majority of the dye is fully deprotonated (pH > pK8) .
Because of the greater mobility of the smaller hydroxide ion (compared with the
dye), the surface excess charge is likely to be OH-. Thus, the analyte ion may be
left behind in the droplet interior, wherein pH may fall slightly as hydroxide ions
partition to the surface.
If inhomogeneity contributes to the trends of Figure 3.6, droplet
subdivision may enhance the effects. Dye at or near the droplet surface may be
enriched in the small, highly-charged offspring droplets that result from uneven
droplet fission. 57• 2 1 6 For curve 1 , the offspring droplets would be more acidic
than the bulk, since the excess charge is primarily H + . As discussed above, for
curves 2 and 3, the dye itself comprises the excess charge; removing HA- into
offspring droplets may favor a shift toward more protonation in the large residual
droplets. Effects would be mitigated in curves 4 and 5, where the excess charge
1 03

is primarily sodium. Finally, stripping OH- into offspring from the basic droplets of
cu rve 6 may lower the pH of the residual drops, contributing to the small negative
slope. All of these effects may be convoluted with the differing spatial distribution
- and resulting differential sampling - of large and small droplets in the
plume.194, 1 99
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CHAPTER 4
Synthetic Polymer Characterization via Electrospray Ionization
Mass Spectrometry

With the advent of soft ionization techniques, MS analysis of synthetic
polymers has grown tremendously in recent years.

Methods such as matrix

assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDl)217 and electrospray (ES1)53 mass
spectrometry (MS), which are widely used for analysis of bio-molecules, have
also found use in the analysis of synthetic polymers. The power of MS is the fast
and accurate determination of masses,

sequence of repeat units, polymer

additives, and impurities. The main barriers for MS of high mass compounds,
caused by the low volatility and thermal instability of polymers, have been
overcome by soft ionization techniques. Many of the ESI applications have been
limited to rather polar polymers.54•
analysis of less polar polymers 1 1 3•

62 • 1 2 1 • 21 8

21 9

However, applications to the

have also been reported, although less

often, probably due to the difficulty in forming gas phase ions, especially
containing multiple charges.
The original application of ESI-MS as an analytical technique focused on
the analysis of polymers with emphasis on the characterization of polystyrene. 6 1
However, the non-ionic nature of polystyrene did not allow experimenters to
observe the multiple charging now commonly associated with ESI-MS. As the
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multiple charging characteristics of this technique became evident, the analysis
of high molecular weight species became routine. 220 Multiple charging allows the
mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio of a high molecular weight (>1 ,000,000 Da) molecule
to fall within the mass range of conventional quadrupole analyzers. 62 I ntrinsic
with synthetic polymers came the convolution of various charge state envelopes
with molecular weight distributions (MWDs) leading to complex and sometimes
uninterpretable ESI spectra, 1 1 0 • 220 as seen in Figure 4. 1 for poly(2-acrylamido-2methyl propane sulfonic acid) (nominal MW - 1 E6 Da) and Figure 4.2 for
poly(styrene sulfonate)-co-(maleic acid) nominal MW 20 kDa. The polymodal
distribution observed in Figure 4.2 will be discussed in more detail in section
4.2.2.

The complex spectra and a need for preformed ions in solution are

reasons why use of ESI-MS for synthetic polymers has not been as extensive as
for biopolymers.
Multiple charging associated with ESI-MS was originally viewed as a
detriment. However, Mann et al. 220 revealed an algorithm which transformed the
sequence of peaks from multiply charged ions in the measured spectrum into a
"calculated" or "deconvoluted" spectrum in which all peaks represented the singly
charged parent ions. The Mann and Fenn algorithm is based on the fact that
there are three unknowns associated with the ions of a particular peak in the
measured mass spectrum: the molecular weight (M) of the parent species, the
number of charges (i) , and the mass (ma) of each adduct ion. 220 Therefore, the
mass-to-charge (m/z) values for any three peaks of the same parent species
would fix the value for each unknown. The Mann and Fenn "deconvolution"
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Figure 4. 1 . Negative-ion ESI-MS spectru m of 1 9 . 1 µg/ml poly(2-acrylam ido-2methyl propane su lfonic acid) , nominal molecular weight ~ 1

E6 Da, in

methanol/water (50:50 v/v), demonstrating the un resolved charge and mass
distributions associated with highly polydisperse ionic polymers.
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Figu re 4.2. Negative-ion ESI-MS spectru m of 3:1 styrene sulfonate: maleic acid
copolymer ( 1 9. 1 µg/m l in methanol/water 50:50 v/v 75 µM NaOH), nominal
molecular weight of 20,000 Da, demonstrating the charge and mass distributions
associated with highly polydisperse ionic polymers are sample specific.
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algorithm allowed for accurate determinations of the molecular weights of very
large molecules. Since then, many other electrospray "deconvolution" algorithms
and correlation procedures have appeared; 221 •232 h�wever, none of these
procedures have been effectively applied to the unresolved envelope of mass,
charge, and isotope distributions which result from the ESI-MS of synthetic
polymers.
Synthetic polymers differ from the molecules suitable for the algorithms
referenced above in that a distribution of molecular weights is observed.
Synthetic polymers are not monodisperse or even a simple mixture of molecular
weights. The ESI-MS spectra of strongly ionic synthetic polymers are usually
unresolved and therefore require different methodology to obtain any information
from these complex spectra.
The purpose of this work is to extend the utility of ESI-MS as a tool for
probing synthetic polymer systems both qualitatively and quantitatively. Since
intact ionic polymers often lead to complex and unresolved ESI-MS spectra, it is
difficult to extract information about the monomers (present within the polymer)
from the observed spectra. At least two routes of polymer obtaining information
by mass spectrometry can be envisioned. First, it can be seen by comparing the
different polymer envelopes presented in this dissertation that the shape of the
envelope is sample-specific. The varying shape of the polymer envelope implies
there may be information about the polymer sample contained in this intact
polymer signal.

Alternatively, the polymer can be collisionally-induced to

depolymerize inside the source of the mass spectrometer and resulting mass
109

spectra may be probed for information. This chapter evaluates whether Fourier
transform (FT) methods might be usefu l for extracting information from the
complex, unresolved signal generated by ESI-MS of strongly ionic synthetic
polymer samples. In addition to the FT study, this chapter describes efforts to
derive insights into monomer ratios and monomer contamination by the use of
collision-induced dissociation (CI D) to force in-source depolymerization of the
polymer ions.

4.1 FT Investigation of the Unresolved ESI-MS Polymer Envelope

FT methods have been used elsewhere for simplifying conventional (as
opposed to ion cyclotron resonance) mass spectra. For example, Raznikov et al.
used FT followed by data manipulation and inverse FT of unresolved isobar
envelopes to reveal the various isobaric contributors and their relative
abundances. 229•

230

loup et al. also used FT methods for increasing the

separation of overlapping peaks, obtained from a 5"-radius Dempster-type
magnetic deflection mass spectrometer, and lead to increased resolution by
numerical analysis. 227

Danis et. al, 233 developed a computer program called

MSCOPOL to aid in the interpretation of copolymer mass spectra generated by
soft ionization techniques [field desorption (FD) and fast-atom bombardment
(FAB)]. It should be noted that FD and FAB rarely result in multiply charged ions.
The MSCOPOL program determines the most likely monomer masses via
correlation or FT analysis, and determines possible end group masses based on
110

the monomer mass.

The authors point out that the spectrum of a polymer

consists of a series of ions regularly spaced over the mass-to-charge ratio axis,
and the FT algorithm or autocorrelation should be able to yield some information
about this periodicity that is directly related to the monomer mass. 233 Danis et. al
utilized the fast Fourier transform (FFT) to calculate the FT of a FD-MS spectrum
of poly(ethylene oxide/propylene oxide) molecular weight 1 1 00. 233

The FFT

method was able to pick out the monomer masses from the resolved mass
spectrum. However, Danis et al. concluded that the FT methods employed in
their study "gives a less useful result than the correlation method". 233 We now
revisit the potential utility of FT methodology for interpreting polymer mass
spectra and apply it to a more suitable problem, interpretation of unresolved
multiply charged theoretical and experimental ESI-MS spectra of strongly ionic
polymers. This study seeks to assess whether the enhanced spectral richness
afforded by ESI sampling and the improved spectral sampling afforded by faster
computers might enhance applicability for interpretation of unresolved, multiply
charged ESI-MS spectra

What is an Unresolved Synthetic Polymer Envelope?
Figure 4.3 shows an occasion when an ESI-MS spectrum of a synthetic
polymer, 1 9. 1 µg/ml poly(acrylic acid) nominal MW 5000 Da, may be easily
interpreted .

The periodic nature of synthetic polymer spectra, the mass

difference of 72 between adjacent peaks corresponds to the acrylic acid (AA)
monomer, is clearly evident.

However, the information within an ESI-MS

spectrum is not always readily attained by visual inspection, as seen for an ESl111
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Figure 4.3.

Negative-ion ESI-MS spectru m of poly-AA (1 9 . 1 · µg/mL in

methanol/water (50:50 v/v) , 75 µM NaOH) obtained with CV = -20 V. Peaks in
the series corresponding to 72n + 42 are labeled An , n = the degree of
polymerization.
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MS spectrum of 1 9. 1 µg/mL poly(styrene sulfonate) of nominal MW 1 600 Da
(Figure 4.4); in situations like this signal deconvolution would make spectrum
interpretation easier.

Information is obtainable from Figure 4.4, although the

periods of the series present are not as obvious as Figure 4.3. The period of
series A labeled in the Figure 4.4 is ~46 Da. Many of the other series present in
Figure 4.4 are listed in Table 4.1 . For a given polymer MWD, every charge state
detected will have a unique period (monomer mass/charge) in the resulting ESI
MS spectrum.
Peak assignment only occurs in a resolved mass spectrum, which is most
likely to be observed when sampling low molecular weight synthetic polymers.
As apparent from Figures 4. 1 and 4.2, the ESI-MS mass spectra of higher
molecular weight synthetic polymers may get very complex; in such cases trying
to uncover an individual resolved series of peaks becomes futile. However, as
indicated above, the ESI-MS of a synthetic polymer may be considered to be the
superposition of periodic functions with frequencies of the monomer mass
divided by the charge.

FT analysis is a method to extract the frequency

components contributing to a periodic function. 234 Since waveform synthesis and
decomposition in Fourier analysis utilizes sinusoidal waveforms it is imperative to
have a good understanding of sinusoidal waveform representation and properties.
Theoretical Data
Our first step in assessing whether FT methods are viable for analysis of
the polymer envelope is to generate theoretical data. Theoretical data allows for
the examination of data in the absence of noise, instrument artifacts, sample
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represent a series of oligomers with the subscripted degree of polymerization,
combined end group mass = 58, and charge state z = -4.
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Table 4.1. Assignment of ions in Figure 4.4 to series of the general formula
[184n + 22m - z + 58rz. %TIC refers to the fraction of the total ion current
represented by the indicated series.
z (charge) n (SSA) 1 m (Na)2 n max (Relative Intensity, %)
3

3-4

0

3

4-7

3

% of TIC
0.4

1

3 (7.9)
5 (24.8)

6-7

2

6 (15.5)

0.6

4

4-9

0

4.5

4

5-10

1

5 (56.6)
6 (89.4)

5.0

4

6-10

2

6 (43.4)

3.2

4

7-10

3

7 (43.6)

2.2

4

8-11

4

8 (26 . 5)

1.2

4

9-11

5

9 (10.6)

0.5

5

5-8

0

6.9

5

6-10

1

6 (100.0)
6 (83.6)

5

7-10

2

5

8-12

5

1.8

8.4
5.5

3

7 (69.2)
8 (53.2)

9-13

4

9 (41.2)

2.3

5

10-13

5

10 (15.3)

1.2

5

11-13

6

11 (6.0)

0.4

6

6-9

0

6

7-12

1

7 (99.4)
9 (63.2)

8.8
7.6

6

8-12

2

10 (69.9)

5.8

6

9-13

3

11 (22.3)

4.9

6

10-13

4

11 (11.6)

1.0

6

1 1 -1 3

5

1 1 ( 1 3.9)

0.7

0-6
3-13
3-6
1
n = number of neutral styrene sulfonic acid (SSA) moieties
2
m = number of sodium ions
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3.8

89.2% of TIC

1

composition uncertainties and other uncontrollable variables. The generation of
theoretical data was accomplished two ways.

The fi rst was through the

combination of simple sine and Gaussian functions created in Sigma Plot (Figure
4.5). Using the plot equation function of Sigma Plot the minimum and maximum
of the mass range as well as the sampling rate (intervals) of the data may be set.
Figure 4.5 displays resolved monoisotopic data simulated by multiplication of f(x)

= (sin(x)) 2 and g(x) = y0 + a*exp(-0 .5*(x-x0)/b)2 to yield
where a = 200, b = 20, Xo = 50 , and Yo = -8.5 with

h(x) shown in Figure 4.5c,

Xmin

= 0,

Xmax

= 1 00, with a

sample spacing of 0. 1 . The sin (x) is squared to remove all negative values. The
negative values are removed because there should be no negative values in a
mass spectrum. The parameters for g(x) set the height (a) , width (b) , center (xo) ,
and y-offset of the Gaussian.

Unresolved data may also be simulated , the

resolution can be decreased by adding a constant (c) to f(x). The period may be
changed by dividing inputting a factor of 1 /p into f(x) , so that it becomes f1(x) = (c
2
+ (sin(x/p)) ).

Manipulating the variable p will allow for simulation of different

charge states and/or monomer masses. The combi nation of f1 (x) and g(x) yields

the overall expression for the generation of simulated data. How the variables of
this expression relate to characteristics of the ESI-MS spectra of synthetic
polymers will be described in detail in section 4. 1 .5. Briefly, the variables may be
varied to represent any homopolymer of unique monomer mass, mass
distribution range, and charge state . For combined end group mass simulation,
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Figure 4.5. (a) Sine and (b) Gaussian components of a simulated polymer signal.
(c) Time-domain representation of the signal.
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the x-values of the data must be shifted an appropriate number of points to the
right or left affording the desired end group.
The theoretical data of copolymers was generated by "CopolymerModel"
software created and given to us by Scott Campbell of Sierra Analytics. This
program was capable of creating homopolymer and copolymer data, however
problems (recently fixed) with creating charge state distribution limited its use to
creating copolymer data.

The theoretical ESI-MS data will be analyzed by

computing the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).

4.1 .1 Data Representation
Time-domain Representation
The principles of FT are most easily developed in the context of signals
varying periodically with time, although the treatment is precisely analogous for
signals varying periodically with other independent variables (such as mass-to
charge (m/z) . Signals occur, mostly, i n a form that i s called the time-domain
representation. In this form, the signal amplitude, x(t), is represented against
time. The variable time-domain is used even though the independent variable is
not time for all signals (for example, in a mass spectrum the amplitude of the
signal varies with m/z) . If the signal is defined at all instants of time it is referred
to as a continuous-time signal. If the signal is defined only at discrete instants of
time, then the signal is called a discrete signal . The points of Figure 4.6, x(� =
sin (� for t = 0 -+ 2TT, represent a discrete signal where the line represents a
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continuous signal. Because "real" MS data is sampled discretely, the majority of
the discussion will focus on discretely sampled data points.
A discrete signal is represented, mathematically, as a sequence of
numbers {x(n) , -00 < n < 00 }, where the independent variable n is an integer and
x(n) denotes the nth element of the sequence. The element x(n) of a sequence
is referred as the nth sample of a sequence regardless of the way the sequence
is obtained. Usually, a discrete signal is obtained by sampling a continuous-time
signal. Even if the signal is obtained by sampling a continuous-time signal, the
sampling instant is shown explicitly only when it is required as x(nT), where T is
the sampling interval. The sampling interval is equivalent to the space between
two adjacent dots in Figure 4.6.
The unit-impulse signal is defined as o(n) = 1 for n = 0, and O for n '# 0. An
entire discretely sampled data set is difficult to represent and manipulate
analytically. To circumvent this problem, it is necessary to represent the signal
as a linear combination of elementary signals.

An arbitrary signal can be

represented as the sum of delayed and scaled unit-impulses. For example, the
first four non-zero points of x(� in Figure 4.6, {x(0.39) = 0.38, x(0.79) = 0.71,
x(1.18) = 0.92, x(1.57) = 1.00} can be expressed as: x(1) = 0.38 , x(2) = 0. 71, x(3)

= 0.92, x(4) = 1.00. Therefore the four data points can be expressed:
x(n ) = L x(t) 8 (n - m)

(4.1)

m=-1

or x(n) = 0.38o(n + 1) + 0.71o(n) + 0.92o(n - 1) + o(n - 2). With this type of
representation, if the unit-impulse response of a linear time-invariant system is
120

known, the response of a system to an arbitrary input sequence can be obtained
by summing the responses to all the individual impulses.
Frequency-domain Signal Representation
An alternate representation of signals is called the frequency-domain
representation.

In this representation, the variation of the signal in terms of

frequency is used to characterize the signal. At each frequency, the amplitude
(the magnitude of the peak value from the horizontal axis) and phase or
equivalently, the amplitude of the cosine and sine components of the sinusoid
are required for representing a signal. Two sinusoidal waveforms x(� and x1 (�
that are components of a periodic signal are given in the Figure 4.7(a and b) .
The sum of the two waveforms x2( � on the time axis is the time-domain
representation of the signal (Figure 4.7c) . Figure 4.8 shows the representation of
the signal on the frequency axis. As seen in Figures 4.7a and b, the amplitudes
of the two signals are equal and this is also apparent from the frequency-domain
representation. However, the phase of x1 (�, Figure 4.7b, is shifted 2 radians
relative to that of x(�, Figure 4.7a.

Either time-domain or frequency-domain

representation may be used to completely specify the signal. We will measure
the equivalent of the time-domain and calculate to equivalent of the frequency
domain.

Since converting from the time-domain to the frequency domain

involves the use sinusoidal waveforms, it is necessary to explore the
characteristics of the sinusoidal waveform.
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4.1 .2 Sinusoid Basics
Figure 4.6 was an example of one cycle of the discrete version of the sine
waveform. The magnitude of a peak value from the horizontal axis is called the
amplitude of the waveform. The wave oscillates with equal amplitudes about the
horizontal axis. There are two zero crossings in a cycle. In order to compare the
positions of two or more waveforms of the same frequency along the horizontal
axis, we have to specify a reference position. Let the occurrence of the positive
peak of the waveform at the 0th instant (n= 0) be the reference point, defining the
phase shift of the waveform to be zero. Therefore, the phase shift of the sine
waveform is zero and will be used as a reference for the rest of the discussion.
The phase shift of a waveform is defined as the difference of angle between two
sinusiodally varying quantities that have the same frequency.
The Polar Form
A discrete sinusoidal waveform is mathematically characterized as x(n) =
Asin(wn+S) (n = - 00 , . .. ,-1,0, 1, ... , 00 ) where A is the amplitude (half the peak-to
peak length), w is the angular frequency of oscillation in radians, and 9 is the
phase shift in radians. The cyclic frequency of oscillation f is w/2rr cycles per
sample.

The period N is 1/f samples.

For the previously shown waveform

(Figure 4.6) the amplitude is one, the phase shift is zero, the angular frequency,

w, is rr/8 radians per sample, and the cyclic frequency is 1/16 cycles per sample.
The period is 16 samples, that is the waveform repeats every 16-point sequence
of its sample values, and at intervals of 16 samples, indefinitely, x(n) = x(n ± 16)
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for any n. The interval between samples is 360/1 6 = 22.5 degrees. Therefore,
the values of the cosine and sine functions at intervals of 22.5 degrees can be
read from this figure (Figure 4.6). A shift by an integral number of periods does
not change the sinusoid. If a sinusoid is given in terms of a phase-shifted sine
wave, then it can be, equivalently, expressed in terms of a phase shifted cosine
wave as x(n) = A sin(wn + 8) = Acos(wn + (8 - ,r/2)).
Even if a peak value does not occur at a sample point, for a given w, the
amplitude and phase of a sinusoid can be obtained by solving the equations x(n)
= A cos(wn + 8) and x(n + 1 ) = A cos(w(n + 1 ) +8). Values x(n) and x(n + 1 ) are,
respectively, the nth and the (n + 1)th samples, assuming the number of samples
in a period is, at least, one more than twice the number of cycles.
The Rectangular Form

To facilitate the discussion on adding sinusoids of the same frequency
(next section) the rectangular form is introduced. I' n the polar form, a sinusoid is
represented by its amplitude and phase. In the rectangular. form, a sinusoid is
represented in terms of the amplitudes of its cosine and sine components. The
rectangular form of representing the sinusoid is obtained as x(n) = C cos(wn) +
Dsin(wn), where C = Acos 8 and D = -Asin 8. The inverse relationship is A = (C2
1
2 °5
1
+ D ) - and 8 = cos· (C/A) = sin· (-D/A). The rectangular form of a sinusoid

shows that a sinusoid is a linear combination of sine and cosine waveforms of
the same frequency.
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The Sum of Sinusoids of the Same Frequency
The sum of discrete sinusoids of the same frequency but arbitrary
amplitude and phases is a sinusoid of the same frequency. Let Y1 (t) = A1 cos(wt
+ 81 ) and Y2(� = A2cos(w t + 82). Then y3 (� = Y1 (�
Expressing the waveforms in rectangular form:

= A1 cos(81 ) & b1 = -A1cos(81 ); Y2(� = a2cos(w�

+

Y2(� = A3cos(wt + 83).

Y1 (� = a1 cos(w�
+

+

b1 sin(w�, a1

b2sin(w�, a2 = A2cos(82) & b2 =

-A2cos(81); y3(n) = SJCOS(W� + b3Sin(w� , 83 = �cos(83) & b3 = -A3COS(83). It is
clear that a3 = a1

+

a2 and b3 = b1

+

b2. Repeated adding of any number of

sinusoids of the same frequency will be combined into a single sinusoid with a
single amplitude and phase.

Periodicity
In order for FT methods to work it is necessary that the time-domain
waveform to be decomposed be periodic. The condition for a discrete sinusoid to
be periodic is that the cyclic frequency

f

is a rational number (a ratio of two

integers). For a discrete sinusoid to be periodic with period N, Acos(wn + 8) =
Acos(w(n + N) + 8) . Since a sinusoid is periodic only with an integer multiple of
2TT, this implies wN = 2,rfN = 2,r/, where I and N are integers, that is f= UN. Put
simply, for a waveform to be periodic the sample value repeats every NIT
samples.

Highest Frequency for Unique Representation
It is easy to visualize how a large sampling interval would not allow for a
high frequency waveform to be accurately identified.

To ensure that the

sampling interval is small enough to recognize all frequencies present a given
1 26

waveform, it is necessary to investigate how the sampling interval relates to
frequency. Consider the following identities with positive integers N , m, and k.
cos((2u/N)(k + mN)n + 8) = cos(2ukn/N + 8)

(4.2)

cos((2u/N)(mN - k)n + 8) = cos(2ukn/N - 8)

(4.3)

With increasing frequencies, oscillations increase only up to k = N/2 (with N
even) , decrease afterwards, and cease at k = N . This pattern continues forever.
Therefore, sinusoids with k up to N/2 - 1 only (for cosine waves k up to N/2) can
be uniquely identified with N samples. Harmonically related sinusoids are a set
of sinusoids, called harmonics, comprising a fundamental harmonic frequency

f

and other harmonics having frequencies nf, where n is a positive integer. The
frequency of the second harmonic is

2 f,

and so on. The nth harmonic completes

n cycles during the period of the fundamental. The sum of discrete sinusoids
with harmonically related frequencies is not sinusoidal, but it is periodic.

The Complex Sinusoid
A sinusoid at a given frequency, characterized by its amplitude and phase
shift, is compactly represented and efficiently manipulated by using vectors. A
complex number, which is a two-element vector, is the ideal entity for the
representation of a sinusoid. With this representation , the amplitude and the
phase of a sinusoid can be manipulated at the same time.
Although physical systems always interact with real signals, it is often
mathematically convenient to represent real signals in terms of complex signals.
We are looking for a single entity that represents both cosine and sine functions
in a compact form and may be manipulated much more easily. Such a function
1 27

is the complex exponential or complex sinusoid representing a rotating vector.
The complex exponential function is a functionally equivalent mathematical
representation of the sinusoidal waveform , but is more convenient for
manipulation than the cosine and sine functions.

The complex exponential

fu nction with an imaginary argument is given by x(n) = At1-wn + 9> = A�liwn, n (as
defined above)

=-

00 , . . .

,-1 ,0, 1 , . . . 00 , where j

=

(-1 }° '5 •

The term

t:JW

is the

n

complex sinusoid with unit amplitude and zero phase shift. This form of the
sinusoid is more commonly used in theoretical and practical Fou rier analysis due
to its compact form and ease and efficiency of manipulation. By multiplying the
complex (amplitude) coefficient Ae6 by

n

t:JW ,

a complex sinusoid with arbitrary

amplitude and phase shift can be generated. The complex coefficient is a single
complex number containing both the amplitude and phase of the sinusoid.
The complex conjugate of the complex exponential is Ae·J..wn

+

0

>.

By

adding the complex exponential to its conjugate and dividing by two, due to
Euler's identity, 234 we get x(n) = (A/2)(ei<wn + 0> + e·J..wn + 0>) = Acos(wn + 8). The
right side of the equation is a real sinusoid described earlier. Note that the terms
appearing on the left-hand side are complex conjugates, which combine to
represent the real function. The plot of the amplitude and phase (or the real and
imaginary parts) of the complex coefficients of the complex sinusoids of a signal
agai nst the frequency is its complex spectrum. Both the de and the frequency
component with frequency index N/2 (with N even) have only real spectral values,
A or -A, for real signals.
components is O or ±

TT.

That means the phase shift of these frequency

Real sinusoids are easy to visualize, however for the
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many calculations involved in the FFT complex sinusoids are used because they
are easy to manipulate.
A time-domain signal can be decomposed into a set of scaled and delayed
impulses or sinusoids with various frequencies, amplitudes, and phases. The
representation using sinusoids is more efficient for the analysis of signals.
However, signals do not occur naturally in this form . Therefore, a frequency
domain representation has to be derived. FT is the tool to do this job.

4.1 .3 Fourier Transform
The FT identifies or distinguishes the different frequency sinusoids (and
their respective amplitudes) that combine to form an arbitrary waveform . The FT
is a frequency-domain representation of a function.

Mathematically, this

relationship is stated as234

f

X ( n ) = x( n )e-i 2,vt dn

(4.4)

-00

where x(n) is the waveform to be decomposed in to a sum of sinusoids, X(n) is
the FT of x(n) , and j = (-1 )0·5 . Fourier transformation results in inversion of the
units of the independent axis. If the waveform of x(n) is not periodic then the FT
will be a continuous function of frequency, that is, x(n) is represented by the
summation of sinusoids of all frequencies. The FT frequency domain contains
the same information as that of the original function; they differ only in the style of
presentation. FT analysis allows a function to be looked at from another point of
view. The FT is applicable to continuous functions, however the waveforms we
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are interested in are not continuous. Numerical integration of equation 4.4 yields
the discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) given in equation 4.5234
X (n ) = �
-tx0 (k )e - i 211111c i N
L..d:=0
N

n = 0, 1 , . . . , N - 1

(4.5)

Inspection of equation 4.5 reveals that if there are N data points of the function
x(n) and we want the amplitudes of N separate sinusoids, it would take N 2
multiplications.

I n 1 965, Cooley and Tukey published their mathematical

algorithm that became known as the fast Fourier Transform (FFT) . 235
Interpretation of the FFT does not require much knowledge of the algorithm itself,
but rather an understanding of the DFT. This is because the FFT is a particular
method of performing a series of computations that can compute the DFT.
DFT

If the function x(n) is continuous at n = T, then a sample of x(n) at time
equal to T is expressed as x(n) = x(n)o(n - T) = x(T)o(n - T) , where the product
must be interpreted in the sense of distribution theory (Appendix A). The impulse
that occurs at time T has an area equal to the function value at time T. If x(n) is
continuous at n =

fT

for t = 0, ± 1 , ± 2, . . . , x(fi} is termed the sampled waveform

of x(n) with sample interval T (equation 4.6)234
x(�) =

L:-ao x(tT)<5(n - tT)

(4.6)

Sampled x(n) is then given an infinite sequence of equidistant impulses, each of
whose amplitude is given by the value of x(n) corresponding to the time of the
occurrence of the impulse; this sampling concept is illustrated in Figure 4.9a-c.
Figure 4.9 illustrates the continuous waveform (a), the sequence of equidistant
1 30
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Figure 4.9. An illustration of the sampling concept. (a) The waveform to be
sampled, a sequence of impulses and (c) the product of the waveform and the
sequence of impulses. (d) FFT of the sampled function.
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samples (b), and the sampled waveform (c). Since equation 4.6 is a product of a
continuous function and the sequence of impulses, the frequency-convolution
theorem234 (Appendix B) may be used to derive the DFT of the sampled
waveform (Figure 4.9d).

Figure 4.9 is the entire DFT showing symmetry

properties of FT calculations. fln is the sampling function, the notation fln will
always imply an infinite sequence of impulses separated by T.

From the

frequency-convolution theorem,234 the desired FT is the convolution of the
frequency functions.
For a given number of sample points, when T is chosen too large, the
resulting FFT peak becomes unresolved and no individual frequencies can be
discerned,

illustrated in Figure 4.10.

It should be noted that as the sample

interval T is increased (with a given number of sample points) the amount of time
sampled increases, this results in the impulses of flf becoming more closely
spaced.

Because the decreased spacing of the frequency impulses, their

convolution with the frequency function results in the broad FFT peak, illustrated
in Figure 4. 1 O. This distortion of the desired FT of a sampled function is known
as aliasing. As described aliasing occurs because the time function was not
sampled at a sufficiently high rate, put another way the sampling interval T was
too large. How can aliasing be avoided? Convolution overlap occurs until the
separation of the impulses of flf is increased to 1IT= 2fc, where fc is the highest
frequency component of the FT of the continuous function x(n). Therefore, if the
sample interval is chosen to be equal to at least one-half the reciprocal of the
highest frequency component, aliasing is minimized. This is important because it
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4. 1 0. FFT of the function displayed in Figure 4.9a with a sampling interval th ree
times greater than displayed in Figure 4.9b.
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establishes the minimum number of points needed from the continuous
waveform necessary to accurately determine the FT. Frequency 1/T = 2 fc is
known as the Nyquist sampling rate. If the FT of x(n) is zero for all frequencies
greater than fc then the continuous function can be uniquely determined from its
sampled values.

4.1 .4 Description of The MATLAB Program

Computer technology evolution, particularly that of the personal computer,
has positioned the FFT as a handy and powerful tool.

Implementation is so

common that FFT commands are standard to many mathematical software
programs.

MATLAB is the program we have chosen because of the matrix

handling capabilities. The entire code necessary for producing a frequency or
period spectrum (periodogram) consists of only seven lines displayed in Figure
4.11. First, the amplitudes of the time-domain data (mass spectrum data) must
be loaded into a single column matrix (a). Line 1 performs the FFT analysis of
the data of matrix a, where A is the results of applying the built-in MATLAB
function (M-file) ''fft". The number 32768 = 21 5 is an example of the number of
data points involved in a given FFT calculation, although any power of two can
be used.

The MATLAB software will automatically append the necessary

number of zeros to the data making the number of points equal to 32768. For
example, if there were 26000 elements in matrix

a and 32768 transform point

FFT was specified, MATLAB would add 6768 zeros to the end of
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a and perform

1
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

A=fft(a,32768) ;
B=A. *con j (A ) ;
C= (0 : 1 6384)/32768 ;
D=on es(1 , 1 6385) ;
E= D ./C ;
F= E/G
p lot(F , 8(1 : 1 6385)) ;

Figure 4.11. Code necessary to execute a FFT on an arbitrary number of data
points.
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the FFT on a 32768 element vector.
investigating will be zero at the

Since all of the waveforms we wi ll be

m/z values

where the zeroes are being added

(due to the Gaussian shape of the polymer envelope) the only consequence will
be a longer calculation time. In addition, the benefit of appending zeros to the
end of the data is analogous to extending the sampling time and therefore
increasing the frequency resolution .

However, it should be noted that if the

number of elements in matrix a is greater than the number of specified transform
points the MATLAB software will truncate the data to the entered number of
points. Line 2 calculates the intensities of the periodogram , B, (an estimate of
the power spectral density or power spectrum) by multiplication of the FFT
resu lts (A) by the complex conjugate of (A) . The MATLAB symbol for performing
element-by-element multiplication (or division) of two matrices is a period placed
after the fi rst matrix. Next, the power spectrum must be plotted, wh ich is what
the other five lines of the code perform .
Lines 3-6 calculate the frequency values of the x-axis. Line 3 creates a
vector with 2n + 1 elements. The notation 0: 1 6384 creates a vector, C, with
values 0, 1 , 2, 3, . . . . . 1 6382 , 1 6383, 1 6384 . Because of the symmetry of the FFT
resu lts (as seen in Figure 4.9), only n/2 + 1 (n = number of data points
transformed) of the FFT results need to be plotted. Division by the total number
of transform points (in this case 2 1 5) sets the frequency spacing ,flt� FT methods
calculate frequency-domain in inverse space, for example, if the time-domain is
in seconds (s) the frequency-domain is 1 /s, therefore the element-by-element
inverse of C needs to be calculated . The inverse of C is computed by creating a
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vector of ones, shown in line 4 (D), of the same length as C and performing the
element-by-element division, line 5. Next, a scaling factor must be applied to the
frequencies that is dependent on the time-domain sampling interval. Line six
applies the scaling factor, G, of 1 /T (or 1 /sampling-interval) to the vector E
creating vector F the actual frequency-domain axis.
accomplished by using the built-in "plot" function.

Plotting in MATLAB is

Line 7 plots the vector F

versus the first 1 6385 entries of vector B, the power spectrum.
Application of the code in Figure 4. 1 1 is simplified by creating a user
defined MATLAB function or M-file. Once the data is loaded into variable

a, the

M-file name (the code listed in Figure 4. 1 1 was named fft32768) is entered in the
MATLAB command window and executed. Once the data is loaded into matrix a,
the total time required for running the M-file, which includes plotting the data, is
less than 5 seconds.

4.1 .5 FT Study of ESI-MS Homopolymer Spectra
An ESI-MS spectrum of an ionic synthetic polymer is composed of a
series of charge state, molecular weight and isotope distributions of different
periods, with different amplitudes. This continuous distribution of periods should
allow for the FFT to decompose the ESI-MS spectrum into a plot of amplitude vs.
period, i.e. a power spectrum. A basic premise of Fourier Theory is that the
components of this distribution can be treated independent of the other
components. This approach allows us to consider a single sinusoidal wave from
the polydisperse distribution, and recombine the separate sinusoidal waves into
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the synthetic polymer ESI-MS spectrum. Put another way, the power spectrum
will display a population distribution plot for the sinusoidal waves present in an
unresolved ESI-MS spectrum. Therefore, by decomposing the ESI-MS �pectrum
of strongly ionic synthetic polymers the most abundant charge state should be
the highest peak of the identified charge state distribution in the resulting FFT.
The high charges states afforded by ESI-MS and/or low-resolution settings
on a quadrupole mass filter allow the distributions present polymer envelope to
be treated in as sinusoidal waves (described below). Sinusoidal waves result
when the charge state becomes high enough or the resolution of the quadrupole
is lowered so the peaks are no longer baseline resolved.
Key aspects of the periodicity of a polymer mass spectrum are evident in a
poly(ethylene glycol) spectrum, Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.12 illustrates the

complexity of polymer ES spectra with data from some of the early work of Fenn
and co-workers54 • For low-mass poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG; Figure 4.12a), the
spectrum is dominated by a series of singly charged ions at mass intervals
corresponding to the monomer mass (44.0 Da). Although potentially complicated
by some sampling bias, this "envelope" to first order can be taken to represent
the sample molecular weight distribution, and the combined end-group mass can
be estimated from the "residual" mass (mass - 44n - k, where n= the degree of
polymerization and k = the mass of any adducting ion; e.g. k = 23 for Na+). As
the average mass increases, the spectrum becomes more complicated by the
appearance of more highly charged oligomer ions (Figures 4.12b and 4.12c), but
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Figure 4.1 2. Mass spectra of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) at a concentration of
0.05 µg/µL in 50:50 methanol-water injected at a rate of 7 µUmin. Major peaks
are associated with oligomer-Na+ adducts. Mass spectrum for PEG nominal
molecular weight (a) 400, (b) 1 000, (c) 1 450, and (d), 3350. In (b), (c), and (d)
the respective charge states are marked with Roman numerals. (Copied with
permission from Mass Spectrom. Rev.)
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periodicity is still present. By the time the nominal molecular weight reaches
3350 (Figure 4.12d), individual charge states are no longer discernible and the
spectrum apparently degenerates to an unresolved envelope54• 236 • What occurs
when polymer envelopes become unresolved is illustrated in Figure 4.13, which
represents a simplistic mass spectrum comprised of five peaks of equal intensity
spaced at 1.0 Da (Figure 4.13b), convolved with a resolution function (Figure
4.13a) whose base width approaches the peak separation.

The resulting

spectrum (Figure 4.13c) takes on the appearance of a (truncated) sine wave.
For a polydisperse polymer sample, the periodicity is related to the charge (z)
and the monomer mass (h) , such that for an oligomer of degree of polymerization
i, (rn/z); = [(i*h) + E] I z, where E (= E + z*k) represents the combined mass of the
end groups (e:) plus any adducting ions (e.g., k = 23 for Na+; for deprotonation of
an acidic ionic polymer, k = -1). Since E is constant for a given charge state, it
will affect the phase (offset) of the distribution but not the period (peak
separation) for a given charge state. It can be seen that the period for charge
state z will be h/z, and the offset will be E/z.

If multiple charge states are

present, the overall spectrum will comprise the superposition of separate
distributions with different periods (E offsets) for each charge state. Application
of FFT to such a spectrum should identify the individual periods, resulting in a
transformed spectrum with a single peak for each value of h/z, i.e., a charge
state distribution. The value of h and the individual values of z can be derived by
charge stripping, exactly as applied to typical ESI-MS spectra of single analytes.
Once the most prominent charge state is identified (the highest peak in the FFT),
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the peak molecular weight may be estimated from the original (untransformed)
spectrum by assuming that the most prominent charge state applies to the most
intense point of the polymer envelope. Peak widths in the transform should be
inversely related to the polydispersity (the number of "cycles" or periods sampled
in the original spectrum) , and the phase shift should be related to E.
Complications will arise from variation in E for a given charge state (see below)
FFT of Simulated Data
The application of FFT to simulated data was tested first with a contrived
synthetic polymer of 40 kDa average molecular weight, with a monomer mass of
1 60 Da and polydispersity of 1 .002 (corresponding to -70 peaks above 1 %
relative intensity). All data points and intensities of the simulated data were used
to calculate the polydispersity. For simplicity in initial tests, it was assumed that
there was a single charge state (z = + 1 3) and no end groups or adducting ions (E
= 0) . The simulated spectrum (Figure 4. 1 4a) was created using equation 4.7:
f(x) = (c + (sin(x/p)) 2) * ( Yo + a*exp(-0. S* (x - Xo)/b)2)

(4.7)

where x represents the mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) and f(x) represents intensity or
abundance.

The p parameter represents the period (h/z, as defined above.

Parameters a and b describe a Gaussian function whose width (determined by b)
relates to the polydispersity and whose height (determined by a) relates
(arbitrarily, at this point) to abundance. The c term mimics the deviations from
baseline that result from incomplete resolution of adjoining members of a series
(baseline resolved data may be simulated by setting c to 0); the c term is offset
by the y0 term, which restores the incomplete resolution of adjoining
1 42
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Figure 4 . 1 4. (a) Simulated ESI-MS spectrum of a 40 kDa homopolymer with a
1 60 Da repeat unit comprising a charge state of + 1 3. The data were obtained
from Equation 4. 7 with the following parameters : a, b, c, p,

Xo, Xmin , Xmax,

sample

spacing, and y0 equal to 1 0,000, 1 42, 2, 3.9 1 9, 3076.9, 0, 4000, 0.8, and 0,
respectively. (b) A blow-up of the theoretical polymer ESI mass spectrum shown
in (a) .
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members of a series (baseline resolved data may be simulated by setting

c to 0);

it is offset by the Yo term, which restores the Gaussian to baseline at high and low

m/z. Finally, xo determines the center of the polymer distribution.
This approach to simulation neglects specific contributions from isotopic
distributions. The resulting simulated spectra generally resemble what would be
expected for a relatively low-resolution analyzer, such as a quadrupole. It should
be noted, however, that use of a fixed sine wave frequency artificially increases
effective resolution at higher mass, since the peaks would otherwise be expected
to broaden with increasing contributions from heavy isotopes.

However, the

peak positions remain those that would be expected based on h being the

average monomer mass (carbon mass= 12.011, etc.) - a realistic approximation
for unresolved polymer envelopes.
The MATLAB FFT function requires 2n input data points, where n is an
arbitrary integer. In Figure 4.14a, equation 4.7 was modeled for 5000

x values

spaced at 0.8 m/z units. A blow-up of the contrived homopolymer of Figure
4.1 4a is shown in Figure 4.1 4b. The nearest n value would be n= 1 3, requiring
3192 zeros appended at the end of the significant data ("zero filling"). This "zero
filling" improves the FT performance by effectively lengthening the m/z axis,
thereby decreasing the spacing of the period values after FT. The entire process
for creation of data and FT analysis is included in Appendix C. The resulting FFT
(Figure 4.15b) provides output data over the period range of 1.6 (2 times the data
spacing) to 6553.6 m/z (the total m/z range or 0.8 times 8192 = 6553.6).
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The high intensity plateau at high m/z periods in the FFT relates primarily to the
apodization and zero filling functions; our focus is therefore on the relatively low
m/z period region (Figu re 4. 1 5c) , which contains the desired information about
the spectral period and the monomer mass. The single peak in the transform
falls at a "period" of - 1 2.32, corresponding nicely to the hypothetical monomer
mass divided by the charge state (h/z = 1 60/1 3 - 1 2.31 ). The small error was
eliminated by increasing n to 1 5; n values above 1 4 provided estimated monomer
masses within 0. 1 Da of the inputted value. We therefore chose to expand the
data to 2 1 5 = 32768 input data points.

Absent the addition of noise, it was not

possible to estimate the precision of the transform value.

FT Peak Width and Polydispersity
The width of the FT peak is inversely proportional to the number of periods
sampled ; sampling an infinite number of periods gives a

o function (infinitesimal

peak width) for the FT peak. 234 The polydispersity should be reflected in the
width of the FFT peak. Figure 4. 1 5d compares the FFT results of Figure 4. 1 4c
with results for a similar polymer with a polydispersity of 1 .009. This small 0.007
increase in polydispersity corresponds to increasing the number of peaks above
1 % relative intensity from 70 to 1 60. The width of the FFT at the base (1 %
intensity) decreases from 0. 75 to 0.45 upon increasing the polydispersity. At half
height, the width of the FFT peak decreases from 0.29 to 0 . 1 4. Both the changes
are readily discernable and could be used to estimate the polydispersity.
However, it should be noted that mass bias of mass spectrometers may
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introduce significant errors in polydispersity calculations, unless suitable
calibration standards are available30 •
FT Phase and End Group Estimation
The MATLAB program also provides the phase (by use of the built-in
"angle" m-file) of the output (cp) at each value of x; in Figure 4. 1 5c, cp(1 2 . 3 1 )

~

0. 1 4 radian . Th is can be used to estimate E, the combined total end-group and
adduct mass: E = (q> / 2n) * p * z -3.6 Da; the "correct'' value for the simulation
would be 0. If an arbitrary end-group mass of 1 04.0 is added to the contrived
homopolymer described above (by simply adding 1 04/1 3 = 8 to each x value),
the data of Figure 4 . 1 Sb is not affected (the peak remains - as it should - at
- 1 2.31 ), but the associated phase sh ifts to 4.22 radians , corresponding to an
apparent end-group mass of 1 07.5 Da. The small inaccu racy of both end-group
estimates results from the fact that we are using discrete (digital) sampling to
approximate f(x), rather than evaluating a tru ly continuous (analog) function. As
a result, we must use a discrete FT algorithm, by wh ich the amplitude and phase
of the transformed spectrum (Figu res 4. 1 5b and c) are only evaluated and
reported at discrete values. It can be shown that only i n the unlikely event that
there are an exact, integral number of sampling points in each period of the
normal spectrum (i. e., only if p/w is an exact integer, where w is the interval
between sampled m/z values in Figure 4. 1 4a) will the peak maximum in Figure
4. 1 Sb exactly match p; if this condition is not met, the estimate of E derived from
q> at the approximate peak position will also be slightly in error. Figure 4. 1 5e
compares the effects of decreasing the sampling interval and the amount of ze ro
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filling. Decreasing the sampling interval from 0.80 to 0.27 m/z (so that 15000
data points are sampled from 0-4000 m/z) while maintaining the number of
transform points at 2 1 5 yields a less accurate cp value (2 1 .3 Da). Decreasing the
sampling interval, with added zeros to equal 2 1 5 transform points, decreases the
m/z range by almost 60%, thereby diminishing the frequency resolution and
affording a worse cp estimate. However, increasing the "zero filling" (appending
zeros to the end of the untransformed data) to either the 0.27 or 0.8 m/z spaced
data results in a similar phase value when sufficient zeros are added to the data.
Zero filling (with a given sampling interval) will decrease the interval between
period points in the transform, 234 and improve accuracy of the phase calculation
(Figure 4.15e).

The greater sensitivity of E to zero-filling (relative to h) is

reasonable in light of the FFT phase being "wrapped"; i.e., when the phase is
calculated a value between O and 2n is generated for all period values.

For

example, consider a hypothetical data set were the first point has a phase of one
and the phase increases by 1 for every successive point. The seventh point will
have an unwrapped (or absolute) phase of 7, where the wrapped phase will be 7
- 2n. This "wrapping" magnifies a small errors in the peak position, resulting in a
poor phase estimate; therefore increasing the accuracy of the peak position will
increase the accuracy of the phase as well.
It should be noted that for systems with multiple E values (heterogeneous
end groups and/or varying kinds of adducting ions), the phase will reflect a
weighted average of all contributing values. This is a direct consequence of the
superposition of functions of equal period and varying phase. However, if the
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combined end-group (E) and adduct (k) masses are invariant, and if z and cp can
be determined for each of 2 or more charge states (see below), it should be
possible to separately determine E and k from differences between the cp (and
derived E) values associated with each charge state.
Consideration of Multiple Charges

Figure 4.14 is an over-simplified example for many reasons, not the least
of which is the unrealistic assumption of there being only a single charge state.
This in turn introduces a major limitation to the utility of data like these: absent a

priori knowledge of h or z, it would not be feasible to determine either separately
from the transform of Figure 4.15b. This actually mirrors a general challenge in
ESI-MS - incorporation of multiple charge carries with it a need to assess both m
and z for a given ion. The problem can be solved elegantly (but expensively) by
exploiting high resolution, so that z can be determined directly from the spacing
of isotopic peaks. In many applications of ESI-MS, a simpler solution is derived
from the observation of multiple charge states for a given analyte. As mentioned
previously, various "charge stripping" routines have been devised to exploit
charge multiplicity to enable separate determination of m and z.

It was next

considered whether FT might enable application of these routines to polymer ESI
data, where they would otherwise not be useful.
Figure 4.16a results from superposition of distributions analogous to
Figure 4.14a, calculated with charge varying from +15 to +22, and Gaussian
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(a) Simulated ESI-MS spectrum of a hypothetical 40 kDa

homopolymer with a 160 Da repeat unit, charge states of +15 to +22, and a
polydispersity of 1.002. (b) FFT (solid line) of the data of part (a) and inputted
Gaussian weighting of the charge states (dashed line).
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weighted so that the + 1 8 and + 1 9 charge states are of approximately equal
intensity, while intensities in the other distributions decrease smoothly to ~ 1 2%
(relative to the corresponding intensities in the + 1 8 and + 1 9 distributions). In
generating f(x) for each charge state, p, x0, and b (equation 4.7) were scaled so
that the distributions remained centered on the same mass (therefore differing
m/z) and reflected the same polydispersity (a similar number of peaks above
~ 1 % relative abundance) for each charge state; thus p(z)

=

(1 60/z)hr; xo(z)

=

40,000/z; and b(z) = 1 845/z [b(z) was scaled so ~70 peaks were above 1 %
relative abundance]. The reason n is included in p(z) is because sin2 has a
period of n ~ 3. 1 4.
Although the resulting polymer envelope (Figure 4. 1 6a) is considerably
more complex than that of Figure 4. 1 4b, the resulting FFT (Figure 4. 1 6b) is still
simple. Peaks are detected for each expected charge state, and the derived
values of p are in good agreement with expected values (Table 4.2) . As seen by
comparing the peaks in Figure 4. 1 6b to the Gaussian weighting applied (dashed
line), the relative intensities of the peaks in Figure 4. 1 6b reasonably reflect the
Gaussian weightings used in creating the simulated spectrum, to within about
±1 4% (worst case) . Because there are multiple charge states, the problem of
separately evaluating h and z is over-determined , as it is in conventional ESI of
single analytes.

Using the simplest charge-stripping algorithm (simultaneous

solution for the two unknowns using pairs of peaks) provides 7 independent
estimates of h and z using the data from each peak with each of the other 7
peaks; results are again in good agreement with expected values (Table 4.2) .
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Table 4.2. Polymer characteristics estimated by FFT of a simulated ESI-MS
spectrum (Figure 4.16a) of a 40 kDa homopolymer with a 160 Da repeat unit,
charge states of +15 to +22, and a polydispersity of 1.002.
Measure
d peak
period
(p)

7.279
7.620
8.001
8.426
8.890
9.415
10.003
10.672

Calculated
end group
mass (E) 1

Expected
peak
period (p
= h/z)

Average
calculated
charge state
( z)2

Expected
charge
state ( z)

10.2
142.9(-17.1)
1.6
5.9
153.6(-6.4)
3.1
155.4(-4.6)
6.2

7.273
7.619
8.000
8.421
8.889
9.412
10.000
10.667

22.10 ± 0.12
21.03 ± 0.14
19.99 ± 0.10
19.00 ± 0.11
18.01 ± 0.08
16.99 ± 0.04
15.99 ± 0.03
14.98 ± 0.02

22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15

1

Average
calculated
monomer
mass (h;
expected h
= 1 60)
160.9
160.2
159.9
160.1
160.1
160.0
159.9
159.9

Assuming k = 0 (see text) .
Average of values obtained by pairing the indicated peak with each of the other
7 peaks in the transform (see text) .

2
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The precision of the estimates (one standard deviation of the seven estimates
obtained using each peak) reflects both the Gaussian weightings of the
distributions and the fact that a constant

m/z sampling

interval in Figure 4. 1 6a

results in more points per peak for the distributions of lower charge; the precision
is therefore better for lower charge states. Table 4.2 also displays the results
from end group calculations for each of the charge states with n = 1 5 . The
precision and accu racy of E is increased from --0. 1 4 ± 8.81 to -0.02 ± 6.28 when
n is increased from 1 5 to 1 7. It should be noted that, E calcu lations for z = 22

and 2 1 are much less accu rate than the other E values because of the overlap of
the FT peaks resulting in a shifted peak maximum . I ncreasing n to 1 7 or even
20, only results in at most a 48% improvement of these E values. Reasons for
the poor accuracy of end group estimations at low periods may arise for the
overlap of the neighboring charge states resulting in a shifted peak maximum.
Further investigation will be needed to determine why the end group estimations
for the lower periods do not converge to zero. Regardless, multiplication of the
most abundant charge state (z = 1 8) with the maxi mum of the unresolved
envelope (~2 1 80 m/z) retu rns an approximate mass of -39,240 Da, in good
agreement with the simulation value (40,000) .
I n addition to the simplifying assumptions outlined above, the simulated
data of Figures 4. 1 4 and 4. 1 6 differ from the experi mental spectra of Figure 4. 1
to 4.4 in that the latter are subject to the noise that i nevitably affects real data.
To test the effects of noise on the ability of the FFT algorithm to de rive useful
information from the spectrum, random noise was added to the data of Figu re
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4.16a in order to generate simulated spectra wherein the signal-to-noise ratio
(S/N) for the base peak was about 5, 10, or 20: 1. For simplicity, the peak-to
peak noise amplitude was fixed at the level calculated for the base peak; thus the
S/N was less for all other values of m/z. Since mass spectra are often shot noise
limited (N a ✓s), this approach probably overestimates the effects of noise. The
FFT results for the resulting "noisy'' unsmoothed spectra are shown in Figure
4.17. For the lowest S/N ratio (5, Figure 4.17a), only six of the eight charge
states are readily discernible above the background, and it is difficult to discern
the position of the peaks that are evident. Application of a 4-point Savitsky
Golay smooth of the transform facilitates peak localization, but the precision of
the p values is low, and the resulting z and h values (calculated as above) are
inaccurate (Table 4.3). Values from the weak peak at p - 10.25 are particularly
suspect; removing these improves the precision (but not the accuracy) of the
other values, and gives an average h value of 155.5 ± 2.4, and reduces the
relative standard deviation in the average charges below 5.2%.

This is

reasonably good performance tor such a low S/N.
As evident from the rest of Figure 4.17 and the other data in Table 4.3, the
accuracy and precision improve as expected with increasing S/N . Though barely
discernible, all eight charge states can be identified in the data at S/N 20 (Figure
4.17c and d). For best accuracy and precision of the derived monomer mass
and charge state values it would appear that S/N � 20 should be targeted.
However, for accurate end group calculations a higher S/N is necessary. This is
not surprising in light of the sensitivity of E to the factors mentioned above.
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Figure 4. 1 7. U nsmoothed FFT of simulated ESI-MS spectrum of the polymer of
Figure 4 . 1 6.
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magnified by 25 times and smoothed in order to show the peaks attributable to z
= + 1 5 and +22.
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Table 4.3. Polymer characteristics estimated by FFT of a simulated ESI-MS
spectrum (Figure 4.17a-c) of a 40 kDa homopolymer with a 160 Da repeat unit,
charge states of +15 to +22, and a polydispersity of 1.002 with the indicated S/N.

S/N

5

54

10

20

Measured
peak
period (p)

Calculated
end group
mass (E) 1

Average
calculated
charge state
( z)2

7.578
7.982
8.426
8.868
9.429
10.250
7.578
7.982
8.426
8.868
9.429
7.629
8.024
8.437
8.901
9.413
10.005
7.261
7.603
8.022
8.418
8.895
9.406
10.025
10.645

89.1
51.1
6.7
52.5
54.9
101.6
89.1
51.1
6.7
52.5
54.9
45.7
100.5
58.0
50.4
151.6
16.4
68.2
68.6
96.6
125.8
22.0
121.2
86.9
53.4

19.96 ± 0.57
19.08 ± 0.75
18.32 ± 1.19
17.27 ± 1.59
15.61 ± 1.78
13.28 ± 1.14
20.15 ± 0.41
19.33 ± 0.58
18.68 ± 1.01
17.88 ± 0.93
16.39 ± 0.42
20.87 ± 0.32
20.11 ± 0.45
19.19 ± 0.20
18.19 ± 0.15
17.20 ± 0.20
16.08 ± 0.12
21.80 ± 0.36
20.61 ± 0.68
19.94 ± 1.02
19.03 ± 0.57
17.98 ± 0.35
17.00 ± 0.41
15.90 ± 0.61
15.28 ± 0.40

1

Expected
charge
state ( z)

21
20
19
18
17
16
21
20
19
18
· 17
21
20
19
18
17
16
22
21
20
19

18
17
16
15

Average
calculated
monomer
mass (h;
expected
h = 1 60)

151.26
152.30
154.36
153.15
147.19
136.12
152.71
154.30
157.43
158.56
154.50
159.21
161.40
161.87
161.97
161.92
160.93
158.29
156.70
159.96
160.19
159.93
159.90
159.40
162.66

Estimated
monomer
mass3

149.1 ± 6.8

155.5 ± 2.4

161.2 ± 1.1

159.7 ± 1.7

Assuming k = 0 (see text).
Average of values obtained by pairing the indicated peak with each of the other
reaks i� the transform (see text).
Average and standard deviation of individual values in the previous column.
4 Omitting weak peak at p = 10.25.
2
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Finally, it should be pointed out that all of the transforms in Figures 4. 1 6
and 4. 1 7 indicate that the most abundant charge state is z = + 1 8. Multiplication
of this value times the

m/z

at the peak of the unresolved envelope in the

untransformed mass spectrum give estimates of the nominal sample molecular
weight within 1.9% of the correct value, even with a S/N ratio of only 5.
Experimental Homopolymer Data

Moving beyond simulated data, Figure 4.18 presents a negative-ion ESI
MS spectrum of a solution of sodium poly(styrene sulfonate) of nominal
molecular weight of 4000 Da obtained at a cone voltage (CV) = -20 V. To
achieve a S/N of ~20 at the envelope maximum (Figure 4.19a) required
approximately 700 5-second scans over the range 1 00-1 400 m/z. The unusual
polymodal structure of the envelope will be discussed in section 4.2.2; in the
current context this extra noise source poses an additional challenge for
deconvolution.
The results of FFT analysis of the portion of Figure 4. 1 8 between m/z 280
and 750 (omitting low-mass background and solvent peaks) is shown in Figure
4. 1 9a. The peaks are assignable to z = -8 to -13 (and provide an average
estimated monomer mass of 203.7 ± 4.2, within experimental error of the
expected average mass of the sodiated monomer repeat unit (206.2 Da). The
apparent underestimation of the monomer mass may reflect partial substitution of
hydrogen (from the protic solvents) for sodium at some sites within the polymer
chain. This would be consistent with the appearance of the prominent in the low
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Figure 4.1 8. Negative-ion ESI-MS spectrum (1 00-1 400 m/z) of a 1 0 µM solution
of sodium poly(styrene sulfonate) 4000 Da nominal MW in methanol/water (50:50
v/v). Spectra was obtained at CV = -20 V.
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Figure 4.19. Experimental ESI-MS spectra (left) and corresponding FFT (right) of
the data over the mass range 280-750 for samples (a) and (b), and 280-1000

m/z for (c).

Calculated charges are labeled. (a) Same sample as Figure 4.18, a

10 µM sodium poly(styrene sulfonate) polymer with (b) 200 µM NaOH and (c)
after ion exchange chromatography with 200 µM H 2S04, in methanol/water 50:50
v/v and obtained at a CV = -20 V.
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m/z region of the transformed spectrum, which correspond to z = -7 to -1 3 and h

= 22.5 ± 0 . 1 , possibly reflecting the H-for-Na exchange.
In an attempt to minimize such exchange, 200 µM NaOH was added to
the sample and the mass spectrum was re-acquired under the same conditions;
the FFT from the alkaline sample is shown in Figure 4. 1 9b, and the results are
included in Table 4.4. The charge states are better resolved, and a wider range
of states is evident than in Figure 4 . 1 9a. The resulting monomer mass is higher,
now estimated to be 205.5 ± 3.7 Da, closer to the expected 206.2, and consistent
with suppression of the exchange.
As a final test for the effects of mixed hydrogen and sodium adduction, the
sodium ions were removed by ion exchange chromatography and hydrogen
incorporation was maximized by addition of 200 µM H2SO4 . The FFT of the
resulting ESI-MS spectrum is shown in Figure 4 . 1 9c. The presence of lower
charge states (z = -5 to -1 3; Table 4.4) relative to Figure 4 . 1 9b is a consistent
with the expected protonation, and with the general predictions of ''wrong-way
round ionization" ESI-MS, 1 89 • 205 as discussed in Chapter 3.

The estimated

monomer mass is 1 84.0 ± 1 .4, within experimental error of the value expected for
the average mass of the protonated (instead of sodiated) monomer (1 84.2 Da).
Multiplication of the most abundant charge state (z = 9 for Figu res 4. 1 9a and
4 . 1 9c; z = 1 1 for Figure 4. 1 9b) times the maximum of the unresolved polymer
envelope in the corresponding untransformed spectrum (-430 m/z) results in a
peak molecular weight of -3900 to 4700 Da, in reasonable agreement with the
1 60

• Table 4.4. Peak maximum, average measured charge states and measured
monomers masses determined from the data of Figure 4.19.
Polymer
sample

Original

1

Original
with
200 µM
NaOH 2

Ion
exchanged
with 200
3
µM H2S04

Measured
peak
period (p)

Calculated
end group
(E)

15.724
16.903
18.609
20.284
22.537
25.500
14.806
15.846
17.189
18.782
20.698
22.790
25.676
29.282
13.989
15.251
16.626
18.273
20.178
22.790
26.004
30.274
36.221

44.48
188.56
16.38
164.28
149.08
150.78
232.36
191.26
183.56
177.76
166.36
118.66
114.16
89.46
43.3
69.1
74.5
58.9
39.6
49.4
44.6
32.1
22.6

Average
measured
charge state
(z) 4
13.13 ± 0.20
11.69 ± 0.58
11.14 ± 0.93
10.22 ± 0.60
9.02 ± 0.35
7.84 ± 0.21
14.17 ± 0.18
12.89 ± 0.15
11.91 ± 0.19
10.96 ± 0.25
10.07 ± 0.45
9.16 ± 0.47
7.96 ± 0.40
6.64 ± 0.26
12.91 ± 0.16
12.12 ± 0.07
11.13 ± 0.10
10.16 ± 0.19
9.13 ± 0.30
8.03 ± 0.14
7.07 ± 0.06
6.08 ± 0.04
5.08 ± 0.05

1

Average
calculated
monomer
mass (h)
206.45
197.65
207.46
207.35
203.31
199.85
209.74
204.36
204.82
205.77
208.39
208.81
204.26
198.17
180.71
184.83
185.05
185.71
184.25
183.20
183.78
183.97
184.08

Estimated
monomer
mass5

203.7 ± 4.2

205.5 ± 3.7

184.0 ± 1.4

Assuming k = -20.9 (see text).
Assuming k = -23 (see text).
3
Assuming k = -1 (see text).
4
Average of values obtained by pairing the indicated peak with each of the other
eaks
in the transform (see text}.
p
Average and standard deviation of individual values in the previous column.
2
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nominal sample molecular weight (4000 Da). End group (E) estimation (Table 4.4)
for samples shown in Figure 4. 1 9 (as calculated above) yielded 1 1 8.9 ± 70. 1 ,
1 59.2 ± 47.7, and 48.2 ± 1 6.8 for the samples of Figure 7(a; k = -20.8), (b; k = 23) , and (c; k = -1 ) , respectively (the "true" end group is unknown) ; the poor
precision may result from heterogeneous adducts and end groups.
I ncreasing the poly(styrene sultanate) nominal molecular weight to 6500
Da was also tested. Figure 4.20 presents a negative-ion ESI-MS spectrum of a
solution of sodium poly(styrene sultanate) of nominal molecular weight 6500 Da,
acquired under similar conditions to the data in Figure 4. 1 9a (as described
above) .

To achieve a S/N of -20 at the envelope maximum (Figure 4.20a)

required approximately 700 5-second scans over the range 1 00-1 400

m/z.

As

expected with higher molecular polymer materials a higher maximum charge
state (z = -1 7) was observed in the charge state distribution calculated from the
resulting FFT (Figure 4.20b and Table 4.5) . Again, similar to the results for the
sample analyzed in Figure 4. 1 9a, sodiated related peaks dominate the low
region of the FFT.

m/z

In addition , the estimated monomer mass (20 1 .86 ± 2.05)

also reflects a mix of sodium and hydrogen adducts. The estimation of the peak
polymer molecular weight is quite low. A maximum charge state of -9 and a
peak in the unresolved polymer envelope of -490 yields a peak molecular weight
of -441 0 Da. The error in the peak molecular weight calculation may be due to
mass bias toward the higher molecular weight species.
To test the FT methodology on a higher resolution instrument, the same
sample described in Figure 4. 1 9c was also col lected using a Q-Star hybrid Q1 62
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Figure 4.20. (a) Negative-ion ESI-MS spectrum (CV = -20 V; 1 00-1 400 m/z) of
a 1 0 µM solution of sodium poly(styrene sulfonate) nominal MW of 6500 Da in
methanol:water (50:50 v/v). (b) Corresponding FFT of the data over the mass
range 280-1 300 for sample in (a). Calculated charge states are labeled.
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Table 4.5. Peak maximum, average measured charge states, and measured
monomers masses determined from the FFT of the raw ESI-MS spectrum data,
mass range 280-1200 rn/z for poly(styrene sulfonate) with a nominal MW of
6500 Da, displayed in Figure 4.20a.
Polymer
sample

Measured peak
period (p)

Original
(6000
Avg.
MW)

11.87
12.68
13.49
14.39
15.48
16.90
18.44
20.28
22.54
25.34
28.98

Average
measured
charge state (z)
16.91 ± 0.16
16.23 ± 0.35
15.20 ± 0.43
14.05 ± 0.56
12.86 ± 0.51
11.80 ± 0.38
10.89 ± 0.19
9.93 ± 0.12
8.95 ± 0.08
7.96 ± 0.06
6.97± 0.04
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Estimated
monomer
mass

201.86 ± 2.05

TOF instrument (Figure 4.2 1 a). The Q-Star differs from the Quattro II data in that
the data is recorded on a linear time axis; therefore, on the
not linearly spaced (the

m/z axis the data is

m/z of an ion is proportional to the square of its time-of

flight or drift time in the analyzer). However, once the data is linearized, in this
case to 50 points per m/z, the FFT may be performed. For the calculation of the
FFT, 220 transform points were used. A higher number of transform point were
needed because the data range used was 280-1 000 m/z, which has 36000 data
points when sampled at 50 points per
ESI-MS data from Figure 4.21 a.

m/z. Figure 4.21 b shows the FFT of the

The FFT reveals a wider charge state

distribution (compared to the data from the Quattro II) is observed (z = -5 to -1 4),
however the charge states of z = -1 1 and -1 3 are missing. Reasons for the
absence of some of the higher charge states is unknown at this time. From the
FFT the estimated monomer mass of 1 82.53 ± 3.1 2 (Table 4.6) is within
experimental error of the expected monomer mass (hydrogen adduct; 1 84.2 Da).
In addition, the estimated monomer mass is with experimental error of that
calculated by the Quattro II instrument (1 83.69 ± 1 .43) .

The maximum charge

state is z = -7 and multiplication by the maximum of the polymer distribution (m/z
605) yields a molecular weight of - 4240 Da.

4.1 .6 FT Study of ESI-MS Homopolymer Mixture and Copolymer Spectra

This section describes some crude preliminary data attempting to assess
the applicability of extending the methodology of the previous section to more
complex systems.

As described above, the periodicity of a synthetic
1 65
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Figure 4.21.

(a) Negative-ion ESI-MS spectrum (100-2000 m/z) of a 1 0 µM

solution of sodium poly(styrene sulfonate) nominal MW of 4000 Da after ion
exchange chromatography in methanol/water 50/50 v/v with 200 µM H 2S04
acquired on the Q-Star (see Experimental text for specific conditions). (b)
Corresponding FFT of the data over the mass range 300-1000 for sample in (a).
Calculated charges are labeled.
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Table 4.6. Peak maximum, average measured charge states, and measured
monomers masses determined from the FFT of the raw ESI-MS spectrum data,
acquired with a Q-Star hybrid Q-TOF instrument, mass range 300-1000 m/z in
Figure 4.21a. The sample for Figure 4.21a is the same sample utilized to
generate the spectrum displayed in Figure 4.19a.
Polymer
sample

Measured
peak period (p)

Original
(4000
Avg.
MW)

13.27
Not present
15.30
Not present
18.44
20.46
23.11
26.44
31.04

Average
measured
charge state
(z)
14.28 ± 0.40

Estimated
monomer
mass

11.83 ± 0.06
9.91 ± 0.15
8.88 ± 0.16
7.84 ± 0.08
6.86 ± 0.07
5.81 ± 0.04
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182.5 ± 3.12

homopolymer mass spectrum can be related to the charge (z) and the monomer
mass (h), such that for an oligomer of degree of polymerization i, (m/z); = [(i*h) +
E] I z, where E ( = E + z*k) represents the combined mass of the end groups (E)
plus any adducting ions (e.g., for H+ , k = 1 , whereas for deprotonation of an
acidic polymer, k = -1 ). Since E is usually constant for a given charge state, it
can be seen that the period (peak separation) for charge state z will be h/z.
Figure 4.22a is a simulated spectrum of an equimolar mixture of 2
homopolymers, each of 40 kDa average molecular weight. Homopolymer A and
B have a monomer mass of 1 60 and 1 30 Da, respectively, and polydispersity of
1 .002 (corresponding to -70 peaks above 1 % relative intensity).

The

homopolymer mixture data was created with the same assumptions as for the
data in Figure 4. 1 4a. For simplicity, again, it was assumed that there was a
single charge state z = + 1 3 and no end groups or adducting ions (E

= 0).

For

homopolymer A, the parameters for equation 4. 7 were the same as described
above (Figure 1 4a); for homopolymer B, p(z) = (1 30/z)hc, and b(z) = 1 498.8/z all
other parameters values were the same. Figure 4.22b displays the FFT results;
two peaks located at 1 60/1 3 ~ 1 2.3 and 1 30/1 6 ~ 1 0.0 with E values of 3.6 and
4.6.
The power spectrum requires squaring the intensities of the real and
imaginary coefficients, therefore to calculate the ratio of one homopolymer signal
to another the square root of the intensities from the periodogram must be
calculated. The intensities of the two peaks are not equal for an equal number of
periods

AA:B

= ((i1 so/i1 'J0)°"5 = 3.776 E7/2.489 E7 = 1 .23). Because the values are
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Figure 4.22. (a) Simulated ESI-MS spectrum of an equimolar mixture of two 40
kDa homopolymers with repeat units of 160 (monomer A, 50%) and 130
(monomer B, 50%) Da with a charge state of +13. (b) FFT of the data of part (a),
FFT was executed on a 32768-point vector.
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squared to create the power spectrum the square root is taken to calculate the
ratio. The error in the ratio probably reflects the difference of the integral of the
homopolymer A to homopolymer B. The integral of homopolymer B is expected
to be larger than that of homopolymer a because the greater period length
corresponds to a larger m/z range.
Figure 4.23a displays the superposition of distributions analogous to
Figure 4.22a, calculated with charge varying from +13 to 17, Gaussian weighted
so the z = +15 is the maximum charge state in each distribution. Similar to
Figure 4.22b, the intensities of the two major peaks in Figure 4.23b (160/15 ~
10.7 and 130/15 ~ 8.7) are not equal for a similar number of periods (RA:B =
3.666 E6/2.629 E6 = 1.18).

Also noticeable is the splitting of the peak at a

period of 10 m/z. The peak at m/z 1O has contributions from both 160/16 and
130/13. Differences in the phase of the two distributions causes the "ringing"
observed at the peak present at a period of 1O m/z. The result of both monomer
contributions to h/z 1O m/z is a narrower and more intense peak at this m/z. In
addition to the ringing, the FFT peaks for the periods for 160/17 (homopolymer A;
z = +17) and 130/14 (homopolymer B; z = +14) are unresolved (Figure 4.23b).

Zero filling will not improve the resolution of the two overlapping peaks, because
the number of periods remains the same regardless of the number of zeros
appended.

Only an increase in polydispersity would allow for improved

resolution of the peaks between a period of 9.2 and 9.5 m/z (similar to the effect
seen in Figure 4.15d).
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Figure 4.23. (a) Simulated ESI-MS spectrum of an equimolar mixture of two 40
kDa homopolymers with repeat units of 1 60 (monomer A, 50%) and 1 30
(monomer B, 50%) Da comprising charge states of +13-1 7. (b) FFT of the data
used to create (a), FFT was executed on a 32768-point vector.
represent the monomer mass divided by the charge state.
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Numbers

Figure 4.24a widens the range of z (compared to Figure 4.23) to +15 - 22
(the data used for homopolymer A is the same as presented in Figure 4.16a).
Again, it can be seen that the resolution is not sufficient to baseline resolve all
individual peaks. By using the highest peak (z = +18) of each distribution the
ratio of homopolymer A to B = RA:B = (8.65 E5/7.83 E5)°" 5 ~ 1.05, within 5% of the
equimolar monomer ratio. Figure 4.25 shows the FT results of data where the
homopolymer ratio was changed by multiplying the abundance of either
distribution by a constant. Figure 4.25a is the FT result when the intensities of
the homopolymer A distributio_n were multiplied by a factor of two. In this case
the ratio (RA:s = 1.95) is lower than what would be expected by multiplying the
ratio obtained for a equimolar homopolymer mixture (1 :1 RA:s) times 2 (2 x 1 :1
RA:B

= 2.10). suggesting some contribution from homopolymer A in the intensity

for homopolymer B.

When the ratio is increased to 5: 1 (homopolymer

A:homopolymer 8), RA:B

= 5.84 versus the expected, 5 x 1: 1 RA:B = 2.10, (Figure

4.25c), again displaying decent accuracy in estimating the ratio of homopolymers
by using the highest peak in the distribution, within 10% for theoretically
generated data.

Similar percent errors were obtained when the ratio of

homopolymer A and B were inverted; inputted homopolymer ratios of 1:2 (Figure
4.25c) and 1 :5 A: B (Figure 4.25d) yielded RA:B = 0.55 and 0.23, respectively.
Obviously the more overlap between the distributions the less accurate the
homopolymer estimation will be because there is no way of differentiating
between the multiple contributions to the intensities used to calculate RA:B• Of
course, all estimates of monomer ratios for experimental homopolymer mixtures
1 72
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Figure 4.24. (a) Simulated ESI-MS spectrum of an equimolar mixture of two 40
kDa homopolymers with repeat units of 1 60 (monomer A, 50%; denoted with an
asterisk) and 1 30 (monomer B, 50%) Da comprising charge states of + 1 5-22 . (b)
FFT of the data used to create (a), FFT was executed on a 32768-point vector.
zt relates to the series of charge. states associated with monomer A and no
asterisk relates to monomer B .
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would also be subject to preferential ionization and signal suppression effects
commonly associated with ESI-MS (as discussed in Chapter 3).

Signal

suppression effects may introduce significant errors into the ratio, therefore
affording only qualitative results in the absence of standards. Experimental data
for mixtures of homopolymers was not pursued because of the expected
susceptibility to ionization effects.

Copolymers
In copolymers, incorporated monomers are susceptible to the same
ionization effects yielding a decreased bias (relative to homopolymer mixtures)
towards the estimation of monomer ratios from experimental data. Therefore,
experimental data for strongly ionic copolymer samples should allow for a
reasonable estimate of the monomer ratio without the use of standards. The
theoretical FFT treatment of estimating the monomer ratio of copolymers is only
slightly different from that of a mixture of homopolymers.
The one difference in explaining the periodic nature of copolymers
(compared to homopolymers) is the calculation of E.

For copolymers, E will

account for the number and mass of the other monomer, designated q.

For

example, if a hypothetical copolymer has an average 100 monomers, with an
minimum degree of polymerization (DP) of 50 and a maximum DP of 150, the
number of possible monomer combinations varies from a homopolymer of h to a
homopolymer of q. As stated above, (m/z);= {[i*(h or q)] + E} I z, where E (= E +

z*k) and the period for the respective homopolymer of the charge state z will be
h/z or q/z. Now consider the case where h
175

= 49 to 149

and q

= 1,

the only

change describing the (m/z); will be E = end groups + q. If q = 2, then E = end
groups + 2q, and this would continue for all values of q, the analogous series
applies when h is included in E.
The value of h or q and the individual values of z can be derived by charge
stripping, exactly as applied to typical ESI-MS spectra of single analytes. Once
the maximum charge state is calculated, the peak molecular weight may be
calculated from the original (untransformed) spectrum by using the same
assumptions as above. Peak widths in the transform should be inversely related
to the polydispersity (the number of "cycles" or periods sampled in the original
spectrum), and the phase shift should be related to E.
Figure 4.26a displays a copolymer theoretical spectrum with two
monomers h and q (36% h to 64% q) having a mass of 184.02 and 104.15 Da,
nominal MW of 6 kDa and a z of +6, created with "CopolymerModel" software.
The graphic user interface of this software has input values for Mn , PD, minimum
and maximum number of h and q, end group, adduct, z, resolution in Da or parts
per million, enable isotope clusters, and continuum or centroided data.

For

Figure 4.25a, 6000, 1.02, Ca H a (104.15 Da), Ca H aSO3 (184.02 Da), 0, 300, 10,
were used for Mn , PD, h, q, minimum number h and q, maximum number of h
and q, z, and resolution (Da), respectively. The data was simulated in continuum
mode with no end group, no adducts, and no isotope clusters. The simulated
data was not generated with a linear m/z (constant spacing between data points),
therefore, the contrived data was linearized to 50 points per Da. Shown in Figure
4.26b, the FFT spectrum of contrived copolymer data differs from the
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Figure 4.26. (a) Theoretical ESI-MS spectrum of a 6 kDa copolymer with repeat
units of 160 (monomer h, 36%) and 130 (monomer q, 64%) Da calculated with a
charge state of +6. (b) FFT of the data used to create (a).
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homopolymer FFT spectrum by the presence of peaks at harmonics of h/z and
q/z, the second to fifth are labeled hy or qy where y is an integer between two and

five. The harmonics of h are present at 15.34, 10.22, 7.67, and 6.13, where q
has harmonics at 8.67, 5.79, 4.34, and 3.47. The peak at 4.34 (q4) is more
intense than the others because the seventh harmonic of h (184.02/7 = 4.38)
also contributes to this peak. The harmonics are due to aliasing (described
above), and seem to interfere with the ratio calculations (14.2% h to 85.8% q;
based on the intensity of h/z and q/z).
Figure 4.27a displays data analogous to Figure 4.26a, calculated with
charge states of z = +6 to +11. Each of the charge states is of equal intensity as
calculated by the CopolymerModel software. The FFT of the data in Figure
4.27a, shown in Figure 4.27b, is considerably more complex than Figure 4.26b.
Because of the complexity, the FFT will be interpreted in sections. Figure 4.27c
displays the FFT in Figure 4.27b from 14 to 33 m/z. The expected h/z periods for
z = +6 to 9 (Table 4.7) are easily visible, and could be used to calculate the

monomer mass and charge state values just as with the homopolymers.
Calculating the monomer mass and charge state becomes more difficult for q,
where only two of the q/z peaks are resolved (z = +8 and +9). As seen in Figure
4.27c and d, peaks for the charge state of +7 for q and both +1O and +11 for q
and h are combined with the harmonics of higher period peaks and are labeled
as "UR" in Table 4.7. The first six harmonics (seen mostly in Figure 4.27e) of h
and q for each of the charge states included in the simulated data are given in
Tables 4.8 and 4.9, respectively. The harmonics present would not allow for the
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Figure 4.27. (a) Theoretical ESI-MS spectrum of a 6 kDa copolymer with repeat
units of 1 60 (monomer h, 36%; denoted with an asterisk) and 1 30 (monomer q,
64%) Da calculated with charge states of +6 to + 1 1 . (b) FFT of the data used to
create (a) . FFT data in (b) displayed over the ranges of (c) 1 4 to 33 , (d) 7 to 1 4,
and (e) 1 .5 to 7 m/z.
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Table 4.7. Expected charge state, expected peak maximum, and measured
peak maximum determined from the FFT (Figure 4.27b) of a theoretical ESI-MS
spectrum of a 6 kDa copolymer with repeat units of 160 (monomer h, 36%) and
130 (monomer q , 64%) Da calculated with charge states of +6 to +11.
Monomer

h

q

Expected
charge
state (z)
6
7
8
9
10
11
6
7
8
9
10
11

UR = unresolved peak.

180

Expected
monomer/z

Measured
monomer/z

30.67
26.29
23.00
20.44
18.40
16.73
17.36
14.88
13.02
11.57
10.41
9.47

30.62
26.31
22.97
20.48
UR
UR
17.35
UR
13.07
11.53
UR
UR

Table 4.8. Calculation of expected peak maximum of a series of harmonics for
monomer h (160 Da) for each inputted charge state. The harmonics appeared in
the FFT (Figure 4.27b) of a theoretical ESI-MS spectrum of a 6 kDa copolymer
with repeat units of 160 (monomer h, 36%) and 130 (monomer q, 64%) Da
calculated with charge states of +6 to +11.
Charoe (z)

h/z

6

30.67

7

26.29

8

23.00

9

10

11

20.44

18 .40

16.73

Integer value (y)
2
3
4
5
6
7
2
3
4
5
6
7
2
3
4
5
6
7
2
3
4
5
6
7
2
3
4
5
6
7
2
3
4
5
6
7
181

(h/z)/y
15 .33
10.22
7.67
6.13
5.11
4.38
13.14
8.76
6.57
5.26
4.38
3.76
11.50
7.67
5.75
4.60
3.83
3.29
10.22
6.82
5.11
4.09
3.41
2.92
9.20
6.13
4.60
3.68
3.07
2.63
8.36
5.58
4.18
3.35
2.79
2.39

Table 4.9. Calculation of expected peak maximum of a series of harmonics for
monomer q (130 Da) for each inputted charge state. The harmonics appeared in
the FFT (Figure 4.27b) of a theoretical ESI-MS spectrum of a 6 kDa copolymer
with repeat units of 160 (monomer h, 36%) and 130 (monomer q, 64%) Da
calculated with charge states of +6 to +11.
Charge (z)

alz

6

17.36

7

14.88

8

13.02

9

10

11

11.57

10.42

9.47

Integer value (v)
2
3
4
5
6
7
2
3
4
5
6
7
2
3
4
5
6
7
2
3
4
5
6
7
2
3
4
5
6
7
2
3
4
5
6
7
182

(q/z)/y
8.68
5.79
4.34
3.47
2.89
2.48
7.44
4.96
3.72
2.98
2.48
2.13
6.51
4.34
3.25
2.60
2.17
1.86
' 5.79
3.86
2.89
2.31
1 .93
1.65
5.21
3.47
2.60
2.08
1.74
1.49
4.73
3.16
2.37
1.89
1.58
1.35

calculation of the monomer mass of q. The ratio of the first resolved q/z peak
(m/z = 13.07) and the same charge state from the h series yields a composition
of 4.2% h and 95.8% q, considerably different from that of the inputted
percentages of 36% h and 64 % q.
Efforts to obtain experimental data for copolymers to test the FT
methodology was attempted with a copolymer of styrene sultanate (SS) and
maleic acid (MA) . This sample was independently characterized and carried a
manufacturer's specification for a monomer ratio of 1 :1 SS: MA. Experiments with
the SS/MA copolymer followed the protocol described for the poly(styrene
sultanate) homopolymer, described above.

The resulting low-CV (-20 V)

spectrum for the 1:1 copolymer is shown in Figure 4.28. Polymodality like that
evident in Figure 4.28 will be explained in more detail in Section 4.2.2.

FFT

calculation of the data (from 200 to 1000 m/z) of Figure 4.28 yielded a
periodogram that defies interpretation at this time.

Insufficient resolution and

sparse data may be to blame for the complexity of the FFT spectrum.
Examination of the same sample using a a-Star hybrid a-TOF instrument
resulted in the expected single unresolved envelope (Figure 4.29) commonly
associated with ESI-MS of strongly ionic synthetic polymers. However, despite
the improvement in resolution and the shape of the polymer envelope, no
improvement in the FFT spectrum (for data from 200 to 1600 m/z) was achieved
(Figure 4.29b) . (The data from the a-Star was treated identical to the sample
described above in Figure 4.20.)
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Figure 4.28. (a) Negative-ion ESI-MS spectrum (acquired over the range of 1001400 m/z) of a 1 0 µM solution of poly[styrene sulfonate (SS)-co-maleic acid (MA)]
copolymer (in methanol/water 50:50 v/v 75 µM NaOH) obtained with CV = -20 V
on the Micromass instrument equipped with a "Z-spray" electrospray source. (b)
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Figure 4.29. (a) Negative-ion ESI-MS spectrum (acquired over the range of 1002000 m/z) of a 1 0 µM solution of poly[styrene sulfonate (SS)-co-maleic acid
(MA)] copolymer (in methanol/water 50: 50 v/v 75 µM NaOH) obtained with low
energy conditions on the Applied Biosystems instrument (see experimental text
for specific voltages). (b) Corresponding FFT of the data over the mass range
200-1600 m/z for sample in (a).
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4.2 Collision-Induced Dissociation of the Polymer Envelope

Work in our laboratory has sought to assess and extend the utility of mass
spectrometry1 8• 30• 63• 83• 98• 1 1 4• 1 26• 21 9 • 237-243 as a faster alternative to conventional
means

1 0 1 3 • 1 54 • 1 57 • 244
,

of characterizing the composition of copolymers. The work

with the unresolved envelope has not evolved to the point where it can be
applied to actual ESI-MS spectra of synthetic copolymers. Therefore, collision
induced dissociation (CI D) is called upon break apart the unresolved polymer
envelope in hopes of obtaining compositional information about the copolymer
system being investigated. The downside of CID is that all molecular weight
information about the intact polymer is lost. The question arises of whether
useful information about the monomers comprising a copolymer can be derived
under such CID conditions. This became a real issue when we were asked to
differentiate among a group of 8 water-soluble polymers (nominal MW 2,00020,000) used as scale inhibitors in various coolant products.

The polymers

putatively shared the terpolymer structure of Figure 4.30, but they were derived
from different sources, and provided grossly different performance. Presumably
because of the complexity of their aqueous matrix, characterization by I R and
NMR spectroscopies required extensive sample preparation. Their incorporation
of acidic functional groups made them well suited to analysis by negative-ion
ESI-MS.

This section of the chapter describes efforts to derive insight into
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Figure 4.30. Generic structure of the terpolymers studied. X and Y represent
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relative monomer ratios by comparison of the CID ESI-MS spectra of these
materials.
samples

In the absence of independent information about the terpolymer
studied,

extensive

and

time-consuming

NMR

spectroscopy

measurements were conducted to calibrate the ratios of monomer ions
generated relatively quickly and easily by in-source depolymerization. Relative
sensitivities to constituent monomers generally correlated with expectations
based on the relative monomer acidities, suggesting that it might be feasible to
use simple monomer mixtures to facilitate quantitation.

Two poly(styrene

sulfonate)-co-(maleic acid) copolymers are used because they are both simpler
and independently better characterized than the terpolymers studied earlier,
providing a better system for developing and testing approaches to quantitation.
The CID quantitation methods are also extended second copolymer system
characterized by NMR in the original terpolymer study. Lastly it was observed in
the course of these studies that the free monomer and monomer derived from
polymer fragment differently.

The source dependent monomer fragmentation

differences initiated a study to determine if this observation may be used as an
indication of monomer contamination.

4.2.1 Qualitative Copolymer Characterization
Relative Monomer Ratios by CID
Figure 4.31 a presents a typical ESI-MS spectrum obtained at low-CV (CV
= -20 V; little or no in-source CID) from a terpolymer of the general formula given
in Figure 4.30. As anticipated, the convolution of distributions (charge, mass,
1 88
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Figure 4.31 .

a.

b.

Negative-ion ESI-MS spectra of a terpolymer (1 9. 1 µg/mL in

methanol/water 50:50 v/v 75 µM NaOH) of the general formula given in Figure
4.30 obtained with (a) CV = -20 V and (b) CV = -1 00 V. In (b), peaks associated
with the individual monomers are mass labeled and the associated monomer is
indicated for each. The peak at m/z 80 derives contributions from both SS and
AMPS.
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monomer ratio, adducting ions, and isotopes) results in an unresolved polymer
envelope (here peaking around m/z 400) that defies full interpretation.

The

position and detailed shape of the envelope differed reproducibly from sample to
sample, but the general appearance as an unresolved envelope was invariant for
the eight terpolymer samples. The envelope was absent from the solvent blank,
unlike the low-mass peaks (below m/z - 325) arising from water and/or methanol
clusters at low-CV. Significantly, there are no prominent peaks in this low-CV
polymer spectrum attributable to the constituent monomers (m/z 71, 183 and 206
for AA, SS, and AMPS, respectively. In contrast, peaks corresponding to the
conjugate base ([M-HJ-) of each acid are dominant in negative-ion spectra of the
individual monomers at low-CV, giving strong signals at m/z 71, 183, and 206, for
AA, SS, and AMPS, respectively (Table 4.10). The monomers fragment at high
CV, resulting in base peaks at m/z 80 for SS and AMPS (Table 4.10). AA
fragments were not detectable at high-CV conditions. One or more of these SS
and AMPS monomer-related peaks also become prominent in polymer spectra
(at the expense of the unresolved envelope) when the CV is changed to -100 V
(Table 4.10 and Figure 4.31b). In this case, the monomers and their fragments
apparently arise because of collision-induced depolymerization in the ESI source

(see below).

CID Confirmation of Formation of Monomers from Polymers
Because "authentic" terpolymer samples were not available, samples of
each homopolymer were used to confirm the feasibility of forming intact
monomers .from polymers by in-source CID.
190

The possibility of monomer

Table 4.10. Relative intensities for monomer and fragment ions in ESI-MS
spectra of the indicated samples under high (-100 V) and low (-20 V) cone
voltage (CV) conditions. Blank entries indicate signals indistinguishable from
background.
Uncertainties are the standard deviation of triplicate
measurements.
Sample

CV

Relative intensity (% , at indicated rn/z
71

80

119 135

152

183 206

Base peak
intensity
(m/z)
4.4 E 5 (89)
7.2 E 6 (71)
1.5 E 8 (80)
4.5 E 7 (183)
1.2 E 8 (80)
4.7 E 6 (206)
6.7 E 5 (113)
5.0 E 5 (257)
4.1 E 4 (169)
1.2 E 8 (80)
7.0 E 7 (290)
9.4 E 5 (183)
1.5 E 6 (206)
7.9 E 5 (700) .
8.2 E 4(762) :
5.9 E 6 (80)
4.8 E 6 (75)

High
Low 100
100 10±5
19±5
ss High
Low
100
10±5
High
100
: 3±3
9±4
AM PS
Low
100
3±2 28±2
High 40±4
Poly AA Low 3±2
Low 1 4±3
High
100 55±4
73±5
Poly SS Low
5±3
I
2
Low
100
7±4
High
100
47±1
67±3 26±9
Poly
Low
AM PS
Low3
32±2
35±3 40±6
53±3
Terpolymer High 54±4 100 10±4 36±6 24±5 21±7 16±5
(Sample 1 ) Low
1
MS/MS of precursor at rn/z 257 (AA3 + 42 - Hr .
2
MS/MS of precursor at rn/z 340 [SSs + 58 + 2 Nar .
3
MS/MS of precursors in a window ~ 3 rn/z wide centered at m/z 685. It was not
possible to resolve individual oligomers of this high-mass polymer, so the first
quadrupole was detuned to pass ions near the top of the unresolved polymer
envelope.
AA
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contamination was assessed preliminarily at low-CV. For poly(styrene sulfonate)
(poly-SS) at low-CV, the negative-ion ESI-MS spectrum contains several
homologous overlapping series for different oligomers in varying charge states
(Figure 4.32a). For example, one such series labeled An in Figure 4.32a [ions at
m/z (1 84n + 58 - 4)/4] corresponds to quadruply charged ions with degree of
polymerization n = 4 to 9 (Table 4. 1 ) . All cations incorporated in this particular
series are evidently protons (rather than sodium ions; 1 84 is the mass of styrene
sulfonic acid rather than sodium styrene sulfonate), and the apparent total end
group mass is 58 Da. In fact, nearly 90% of the background-corrected total ion
current for Figure 4.32a (including all ions of relative intensity over 1 6%) can be
assigned to series with degree of polymerization between 3 and 1 3, end group
mass 58 (probably a hydrogen atom plus a butyl group) , charge varying from z =
-3 to --6, and with retention of up to 6 sodium ions (Table 4. 1 ) . Significantly,
there is a small signal at m/z 1 83, which may indicate the presence of -0.2 µ M
monomeric S S (based o n a low-CV monomer calibration curve; Appendix D).
When the CV is adjusted to -1 00 V (Figure 4.32b), the poly-SS polymer
envelope disappears, the peak at m/z 1 83 grows substantially (absolute intensity
increases about 25-fold, corresponding to a concentration of - 1 4 µM SS based
on a monomer calibration curve obtained at high-CV; Appendix D), and an SS
related fragment at m/z 80 becomes the base peak.

Note that there is no

corresponding increase in the intensity at m/z 1 83 when sampling SS monomers
and changing the CV from -20 to -1 00 V; indeed, this intensity actually
decreases by -63 ± 2% as monomer fragment ion intensities (at m/z 80 and 1 1 9)
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Figure 4.32.

Negative-ion ESI-MS spectra of poly-SS (19.1 µg/mL in

methanol:water 50:50 v/v) obtained with (a) CV = -20 and (b) CV = -1 00 V.
Peaks labeled An in (a) represent a series of oligomers with the subscripted
degree of polymerization, combined end group mass = 58, and charge state z =
-4.
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Figure 4.32 (Continued) Negative-ion ESI-MS spectra of poly-SS (19.1 µg/mL in
methanol/water 50:50 v/v) obtained with (a) CV = -20 and (b) CV = -100 V.
Peaks labeled An in (a) represent a series of oligomers with the subscripted
degree of polymerization, combined end group mass = 58, and charge state z =
-4.
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grow at high-CV.

Although both fragments also appear at high-CV when

sampling the polymer, the corresponding intensities (relative to the ion at m/z
183) are less (Table 4.10). These observations reflect that dissipation of internal
energy by depolymerization mitigates the further fragmentation of resultant
monomers. Furthermore, they suggest that while there may be some monomer
contamination of the poly-SS sample, the majority of the signal at m/z 183 in
Figure 4.32b (high-CV) derives from monomers formed through in-source
depolymerization.
Poly(2-acrylamido-2-methyl propane sulfonic acid) (poly-AMPS) was not
available in a low molecular weight, so the envelope obtained at low-CV (Figure
4.33a) was unresolved.

A higher polymer concentration of 90.5 µg/ml,

compared to 19.1 µg/ml; Figure 4.1) was necessary to obtain polymer envelope
signal intensity equivalent to that of poly-SS. In this case, no monomer was
detected at low-CV. On adjusting the CV to -100 V (Figure 4.33b), a peak
corresponding to deprotonated AMPS monomer at m/z 206 became the base
peak (intensity equivalent to that obtained with -7 µM monomer).
Prominent fragments assignable to the monomer also appeared at m/z 80,
135, and 152 (Table 4.10). Once again, the high-CV ESI-MS spectra (Table
4.10) indicate more extensive fragmentation when directly sampling monomers
(as opposed to forming them by depolymerization). In fact, the direct cleavage
peak at m/z 80 becomes the base peak in AMPS monomer spectra at high-CV,
while peaks assignable to at m/z 135 and 152 are barely detectable, if at all.
This is consistent with the expectation that entropic considerations at higher
195
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Figure 4.33.

Negative-ion ESI-MS spectra of poly-AMPS (90.5 µg/ml in

methanol/water 50:50 v/v 75 µM NaOH) obtained with (a) CV = -20 and (b) CV =

-1 00 V.
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(Continued) Negative-ion ESI-MS spectra of poly-AM PS (90 .5

µg/mL in methanol/water 50:50 v/v 75 µM NaOH) obtained with (a) CV = -20 and
(b) CV = -1 00 V.
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internal energy should favor the direct cleavage. Again, the data support the
immediate generation of monomers (and monomer fragments) from polymers at
CV = -1 00 V.
In contrast to SS and AM PS, AA contains only a weakly acidic functional
group.

Partly as a result, only singly charged ions (confirmed by the 1 Da

spacing of the peaks in the isotope clusters) were detected in ESI-MS spectra of
poly(acrylic acid) (poly-AA) obtained at low-CV (Figure 4.34a) .
several series with

Nevertheless,

m/z = 72n + x (72 = the monomer mass) were evident. The

principal series corresponds to x = 41 , with lesser series at x = 1 1 , 23, and 59.
The degree of polymerization (n) ranges from roughly 3 to 1 3. There are at least
three possible explanations for these multiple series. The simplest would be
incorporation of differing end groups (most probably 42, 84, 96, and 60 Da,
respectively, allowing for ionization by deprotonation). This possibility is difficult
to evaluate, since Aldrich cannot divulge the end groups, the method of
synthesis, or the supplier of this material. In light of the inclusion of NaOH and
methanol in the solution, other possibilities include esterification and/or
substitution of one or more protons by sodium. These would result in mass
differences of multiples of 1 4 or 22 Da, respectively, inconsistent with the
observed values. The third possibility is that there was some fragmentation of
the polymer even at low-CV. This seems unlikely, in light of the fact that even at
high-CV, the poly-AA sample did not fragment completely (Figure 4.34b) ,
undoubtedly due to the low kinetic energy imparted to the singly-charged poly-AA
ions (in contrast to the multiply-charged polymers of SS and AMPS). For the
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Figure 4.34.

Negative-ion ESI-MS spectra of poly-AA ( 1 9. 1

µ g/mL in

methanol/water 50:50 v/v 75 µM NaOH) obtained with (a) CV = -20 and (b) -1 00
V.

In both spectra, series corresponding to 72n + 42 are labeled An, n = the

degree of polymerization.
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Figure 4.34. (Continued) Negative-ion ESI-MS spectra of poly-AA (1 9. 1 µg/m L in
methanol/water 50:50 v/v 75 µM NaOH) obtained with (a) CV = -20 and (b) -1 00
V.
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same reason, it seems likely that the small monomer peak observed at m/z 71 in
the low-CV ESI-MS spectrum (Figure 4.34a) is due to contamination (with -0.06
µM monomer) rather than fragmentation. However, the intensity of this peak was
significantly enhanced (-10-fold) upon adjusting the CV to -100 V (Figure 34b),
once again indicating contributions from in-source depolymerization.
MS/MS Confi rmation of Formation of Monomers from Polymers

To further

confirm the feasibility of

generating

monomers

via

depolymerization, MS/MS experiments were performed at low-CV for selected
oligomers from each of the three homopolymers. Collision-induced dissociation
of a poly-SS pentamer with two sodium ions retained ([SS5 + 58 + 2 Naf; m/z
340) generated the monomer at m/z 183 (Figure 4.35a) and fragments
analogous to those in Figure 4.32b. (To enhance sensitivity, the resolution of the
first analyzer was decreased to select a window about 2 Da wide; this is evident
from the detection of resolved isotope clusters in the MS/MS spectrum.) The
fragment ion intensities (especially at m/z 80) are much lower than those
obtained with in-source CID, indicating that the collision energetics are more
aggressive in the latter (in-source) case (Table 4.10).
Due to the unresolved nature of the poly-AM PS ESI-MS spectrum,
selection of a single AMPS oligomer as a precursor for MS/MS analysis was not
possible. Instead, the resolving power of the first analyzer was set to pass a
'window' about 3 m/z units wide (centered near the top of the unresolved
envelope of Figure 4.33a, at about

m/z 685) into the Cl D cell. Figure 4.35b

confirms the generation of AMPS monomers (m/z 206) under these MS/MS
201
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Figure 4.35. Low CV (-20 V) ESI MS/MS spectra of (a) a precursor of rn/z 340
([SSs + 58 + 2Na]3-) from 1 9. 1 µg/mL poly-SS (collision energy (CE) = 25); (b)
unresolved precursors of m/z - 685 from 90.5 µg/mL poly-AMPS (CE = 25); and
(c) a precursor (M) of m/z 257 ([AA3 + 42 20).

HD from 1 9. 1 µg/mL poly-AA (CE =

For all spectra, collision gas was -2 x 1 0·4 torr Ar and polymers were

dissolved in methanol/water 50: 50 v/v 75 µM NaOH .
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Figure 4.35. (Continued) Low CV (-20 V) ESI MS/MS spectra of (a) a precursor
of m/z 340 ([SS5 + 58 + 2Na]3-) from 1 9. 1 µg/mL poly-SS (collision energy (CE) =
25); (b) unresolved precursors of m/z - 685 from 90.5 µg/mL poly-AMPS (CE =
25); and (c) a precursor (M) of m/z 257 ([AA3 + 42 - HD from 1 9. 1 µg/mL poly
AA (CE = 20). For all spectra, collision gas was -2 x 1 0·4 torr Ar and polymers
were dissolved in methanol/water 50:50 v/v 75 µM NaOH.
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Figure 4.35. (Continued) Low CV (-20 V) ESI MS/MS spectra of (a) a precursor
of rn/z 340 ([SSs + 58 + 2Na]3-) from 1 9. 1 µg/ml poly-SS (collision energy (CE) =
25); (b) unresolved precu rsors of m/z ~ 685 from 90.5 µg/ml poly-AMPS (CE =
25); and (c) a precu rsor (M) of rn/z 257 ([AA3 + 42 - HD from 1 9. 1 µg/ml poly
AA (CE = 20). For all spectra, collision gas was ~2 x 1 0·4 torr Ar and polymers
were dissolved in methanol/water 50: 50 v/v 75 µM NaOH.
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conditions.

Several other low-mass ions are present and correspond to the

fragmentation of the AMPS monomer derived from CID of the polymer (Figure
4.33b).

The fragmentation is more extensive than that of poly-SS in Figure

4.35a, probably because the charge (and therefore the energy) is higher. On the
other hand, the large unresolved envelope at m/z higher than the precursor
indicates incomplete depolymerization and significant contributions from charge
stripping and/or charge separation reactions in the collision cell. 245 Finally, it is
noteworthy that the MS/MS fragmentation of poly-AMPS is more extensive
(based for example on the relative intensity of the fragment at m/z 80; Table
4.10) than that obtained in-source, contrary to the behavior observed for poly-SS.

Higher charge states present in the region selected for MS/MS may be the cause
of this inconsistency, future studies will be needed to confirm this. While the data
suggest contributions from a wide variety of processes involving a wide range of
internal energies, they do confirm generation of monomers by collision-induced
depolymerization.
MS/MS of a poly-AA oligomer (the trimer [AA3 + 42 - Hr at m/z 257,
Figure 4.35c) also gives evidence of incomplete depolymerization. 1ln this case,
fragments can be attributed to loss of one or more small stable neutrals,
including water (18 Da), CO2 (44 Da), and/or AA (72 Da). As for in-source CID,
the incomplete depolymerization of poly-AA is due at least in part to the lower
energy imparted to ions of a single charge. Still, observation of an ion at m/z 71
confirms the feasibility of generating monomer from a poly-AA oligomer.
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Relative Intensity Ratio
Figure 4.36 reports the relative intensity of each monomer ion (m/z 71,
183, and 206) as a fraction of the total monomer ion intensity [%I: = im1z xl(im1z 11 +
im1z

1s3

+ im1z 206) , where i designates the intensity at the subscripted m/z in the

high-CV spectrum] for each of the eight target samples.

The values differ

markedly among the eight samples; all three ions are evident only for Sample 1.
The straightforward interpretation is that the monomer ratios differ radically from
one sample to another; indeed, only Sample 1 appears to be a true terpolymer,
while the others appear to be homopolymers (Samples 2, 4, and 5) or binary
copolymers of AA and AMPS (Samples 3, 6, 7, and 8). However, quantitation of
ESI-MS spectra is never straightforward, especially (as here) in the absence of
well-characterized standards. For example, CID spectra like Figure 4.31b are
vulnerable to various suppression effects, such as gas-phase ion-molecule
reactions that can attenuate negative-ion signals for stronger gas-phase bases.
Corroboration was therefore sought from NMR spectroscopy.

NMR Spectroscopic Assessment of Monomer Ratios
In principle, NMR spectroscopy should provide a suitable alternative
methodology for assessment of monomer ratios. However, as noted above, the
colleague providing the polymer samples reported that (low resolution) NMR
spectroscopic characterization had not been successful. Using two test samples
(Samples 1 and 7) that had been lyophilized and redissolved in D20, we found
that even with the relatively high-resolution Varian lnova 600 instrument, proton
206
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Figure 4.36. Relative intensity of monomer anions (%I:; see text for definition)
illustrating qualitative differences among the ESI-MS spectra of the eight
terpolymers sampled. Symbols: • , o, and � represent AM PS, AA, and SS,
respectively. Error bars represent 1 standard deviation for triplicate analyses.
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and 1 3C NMR spectra were too complex to provide clear confirmation of apparent
monomer ratios. Suspecting that this complexity was attributable at least in part
to the presence of additives, we undertook the lengthy clean-up procedure
described in the Experimental section. This removed - 10% and -15% of the dry
mass of Sample 1 and Sample 7 respectively, and substantially simplified the
NMR spectra. Proton NMR spectra of the purified polymers could be obtained
relatively quickly (< 1 min.; Table 2.2), and could resolve contributions from SS
(aromatic protons at 7.3. and 7.7 ppm) and AM PS (methyl protons at 1 .4 ppm,
and methylene protons adjacent to sulfonate at 3.2 ppm) in Sample 1 (Figure
4.37).

The large peak at 4.8 ppm is due to H2O present in the sample.

Consistent with the data of Figure 4.36, the aromatic protons were not detected
in the NMR spectrum of Sample 7, shown in Figure 4.38.
Unfortunately, the proton spectra could not provide insight into the AA
content of the samples. Resonances attributable to the acid protons of AA are
pH-sensitive and broad. Even in spectra of the purified polymers, contributions
from backbone protons (1 .5-1 .8 and 2.0-2.3 ppm) could not be separately
assigned to the three constituent monomers; such assignment is precluded by
the complexity derived from the wide variety of monomer "triad" orientations of
adjacent monomers possible in these random copolymers. 21 8· 246· 247 This
complexity also precludes unambiguous assignment of backbone carbons (3338 and 44-46 ppm for various CH2 and CHR carbons, respectively) . However,
1 3C NMR spectra (requiring acquisition time up to 720 min; Table 2.2) do contain
other features characteristic of the individual monomers: carbonyl peaks for AA
208
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and AM PS (1 78.5 and 1 82.3 ppm, respectively) and aromatic carbons for SS
( 1 50-1 53 ppm) . The presence of the aromatic signals in the

13

C N M R spectrum

of Sample 1 in Figure 4.39, and the absence of aromatic signals in the

13

C NMR

spectrum (Figure 4.40) of Sample 7 is again consistent the with the ESI-MS
observations.
More detailed comparison of the normalized intensities in Table 4. 1 1 is
complicated by the fact that the sensitivities for the different monomers can be
predicted with confidence to be roughly

equal only for the proton NMR

spectroscopic data; the Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE) may complicate
quantitation of
sensitivities.

13

C NMR spectra, and matrix effects often distort ESI-MS

The distortion of ESI-MS data is evident, for example, from

comparison of the relative signals for AMPS and SS for purified Sample 1 ; from
the 1 H NMR data, AMPS:SS is ~6±1 (86/1 4) , versus -0.6±0 . 1 (30/46) for the MS
data (uncertainties reflect the propagation of errors) .

If the NMR spectroscopic

data accurately reflect the composition, AM PS must be "underrepresented" in the
ESI data, by a factor of about 6/0.6 - 1 0±2. By contrast, the AM PS:SS ratios for
proton and
- 1 2±7 for

13

C NMR spectroscopic data are in reasonable agreement (AM PS:SS

13

C NMR spectroscopy, within experimental error of the value for the

proton NMR spectroscopic data) , suggesting that the NO E may not be extreme in
this instance. · If the NOE is negligible, the normalized

13

C NMR spectroscopy

values in Table 4.1 1 may be taken to represent the actual monomer ratios in the
polymer, providing a benchmark for assessing the self-consistency of the ESI-MS

21 1
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Figure 4.40.
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Table 4.11. Columns 2-1O report the relative intensities of signals associated
with the indicated monomers in NMR spectroscopy spectra and ESI-MS spectra
of Samples 1 and 7 before ("Orig") and after ("GPC") chromatographic clean-up.
Each entry represents intensity relative to the sum of monomer-related intensities
(%I; see text for details). The final column represents the relative ESI-MS
sensitivity for AMPS and AA (SAM Ps, MslSAA, Ms; see Equation 4.8 for definition),
based on the assumption that the corresponding 1 3C NMR data for the purified
sample accurately represents the relative abundances.
% AA

Sample

MS

Orig#1
Orig#7
GPC# 1
GPC#7

1 9±2
40±5
24±3
73±4

,H
NMR
*
*
*
*

13
c

NMR
*
*

1 1 ±4
26±6

% AMPS
MS
28±3
60±5
30±3
27±3

*Interference precluded assessment

,H
NMR
*
*

86±2
1 00
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13
c

NMR
*
*

82±8
74±6

MS

53±4
0
46±4
0

% SS
l"
lH
c
NMR NMR
*

*

0
1 4±2
0

0
7±4
0

Sre1, MS
0.20±0.08
0.53±0. 1 3
0. 1 7±0.07
0.1 3±0.03

results - i.e., the ability to use sensitivities derived from one sample to
quantitate another.
Because there was no SS detected for Sample 7, consistency can best be
tested by considering AM PS and AA. By analogy to the development above, the
"true" AMPS/AA ratio for Sample 1 would be 82/11

::=

7.4 ± 2.8, based on

13

C

NMR spectroscopic data. From the ESI-MS data, the corresponding intensity
ratio is only 1.2 ± 0.2, indicating in this instance that AMPS is underrepresented
by a factor of about 6.0 ± 2.4 (7.4/1 .2). Applying this factor to the ESI-MS data
for Sample 7 gives a "corrected" concentration ratio of 2.2 ± 0.9, within
experimental error of the value determined from the

13

C NMR spectroscopic data

for this data (2.8±0.5). This indicates that the relative ESI-MS sensitivities to
AMPS and AA were similar for the two samples, so that one sample could be
used as a calibration standard for the other. In an equivalent treatment, we can
define the relative ESI-MS sensitivities (Sre1 , Ms) as in equation 4.8:
Sre1, MS

= (SAMPS, Ms)/(SAA, Ms)= (iAMPS, MsliAA, Ms)/(iAMPS, NMPliAA, NMR)

(4.8)

where the intensities (1) correspond to the entries in Table 4.11. Of the Sre1 , Ms
values calculated for each of the four samples (last column of Table 4.11), three
agree within experimental error. The "outlier" is the value obtained for unpurified
Sample 7, suggesting that this sample (but not Sample 1) contained a significant
ESI-MS interferent, which was removed by the purification process.
Significantly, no signal appeared in the proton NM R spectra of either
sample in the region of 5.2-6.7 ppm, 248 where vinylic protons from the unreacted
monomers would be expected to appear. Detection of such residual monomer
215

contaminants is often an important part of polymer characterization. In light of
the wide dynamic range, high sensitivity, and sometimes undesirable selectivity
of mass spectrometry, it became of interest to assess whether the monomer
signals observed in Figure 4.31b might have derived from relatively high
sensitivity to relatively low concentrations of residual monomers in the polymer
samples, rather than from depolymerization.
Testing for Residual Monomers

From simple calibration curves for the individual monomers obtained at
high-CV (Appendix D), it can be estimated that roughly 1.6 ± 0.2 and 0.9 ± 0.1
µM SS and AMPS, respectively, would be necessary to account for the signals at

m/z 183 and 206 in Figure 4.31b. By comparison, the 2cr LOD's for these
monomers at low-CV in the presence of Sample 1 are 24 and 25 nM for SS and
AMPS, respectively (Table 4.12); had monomers been present at the µM level,
they should have been detected in Figure 4.31a.
Significantly, a corresponding comparison for AA was not possible;
fragmentation of this monomer (primarily loss of CO2 to form

m/z 27) was so

extensive at high-CV that no significant signal was detectable above the
background at

m/z 71 when sampling monomers, so a high-CV calibration curve

could not be constructed for AA. Only the dissipation of energy upon polymer
fragmentation enabled detection of the intact AA monomer at

m/z 71 with signal

to-noise appreciably above that of the background at high-CV. We can therefore
conclude that all AA monomer-related signals, and most or all SS and AMPS
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Table 4. 1 2. Limit of detection (nM) for the indicated monomer in ESI-MS spectra
obtained at high (-1 00 V) and low (-20 V) cone voltage (CV), with and without
the presence of 1 9. 1 µg/mL terpolymer (Sample 1 ) .
Without Terpolymer
With Terpolymer
CV = -20 V CV = -1 00 V CV = -20 V CV = -1 00 V
15 ± 2
AA
0.04 ± 0.01
N/A 1
N/A 1
ss
15 ± 1
40 ± 2
24 ± 2
280 ± 20
80 ± 1 0
25 ± 2
AMPS
10 ± 2
20 ± 1
Not detectable above background.
Monomer

1

21 7

monomer-related signals detected in Figure 4.3 1 b must have derived from
depolymerization .
I n the course of the calibration experiments used to estimate the monomer
that would have been needed to account for the signals in Figure 4.31 b, LOD's
were determined at high and low-CV, both with and without polymer present.
These data are reported in Table 4. 1 2. As expected, they show that at the higher
CV and in the presence of polymer, the increase in "background" (i. e., the signal
derived from depolymerization) and concomitant noise in the system resulted in a
higher (poorer) LOD.

4.2.2 Copolymer Quantitation
Figure 4.36 demonstrates that the eight terpolymer samples are different
from one another, and the preponderance of evidence indicates that the
differences can be ascribed to differences in incorporated monomer ratios rather
than to differences in contamination with residual monomers.

However,

assessment of the actual monomer ratios would require knowledge of the relative
fragmentation and sampling efficiencies, and these in tu rn would require data
from independently well-characterized standards, none of which were available
for these terpolymers.

I n the absence of independent information about the

terpolymer samples studied, extensive and time-consuming NMR spectroscopy
measurements were used to calibrate the ratios of monomer ions. By contrast,
the monomer ratios could be assessed relatively quickly and easily by in-source
depolymerization.

Relative ESI-MS sensitivities to constituent monomers
21 8

generally correlated with expectations based on the relative monomer acidities,
suggesting that it might be feasible to use simple monomer mixtures to facilitate
quantitation. This possibility is now pursued using two copolymers of SS and
maleic acid (MA) , shown in Figure 4.41. These samples are both simpler and
independently better characterized than the terpolymers studied earlier
(manufacturer's specifications for monomer ratios of 1:1 and 3:1 SS:MA),
providing a better system for developing and testing approaches to quantitation .
The methods developed are also tested using one of the AA/AM PS copolymers
studied earlier.
Initial experiments with the SS/MA copolymers followed the protocol
described for the terpolymers. The resulting low-CV (-20 V) spectrum for the 3: 1
copolymer is shown in Figure 4.42; the spectrum of the 1 : 1 copolymer (Appendix
E) differed slightly but reproducibly in the exact positions of the maxima.
Polymodality like that evident in Figure 4.42 was not observed in any earlier work
(before the installation of the 2-source) wherein convolution of distributions of
polymer mass, charge, isotopes, and monomer ratios resulted in single,
unresolved spectral envelopes (Figure 4.43). The ESI-MS spectrum acquired in
Figure 4.43 was obtained in preliminary studies of these samples using a
Micromass "pepper pot" electrospray source. The polymodal structure observed
in Figure 4.42 could be attenuated but not removed by tuning the quadrupole or
source optics, suggesting that it may reflect an unusual sample composition (e.g.,
resulting from blending of various polymer samples). However, examination of
the same samples using a Q-Star hybrid Q-TOF instrument resulted in the
219
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Figure 4.41 . Molecular structure of poly-SS/MA copolymers . X and Y are end
groups. P and Q represent the monomer ratio. Notice the acid functional groups
present on each monomer unit. No sequence information is implied in the above
structure.
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4.42. Negative-ion ESI-MS spectrum (high mass range) of a nominally

3: 1 poly[styrene sulfonate (SS)-co-maleic acid (MA)] copolymer (1 9 . 1 µg/ml in
methanol/water 50:50 v/v 75 µM NaOH) obtained with CV =

-20 V on the

Micromass instrument equipped with a "Z-spray" electrospray source .
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Figure 4.43. Negative-ion ESI-MS spectrum (high mass range) of a nominally
3: 1 poly[styrene sulfonate (SS)-co-maleic acid (MA)] copolymer (1 9. 1 µg/ml in
methanol/water 50:50 v/v 75 µM NaOH) obtained with CV = -20 V on the
Micromass instrument equipped with a "pepper pot" electrospray source .
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expected single unresolved envelope (Figu re 4.44 and corresponding data for
the 1 : 1 copolymer).

We conclude that it is attributable to the performance of an

RF-only lens that was installed when upgrading the Quattro from the "pepper pot"
to the 2-source.
The complexity in the shape of the envelope did not complicate the use of
in-source C I D for assessment of monomer ratios, along the lines reported above
for the terpolymers. Figure 4.45 compares portions of high (-1 00 V) and low (20 V) CV spectra of the 1 : 1 copolymer; data for the 3: 1 copolymer (Appendix F)
were similar. As evident in the inset to Figure 4.45a, very small amounts of
monomer-related ions could be detected at

m/z 1 1 5

and 1 83 (anions of MA and

SS, respectively) even in the low-CV spectrum - another contrast with earlier
work. These small signals may be due either to monomer contamination or to
depolymerization at low-CV. They disappeared below background at still lower
CV, where the signal-to-noise ratio also became worse (probably due to poorer
ion focusing) . It can be concluded that any monomer contamination must be less
than the -0. 1 µM monomer LODs at these low-CVs (Table 4. 1 3). Consistent
with this observation, comparison with monomer calibration cu rves acquired at
CV = -20 V (Appendix G) indicates that approximately 0.08 µM MA and 0.09 µM
SS would be required to generate the monomer signals of Figure 4.45a.
As observed with the terpolymer, adjusting the CV to -1 00 V sharply
attenuated the polymer envelope while increasing the abundance of ions at

m/z

1 1 5 and 1 83. By comparison with a calibration curve for SS monomers at CV = 1 00 V (Appendix G), it can be estimated that roughly 2.4 µM SS monomer would
223
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Figure 4.44. Negative-ion ESI-MS spectrum (high mass range) of a nominally
3: 1 poly[styrene sulfonate (SS)-co-maleic acid (MA)] copolymer (1 9. 1 µg/ml in
methanol/water 50:50 v/v 75 µM NaOH) obtained with low energy conditions on
the Applied Biosystems instrument (see experimental text for specific voltages).
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Figure 4.45. Negative-ion ESI-MS spectra (low mass range) of a nominally 1 : 1
poly[styrene su lfonate (SS)-co-maleic acid (MA)] copolymer (1 9 . 1 µg/ml in
methanol/water 50:50 v/v 75 µM NaOH) obtained with the Micromass instrument
(Z-source) at (a) CV = -20 V and (b) CV = -1 00 V.
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Table 4. 1 3. Limits of detection (LOO; nM) for the indicated monomer in ESI-MS
spectra obtained at low cone voltages (CV) in the presence of 1 9. 1 µg/mL
copolymer (3: 1 or 1 : 1 poly[styrene sulfonate (SS)-co-maleic acid (MA)]) . Slightly
higher LOOs reflect the poorer signal-to-noise ratio that likely results from poorer
ion focusing at CV -1 0 V.
Monomer CV (V)

ss
ss

MA
MA

-1 0
-20
-1 0
-20

LOO (nM) in the Presence of
1 : 1 Copolymer 3: 1 Copolymer
80 ± 1 7
87 ± 21
35 ± 4
54 ± 1 5
1 1 8 ± 34
1 04 ± 29
44 ± 1 4
34 ± 8
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have been required to generate the signal at m/z 1 83 in Figu re 4.45b - more
than an order of magnitude higher than the SS monomer limit-of-detection (LOO)
in the presence of 1 : 1 copolymer at CV

=

-1 0 V (-87 nM; Table 4. 1 3). The

corresponding SS concentrations for the 3: 1 copolymer are 6 .7 µM for data
analogous to Figure 4.45, vs. an LOO of 80 nM in the presence of the 3: 1
copolymer; again, the monomer signals must derive from depolymerization, and
contamination with SS monomers must be negligible.
The case is slightly more complex for MA. As for acrylic acid (described
above) , fragmentation of free MA monomers was so extensive that no analyte
signal was detectable above background when sampling MA monomers at CV

=

-1 00 V, regardless of concentration (see below). At this CV, the MA monomer
apparently generates fragments below the effective low-mass cut-off of the
Quattro 2-source (-m/z 52) and/or neutrals. Only energy dissipation by polymer
fragmentation enabled generation of stable MA ions at m/z 1 1 5 at CV

=

-1 00 V;

all of the signal at m/z 1 1 5 in Figu re 4.45b is therefore attributable to monomers
generated by depolymerization .
Having confirmed attribution of all or most of the signals at m/z 1 1 5 and
1 83 in Figure 4.45b to depolymerization, it remained to assess the relation
between the observed ion intensities and the sample monomer ratios.

The

relative intensity of the SS monomer ions from the 1 : 1 SS:MA copolymer
exceeds that of MA ions substantially; r1 :1 polymer

=

(i m1z 1di m1z 1 1 s) 1 :1 polymer

=

1 8 . 50

± 0.64. G reater sensitivity to SS is consistent with its relatively high acidity; pKa =
0.5 for SS, vs 1 .8 for MA. 209 The apparent bias toward the stronger acid was
227

even greater for the 3: 1 copolymer run under identical conditions;

r3:1

polymer

=

84.64 ± 1 .83. Thus, use of the 1 : 1 copolymer as a standard for assessing the
monomer ratio in the 3: 1 sample would have lead to overestimation of the ratio
(84.64/1 8.50 = 4.57 ± 0. 1 8; Table 4. 1 4) at CV = -1 00 V.

Conversely,

quantitation of the 1 : 1 sample as an "unknown" using the 3: 1 sample as the
standard would have resulted in underestimation of the 1 : 1 ratio (0.66 ± 0.02;
Table 4. 1 4). Depolymerization at CV = -1 00 V is apparently sample-dependent.
Further study will be needed to determine the detailed reason for this
dependence. It may result from variation in the efficiency of depolymerization
with varying abundance of SS-SS, MA-MA, SS-MA, and MA-SS links, since
these bonds likely differ in energy.

Even if depolymerization is complete, the

amount of energy dissipated in the process may be less if weaker bonds are
more prevalent.

If enough internal energy remains after depolymerization ,

polymer-derived monomers may subsequently fragment, thereby lowering the
measured abundance of the more "delicate" monomer; given the absence of
detectable ions when sampling MA monomers at CV = -1 00 V, MA would
thereby be underrepresented .

The effect could be enhanced i n the 3:1

copolymer due to the stronger acidity of SS (see above) ; molecules rich in SS
may be more highly charged and therefore more effectively accelerated. The
effect may also be enhanced by the higher conductance (304 ± 3 µS vs. 289 ± 4
µS) and slightly higher emission current (31 ± 1 1 nA vs. 26 ± 1 4 nA) associated
with the 3:1 (vs. the 1 : 1 ) copolymer solution; more aggressive in-source C I D is
generally associated with higher conductance. 249 The last effect is apparently
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Table 4. 1 4. Experimental monomer ratio estimates derived from ESI-MS
spectral data at the indicated cone voltages (CV) for (nominally) 1 : 1 and 3: 1
poly[styrene sulfonate (SS)-co-maleic acid (MA)] copolymers (1 9. 1 µg/ml).

I

Nominal Monomer Ratio (SS:MA)
1 :1
3: 1
I:.**
CV (V) Standard
I:.**
r
Monomer 2.45 ± 0.97 2.81 ± 1 . 1 7 6.01 ± 2.75 I 6.96 ± 3,26
-20
Polymer
1 . 1 9 ± 0.62 1 . 1 9 ± 0.62 2.52 ± 1 .56 2.52 ± 1 .56
1
-30 Monomer 1 .37 ± 0.32 I 2.09 ± o.58 2. 1 7 ± 0.30 4.86 ± 0.49
Polymer
1 .81 ± 0.35 1 .31 ± 0.24 , 1 .66 ± 0.47 2.28 ± 0.64
T
-40 Monomer 0.01 ± 0.29 0.92 ± 0. 1 5 0.60 ± 0.30 3.08 ± 0.23
Pol1 ymer+ 0.79 ± 0.06 0.94 ± 0.07 3.82 ± 0.30 3.25 ± 0.29
-50 Polymef 0.84 ± 0.06 0.92 ± 0.09 3.57 ± 0.29 3.27 ± 0.29
Polymer 0.64 ± 0.07
-60
0.89 ± 0. 1 1 4.71 ± 0.59 3.37 ± 0.46
-70 Polymer 0.74 ± 0.08 1 .01 ± 0.05 4.06 ± 0.48 2.98 ± 0. 1 9
Polyme ri 0.70 ± 0. 1 3
-80
0.9 1 ± 0. 1 3 4.29 ± 0.83 3.29 ± 0.46
-90
Pol,y mer 0.74 ± 0. 1 0 0.93 ± 0. 1 0 4.05 ± 0.52 3.22 ± 0.39
-1 00 Polymer 0.66 ± 0.02 0.78 ± 0.03 1 4.57 ± 0. 1 8 3.83 ± 0. 1 9
-1 1 0 Po'lymer • 0.56 ± 0.03 0.73 ± 0.06 5.28 ± 0.43 4.07 ± 0.48
-1 20 . Polym er+ 0.69 ± 0. 1 4 0.78 ± 0. 1 1 4.32 ± 1 .02 I 3.82 ± 0.71

,.

,.

· -

=

* Estimates using ratios of intensities of intact monomer ions (r i1a3'i1 1s)
** Estimates using ratios of sums of intensities for ions associated with each
monomer: I:.

=i

183

+ i1 19 + i80

i l l.S

+ j71

t Estimates using calibration curves from Figure 4.51 .
* Estimates using the 1 : 1 copolymer as a one-point calibrant for the 3: 1
copolymer and vice versa.
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small; lowering the copolymer concentration by an order of magnitude (to 1 .9
µg/ml) had little or no effect on conductance or currents, which are evidently
controlled by the added NaOH. Furthermore, the "ratio of ratios" (r3:1lr1 :1 = 5.21 ±
0.56) obtained at low polymer concentration was not significantly different from
that obtained at the higher concentration (4.57 ± 0. 1 8). To better characterize
contributions of varying energy deposition, and to seek conditions better suited to
quantitation , the energy dependence of monomer and polymer fragmentation
was studied .

Breakdown Diagrams
"Breakdown diagrams" of fractional ion intensities for the SS and MA
monomers (i. e., fraction of total analyte ion intensity attributable to a given ion) vs.
CV are shown in Figure 4.46.

The SS monomer (Figure 4.46a) provides a

"classical" example of a diagram for competing direct fragmentation and
rearrangement250 (1 83 ➔ 80 or 1 83 ➔ 1 1 9; Scheme 4. 1 ). Assignments were
confirmed by ES I MS/MS characterization of the monomer ion at
4.47) , in which case the optimum intensity of the ion at

m/z 1 83 (Figure

m/z 1 1 9

occurred at a

collision energy of about 25 eV (Appendix H ; vs CV - -60 V in Figure 4.46a
(reflecting the higher efficiency of energy deposition in the quadrupole collision
cell, relative to in-source) .
The MA monomer breakdown diagram (Figure 4.46b) shows evidence for
a 1 1 5 ➔ 7 1 process (confirmed by MS/MS, and consistent with simple loss of
neutral CO2 from the deprotonated maleic acid). At CV more negative than -50
V, the diagram must be abruptly terminated, as neither of these ions nor any
230
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Figure 4.46. Fractional fragment-ion intensities ("breakdown diagrams") for (a)
SS and (b) MA. Each was obtained from a 5 µM solution (methanol/water 50:50
v/v containing 75 µM NaOH) of the corresponding monomer.

Intensities are

relative to the sum of intensities for the i ndicated analyte . The curve in (b) is
discontinuous above CV -50 V because no analyte ions could be detected at
higher energies.
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Scheme 4.1. Fragmentation of SS monomer.
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Figu re 4 . 47. Negative-ion ESI MS/MS spectrum of 5 µM SS monomer solution
(methanol/water 50:50 v/v) obtained at a -CV of 20 V of CE of 25 eV with a
collision gas of ~2 x 1 0·4 torr Ar.
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others attributable to MA can be detected. Conceivably, the ion at m/z 71 may
fragment further (e.g. by loss of CO2 to form C2 H 3-) , generating fragments below
the low-mass cut-off of the 2-source. Such behavior would be consistent with the
electron ionization mass spectrum of acrylic acid, 251 but no significant fragments
were detected in ESI MS/MS spectra of precursors at m/z 71 or 1 1 5 from MA
monomer (Figure 4.48) , even though the mass range of the second analyzer
extends down to m/z 2.0. An alternative explanation for the disappearance of
sample-related ions in Figu re 4.46b may be generation of solvent-related species
capable of neutralizing the ion of m/z 71 (e.g., by protonating it to form acrylic
acid, pKa 4.25209). Further evaluation of this possibility lies outside the scope of
the current study.
The SS/MA copolymer breakdown diagrams differ from either monomer
diagram in that fragment ions at m/z 71 , 80, and 1 1 9 never dominate (data for
the 3: 1 copolymer are shown in Figure 4.49(a); similar trends were observed for
the 1 : 1 copolymer). Due to energy dissipation by polymer fragmentation, the SS
ion at m/z 1 83 remains the most abundant even at high-CV. The greater acidity
of the SS monomer is reflected in consistently greater abundance of SS-related
ions; a multiplier of 5 has been applied to the MA ions to facilitate plotting on the
same axes.
Plotted for comparison in Figure 4.49(b) are the absolute intensities of the
polymer-derived SS and MA monomer ions, and the reconstructed total ion
current (RTIC = the sum of the absolute intensities of the monitored ions) versus
CV. {The MA absolute intensity was multiplied by a factor of 30 to facilitate
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Figure 4.48. Negative-ion ESI MS/MS spectrum of 5 µM MA monomer solution
(methanol/water 50: 50 v/v containing 75 µM NaOH) , obtained at a -CV of 20 V of
CE of 1 1 eV with a collision gas of ~2 x 1 0·4 torr Ar.
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Figure 4.49. (a) Fractional fragment-ion intensities ("breakdown diagram") for a
nominally 3: 1 poly[styrene sulfonate (SS)-co-maleic acid (MA)] copolymer ( 1 9. 1
µg/ml). Intensities are relative to the sum of intensities for both the SS and MA
monomers. The curve is discontinuous below CV -20 V because no monomer
related ions could be detected above the background. MA ions (m/z 1 1 5 and 71
represented by filled and unfilled circles , respectively) have been multiplied by a
factor of five. (b) Cone voltage dependence of the absolute intensity of the base
peak (m/z 1 83) , the MA anion (m/z 1 1 5), and the reconstructed total ion cu rrent
(RTIC) .
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plotting on the same axes.) Each curve is observed to pass through a maximum,
reflecting increased polymer sampling and depolymerization as the CV increases
initially, followed eventually by increased fragmentation. The MA ion intensity
peaks well before that of the SS ion, reflecting the relative "delicacy'' of MA
monomers (due at least in part to their te ndency to lose CO2) .
Quantitation Using Monomer and Fragment Ions

Detection of additional fragments (besides the monome r anions at

m/z

1 1 5 and 1 83) suggests a way to increase the overall intensity and possibly
improve quantitative performance by including the contributions of these other
ions.

I ncluded in Table 4. 1 4 are values of monomer ratios estimated as

described above, but using total monomer ion ratios

( I:

=

i m,z 1 83 + im,z
_

1 19
_

+ i m,z 80

)

lm/z l lS + 1mtz 71

instead of the simple monomer anion ratios (r1:1 and f3:1 , as defined above). The
precision of values derived from

r

generally increases with increasing -CV,

reflecting the overall i ncrease in fragment ion intensity at high-CV. Moreover,
use of

r values between CVs of -40 and -90 V provides estimates of monomer

ratios withi n experimental error of expected values when one copolymer is used
as a standard for the other.

The accuracy and precision of these estimates

(column labeled "r" and rows labeled "Polymer'' in Table 4. 1 4) are optimum at
CV = -70 V, probably reflecting a compromise between the optimum intensity of
the MA ions ( at CV = -50 V) and that of the SS ions (at CV = -80 V) .
Figure 4.50 reports the CV dependence of the intensity ratios
and

I: 3: 1 polymer

r3:1

polymer

(as defined above) . I ncluded for comparison is correspondi ng data
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for a 3: 1 SS: MA monomer mixture . The polymer data is reported only at -CV �
20 V; at lower energies, there is not sufficient depolymerization to provide
measurable low-mass signals. Conversely, the r curve for the monomer mixture
is interrupted for -CV > 40 V (where the peak at rn/z 1 1 5 disappears; Figure
4.46b), and the monomer

r curve stops when -CV > 50 V (where no detectable

ions were derived from MA monomers, as noted above) . The close match of the
initial portion of the curves in Figure 4.50a and (especially) Figu re 4.50b
suggests that at moderate CVs, the CID behavior of monomer mixtures and
copolymers is similar. (A comparable match was observed for the 1 : 1 copolymer
and a 1 : 1 monomer mixture; Appendix I) This in tu rn suggests the possibility of
using monomer mixtures as calibrants for assessment of monomer ratios in the
copolymers, in the absence of copolymer standards.

Monomers or Polymers as Standards
Figure 4.51 presents "cal ibration curves" of r (Figure 4.5 1 a) and

r (Figure

4.5 1 b) vs monomer ratio at various CVs, each constructed using data from a
series of solutions prepared with varying ratios of SS and MA monomers and a
total monomer concentration of 40 µM . Note that the slopes of all of the cu rves
are significantly greater than one {Table 4. 1 5), consistent with the higher acidity
of the SS monomer, cited above.

The slopes correlate with CV, suggesting

maximum sensitivity at highest energy. Curves for r are steeper than those for

r,

but the latter are generally more nearly linear (higher R2 , except at CV = -20 V).
Calibration curves obtained with lower total monomer concentration (1 0 µM ,
Appendix J) did not differ significantly from those of Figure 4.51 and Table 4. 1 5,
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=
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Table 4. 1 5. Slope, intercept, and R2 val ues for calibration curves (40 µM total
monomer concentration) shown in Figure 4.51 (1' or (I:), as appropriate.

CV (V)

Calibration
curve

r

-20

r

-30

r
r
r

-40

r

Slope

I ntercept

R�

1 .8 ± 0. 1
1 .6 ± 0. 1
6.2 ± 0.2
3.0 ± 0. 1
52.8 ± 5 . 1
1 3.2 ± 0.5

-0.2 ± 0.2
-0. 1 ± 0.4
-0.9 ± 0.7
0.2 ± 0.2
1 1 .0 ± 1 5 .6
1 .0 ± 1 .7

0.9962
0.9945
0.9953
0.997 1
0.9635
0.9930
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suggesting an absence of ionization suppression effects at these low
concentrations.
The "Monomer Standard" data of Table 4. 1 4 are obtained when the
various 40 µM calibration cur:ves are used to estimate monomer ratios from ion
intensity ratios for the two polymer samples at the corresponding CV. The poor
precision displayed for all values at CV = -20 V results from the low intensity
(S/N ~ 3) of monomer ions derived from the polymer at this CV (see Figure
4.45a) .

Although the monomer calibration curves of Figure 4.51 are well

behaved (respectable R2 values for both r and

r calibration curves ; Table 4. 1 5),

there is not sufficient polymer-derived monomer to afford an accurate
measurement at CV = -20 V. At CV = -30 V, precision is improved for all values,
but the accuracy is poor. The observation of only a slight attenuation of the
polymer envelope at -30 V indicates that the polymer may not be
representatively sampled under these conditions (consistent with the low RTIC
observed at this CV; Figure 4.49b) .
Increasing the CV to -40 V generates more depolymerization, affording
enhanced sampling of the copolymer; the RTIC more than doubles when CV
changes from -30 to -40 V.

However, the accuracy and precision for the

monomer-based calibration using r at this energy are poor, reflecting the low
. intensity at m/z 1 1 5 at this CV (Figure 4.46b). By contrast, ratios based on

r

obtained at CV = -40 V are all within experimental error of the nominal value.
The

r

ratio compensates for the differing energetics of fragmentation of free

monomer and monomer derived from polymer, thereby affording a much more
243

accurate value, regardless of whether monomers or polymers are used as
standards.
Significantly, the same results (within experimental error) are obtained
regardless of whether the polymer samples contained 1.9 or 19 µg/ml (Table
4.16).

Like the monomers, the polymers appear to be free of non-linear

suppression effects at these low concentrations.
Second Application: Poly{AMPS-co-AA)
The results above suggest a general approach to quantitating monomer
ratios in copolymers, in which the monomer breakdown diagrams are used to
determine the highest CV where all monomers exhibit considerable intensity; this
CV is then chosen for analysis. A copolymer of AMPS and AA (Sample 7 in the
terpolymer study, wherein the AMPS:AA ratio was determined to be 1.80 ± 0.19,
based on

13

C-NMR spectroscopy) provided a second test for the use of

breakdown diagrams to optimize CID conditions for assessment of monomer
ratios. Figures 4.52 and 4.53 report the relevant monomer breakdown diagrams.
The curve for AMPS is remarkably similar to that for SS (Figure 4.52) . For AA,
the ion at

m/z 71 was the only detectable ion , and it became undetectable at -CV

> 60 V as seen in Figure 4.53. CV = -50 V was chosen for calibration because it
produces significant attenuation of the polymer envelope and reasonable signal
for the AA monomer. Based on a monomer calibration curve for I: at this CV
(considering ions at

m/z 80, 135,

and 206 for AMPS and

m/z 71 for AA),

and the

corresponding ratio for the copolymer, the MS-derived monomer ratio was
calculated to be 1.51 ± 0.31, within experimental error of the
244

13

C-NMR

Quantitation of monomer ratios for nominally 1 : 1 and 3: 1
Table 4. 1 6.
poly[styrene sulfonate (SS)-co-maleic acid (MA)] samples using I: ratio monomer
calibration cu rves (Figure 4.51 b) obtained with either 1 0 or 40 µM total monomer
concentration at CV = -40 V. Polymer concentration was either 1 .9 or 1 9 . 1
µg/mL, as indicated.
Polymer
concentration
1 .9
1 9. 1

1 0 µM calibration curve
1 : 1 SS:MA 3: 1 SS:MA
1 .04 ± 0. 1 1 2.92 ± 0.20
0.94 ± 0. 1 2 2.99 ± 0.20
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40 uM calibration cu rve
1 : 1 SS:MA 3: 1 SS: MA
1 .07 ± 0. 1 4 3. 1 4 ± 0.24
0.92 ± 0. 1 5 3.08 ± 0.23
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Figure 4.52.

Fractional fragment-ion intensities ("breakdown diagram") for

AMPS, obtained from a 5 µM solution (methanol/water 50:50 v/v containing 75
µM NaOH) .

Intensities are relative to the sum of intensities for the AMPS

monomer.
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I ntensities are relative to the highest intensity (CV = -30 V) for AA monomer.
The curve is discontinuous above CV -1 00 V because no analyte ions could be
detected at higher energies.
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spectroscopy result. While the precision is not high, it is clear that monomers
can be used as standards for quantitating monomer ratios for both the SS:MA
and the AMPS:AA copolymer systems.

4.2.3 Use of Fragment Ratios to Indicate the Source of Monomers

Previous CID studies discussed above required the assessment of the
limit-of-detection of monomer in the absence and presence of polymers.
Differences in the fragmentation were observed when sampling pure monomer
relative to monomer derived from polymer. In light of this observation, it was of
interest to assess whether CID of homopolymers of AA and SS in an ESI-MS ion
source might offer a rapid method for assessing monomer contamination.
Poly-AA

At low-CV (-CV < 20 V), only low mass solvent-related ions are detected
when sampling poly-AA. As the CV is increased from -20 to -1 00 V, monomer
ions (m/z = 71) and small oligomers are observed in the ESI-MS spectrum of
Figure 4.54. The depolymerization is less than observed for the terpolymers
described previously, because poly-AA is more weakly acidic and therefore less
highly charged than those polymers. Despite its weak acidity, the AA monomer
fragments extensively at high-CV (-CV > 1 00 V); when AA is sampled directly as
the monomer at high-CV, no peak above the solvent background is observed at
m/z 71 (Figure 4.55). At low-CV, m/z 71 from monomer is prominent. Therefore,
m/z 71 at high-CV is diagnostic for the AA polymer, while at low-CV it indicates

monomer contamination. In contrast to the behavior of AA, SS monomers an
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fragments are both evident at high-CV, whether sampling SS or poly-SS.
Poly-SS
G iven the fragmentation differences between SS monomer and SS
monomer derived from polymer pointed out in the feasibility of forming monomers
from

polymer section,

the

monomer:fragment intensity

ratio

hediao

is

characteristic of the source of these ions. For the polymer at -1 00 CV, this ratio
is - 1 . 74 ± 0.05, vs.

- 0.02 ± 0.01

when sampling the SS monomer. This is also

apparent from inspection of the monomer and poly-SS (nominal molecular weight
6500) breakdown diagrams shown in Figures 4.46a and 4.56, respectively. The
SS monomer breakdown diagram shows fragments dominating at -CV > 50 V,
whereas fragments never dominate in the polymer breakdown diagram. Similar
results were obtained with a poly-SS sample of 1 600 Da nominal molecular
weight (Appendix k). Figure 4.57 illustrates when SS monomer is added to a 2
µM polymer sample, a measurable decline in the h ediao ratio can be detected
when the monomer concentration exceeds -0. 1 -1 µM. The ratio approaches that
obtained with pure monomer when -80 µM monomer is added to the polymer
solution. The first changes in ratio generally become evident at about 0. 1 -1 µM
monomer, regardless of CV over the range CV = -60 to -1 00 V (Figure 4.57).
Similar results were obtained using the fragment at m/z 1 1 9 (Figure 4.58) . The
change was more pronounced at lower CV, as seen by the larger slopes of the
"calibration curves" (Table 4. 1 7). However, the fragment ion intensities (m/z 80
and 1 1 9) become unusable when -CV < 50, and no depolymerization was
251
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Table 4. 1 7. Slopes from "calibration curves" (Figure 4.47 and 4.48) , data
considering only from 1 -80 µM SS monomer addition to poly-SS (nominal
molecular weight 6500) .

-CV (V)

60
70
80
90
1 00

Poly-SS (x 1 04)
.

/1 83/80

/1 83/1 1 9

-6 .9

-6 .6

-4.5

-3 .3

-3.6

-2 .6

-3.5

-2 .3

-3.4

-1 .9
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evident at very low-CV (-20 V). Similar data was acquired for a poly-SS with a
nominal MW of 1 600 Da (Appendix K) .
This suggests that lower energy conditions may provide optimum
monomer LOD's. Previous studies found an LOD of 0.02 µM SS monomer in the
presence of polymer at -CV 20 V (no depolymerization) using

m/z 1 83 only.

This

is far below the usable range for the ratio method described here. At the higher
energy needed for analysis of monomer ratios in copolymers, simu ltaneous
analysis of monomer ratios and monomer contamination appears to be feasible.
I ntermediate CV may provide optimum conditions for assessment of monomer
ratios in copolymers and monomer contamination in a single measurement.
Other complications such as energy dependence on concentration, 58•
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molecu lar weight, 253 and other matrix suppression effects254-256 would need to be
considered to make an accurate working model.
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CHAPTER 5
Mass Spectrometric Characterization of
Polysaccharides

As discussed in Chapter 1 , polysaccharides are complex biomolecules for
which a large variety of different structures can be formed from a very small
number of monosaccharides.

The growing recognition of the role of

carbohydrates in cellular processes, including cell-cell recognition, and in the
rapidly growing field of glycomics has created a need for rapid, reliable, and
sensitive methods for carbohydrate analysis.

This chapter investigates the

characterization of two polysaccharides. In the first study, the purity of a well
known polysaccharide (hyaluronic acid) is assessed. The second study
investigates the glycosyl composition of a polysaccharide produced by a
microorganism isolated in an activated sludge wastewater treatment facility.

5.1 Characterization of Enzymatically Derived Hyaluronic Acid
Ol igomers

Hyaluronic acid, HA, also termed hyaluronan, [--+3)-2-acetamido-2-deoxy
p-o-glucopyranosyl)-(1 --+4)-P-o-glucopyranuronosyl-(1 --+] n is a linear polymer
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(termed a glycosaminoglycan, GAG) composed of a disaccharide repeat unit of
glucuronic acid (GlcA) and N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) (see Figure 5 . 1 a). The
structure in Figure 5. 1 a is a "2-mer'' of HA, and Figure 5 . 1 b shows a "4-mer'',
analogous to an alternating copolymer (-A-B-A-8-) of monomers GlcA and
GlcNAc. HA was first isolated from the vitreous humor of cow eyes over 60
years ago. 257 HA is a high-MW polysaccharide that is synthesized in the plasma
membrane and is associated with the host cell's extracellular matrix. 258

In

addition to its presence as the gelling substance of the vitreous humor of the eye,
HA has numerous functions in the body. It also is a constituent of the synovial
fluid of the joints, as well as being a major component of the placenta. 259 The
physical properties and nontoxicity of HA have resulted in biomedical
applications:

eye tissue replacement, antiadhesive (for post-surgery), drug

delivery, wound healing, degenerative disorders in the joints, and anticancer
applications260 • 201 -266 • The increasing number of medical uses for HA are directly
associated with the discovery of its many important biological functions.
Numerous studies have been reported of the enzymatic degradation of
HA . 267-279

Many of these studies were aimed at developing methodology for the

quantitation of oligosaccharides derived from the enzymatic depolymerization of
HA.

Two main types of enzymes are involved in these degradations:

(1 )

hyaluronate lyase (enzyme commission number: E.C. 4.2.2. 1 ) degradations that
lead to oligosaccharides with a �4-unsaturated uronic acid nonreducing terminus
(i.e., a nonreducing end of 4-deoxy-L-threo-hex-4-enuronic acid) to give
oligosaccharides of the structure L-4dthrHex4enA-( 1 �3)-[o-GlcNAc-(1 -+4)-o258
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Figure 5 . 1 . (a) Structure of hyaluronic acid composed of a d isaccharide repeat
unit of glucuronic acid and N-acetylglucosamine.

HA fragments derived from

enzyme digestion with hyalu ronate lyase (b) and bovine testicular hyaluronidase
(8T H) (c) . (d) Predicted structure of an odd-numbered oligomer derived from
8TH digestion .
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GlcA] n-(1 --.3)-o-G lcNAc (Figure 5 . 1 b, and (2) hyaluronidase degradations (e.g. ,
bovine testicular hyaluronidase, BTH , E.C. 3.2 . 1 .35) that give structures of the
type

o-GlcA-(1 -.3)-[o-GlcNAc-(1 -.4)-D-GlcA]n·(1 -.3)-D-GlcNAc with

a fully

saturated uronic acid at the nonreducing end (Figu re 5 . 1 c) . 274• 275 • 280 A common
characteristic is that both types of enzymes produce fragments that contain an
even number of saccharide units with a reducing terminus of GlcNAc (2-, 4-, 6mer, . . . ); i.e. , enzymatic digestion of HA breaks the G lcNAc(1 -.4)GlcA bonds.
Because a given HA molecu le (MW > 1 ,000,000) will be cleaved a number of
times during a enzymatic digestion, only oligomers containing the original end
groups are expected to be odd.
I n fact, nearly all the previous studies demonstrate absence of odd
numbered oligomers (e .g. , 3-mer; Figure 5. 1 d), the exceptions being the reports
by Price et al. , 278 Shimada et al. , 272 and Yeung et al. 268 who report conditions
under which odd-numbered oligomers were observed in the product mixtures.
Price278 and Shimada272 reported the isolation and subsequent characterization
of odd-numbered oligomers, whereas Yeung268 reported the formation and
detection of odd-numbered oligomer fragments in the cou rse of MALDl�MS
experiments.
Previous investigations in our laboratory focused on the degradation of HA
by Streptomyces hyaluronate lyase (E.C. 4.2.2 . 1 ) which afforded an a,�
unsatu rated carboxylic acid moiety at the non-reducing terminus278 (Figure 5. 1 b).
The

oligosaccharides

were

readily

quantitated

by

gel-permeation

chromatography (G PC) with UV detection as well as by ESI-MS of G PC fractions.
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Degradation

conditions

gave

not

only

the

expected

even-numbered

oligosaccharides, but also odd-numbered oligosaccharides. Quantitation by ESI
MS was complicated by the fact that the ratios of odd-numbered oligomers to
their even-numbered counterparts were found to change as a function of CV. In
contrast to UV data from the GPC fractions, which displayed a majority of even
numbered oligomers, ESI-MS data indicated a preponderance of odd-numbered
oligosaccharides. Odd-numbered oligomers were also detected in the ESI -MS
spectra when HA oligomers derived from BTH were analyzed. However, as the
products of BTH degradation of HA do not contain an unsaturated end-group
(Figure 5. 1 c); therefore, UV confirmation of the presence of odd-numbered
oligomers following G PC separation is not possible. An alternative means for
characterizing 8TH derived oligomers was necessary to assess the identity and
purity of BTH-derived oligomers. Determination of the ratios of odd- to even
numbered oligosaccharides in a given fraction from the G PC was possible via
high-performance anion-exchange chromatography using pu lsed amperometric
detection; however, run times required at least 30 minutes per sample. Matrix
assisted laser-desorption ionization (MALDI) was thus employed in an effort to
confirm the absence or presence of odd-numbered oligomers. MALDI-MS may
be more gentle than ESI-MS and therefore less likely to induce fragmentation,
into even- or odd-numbered oligomers.
MALDI-MS is gaining acceptance as a tool for probing the structural
characteristics of sugars41 • The rise in popularity and applications is due to small
sample requirement and simplicity of instrumentation.
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Reasonable tolerance

toward salts and buffers and high sensitivity have made MALDI-MS amenable to
the analysis of complex carbohydrate compounds.

5.1 .1 General Observations for ESI-MS and MALDI-MS of Oligosaccharide
Fractions
Figure 5.2 presents a negative-ion ESI-MS spectrum , at negative CV (-CV)
of 30 V, from a GPC fraction containing the 1 4- and 1 6-mer (Sample 1 ) derived
from 8TH digestion of HA. The existence of multiple charges is expected with
ESI-MS of acidic oligosaccharides; the 1 6-mer represented at
state of 8) contains 8 CO£ groups.

m/z 380.5 (charge

However, as seen by the existence of

multiple charge states (charge (z) = -8 to -4) all eight of the CO2· may not be
deprotonated. In fact the

co2• adduct does not need to be a hydrogen,

multiple

sodiation of these groups is possible. For example, consider the peaks at m/z
609.5, 61 3.9 and 61 8.2 that represent the charge state of -5, m/z 609.5 contains
no sodiums [M - 5H]5- , where sodium adducts are observed at m/z 61 3.9 [M - 6H
+ Na] 5" and 61 8.2 [M - 7H + 2Na) 5-.
Fortunately, as described in Chapter 4, there been many attempts to
deconvolute ESI-MS spectra. Since the data we are investigating is baseline
resolved, a deconvolution algorithm can be applied to generate the zero charge
spectrum. The time necessary to uncover the neutral mass of the oligomers
present in a spectrum is less than a minute and is accomplished by application of
the MaxEnt software221 to the data. Analysis by MaxEnt involves (1 ) picking an
ion and assigning an arbitrary charge state to the ion, (2) surrounding ions are
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Negative-ion ESI-MS spectrum acquired at CV = -30 V observed

for G FC fraction containing 1 4- and 1 6-mer, enzymatically derived with 8TH,
(sample 1 ) obtained at a carbohydrate concentration of -2 µM in methanol/water.
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tested to see if a charge series exists, and (3) the process is repeated until all
related ions in the series are found. 221

In other words, MaxEnt repeatedly

processes trial spectra of mass and charge, and compares the results with the
observed data. Those trial spectra, which agree well with the data, and are also
intrinsically plausible, make up the probability distribution (of spectra of mass and
charge) which is the MaxEnt result. 221 For example, if a particular compound is
present at charge z, then it is likely to be present at charges z + 1 , z - 1 , z ± 2
and so on. This expectation of some intrinsic degree of charge correlation is
incorporated in to the analysis.

A mass may only appear in the resulting

spectrum if it occurs in the data at every charge state at which it would be visible.
This ties each of the charge series together, and the connections are intrinsic so
there is no need for prior knowledge of the charge states. 221
Application of MaxEnt software to the data of Figu re 5.2 deconvolutes the
charge state envelopes and calculates the underlying MWD (zero charge state)
shown in Figure 5.3.

The major peak in Figure 5.3 represents the 1 6-mer

(theoretical average molecular weight 3052.6) with the two peaks at 3074.7 and
3096.6 being sodiated derivatives ([M - H + Na] and [M - 2H + 2Na]) . The
salient peaks at lower mass represent the 1 4- and 1 5-mers (having theoretical
masses of 2672.4 and 2850.6), respectively.
Figure 5.4 shows the MALDI-MS spectrum of Sample 1 in the negative-ion
mode. Comparison with the ESI-MS result (Figu re 5.3) discloses several
differences, the most striking is the absence of a signal for the 1 5-mer. Other
differences include the relative absence of sodiated adducts of the 1 6-mer,
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linear mode. Sample 1 (-2 mg/ml) was dissolved in water and mixed with the
matrix solution (1 O µg 2,5-DHB/ml water) in a 1 :4 (v/v) ratio.
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and a wider range of observed even-numbered oligomers, i.e., the 1 2- and 1 8mers at 2292.6 and 3429.9 Da, respectively. The appearance of the complete
even-numbered oligomer series to the exclusion of odd-numbered species in the
MADU-MS spectrum is indicative of the absence of odd-numbered species in the
GPC fraction prior to ESI-MS.
Further evidence that odd-numbered -oligomers are not present in the
analyte is found in the high-performance anion-exchange ch romatography
(HPAEC).

Contrary to previous observations278 for HA oligomers, no odd

numbered oligomers were detected by HPAEC, as calibrated by Price et al . 278 •
The absence of odd-numbered oligomers was likely due to a change in
quenching procedure for the enzyme digestion. It has been reported that boiling
can give rise to degradation of HA. 281 The odd-numbered oligomers observed in
previous studies prompted a change in the digestion procedure to quench with
ethanol instead of boiling. The results obtained with HPAEC thus agreed with
the MALD I results (presented above) and confirmed the absence of odd
numbered oligomers in the GPC fractions.
If odd-numbered oligomers are observed in the ESI-MS, but are not
present in the G PC fractions, it follows that those odd-numbered oligomers must
be artifacts of the ESI process. There are two possible ways in which an odd
numbered oligomers may be derived from the next higher even-numbered
precursor during ESI (1 ) as a chemical reaction within the charged electrospray
droplet prior to complete evaporation of the droplet, and/or (2) as a collision
induced dissociation of the molecular anion after the droplet has completely
267

evaporated and the ion has entered the intermediate pressure region of the
electrospray ion sou rce (i.e. , that region between the atmospheric pressure of the
spray chamber and the high vacuum of the mass analyzer) . Each of these two
possibilities will be discussed individually below.

5.1 .2 pH-Dependent Chemical Degradation of HA Oligomers in the
Electrospray Droplet
HA consists of essentially two types of glycosidic linkages: ( 1 ) a '3-0GlcNAc-(1

-+

4)-o-G lcA linkage and (2) a J3-o-G lcA-( 1

-+

3)-o-GlcNAc linkage,

each of which has distinctive cleavage characteristics . At pH 9 it has been
shown 272 that odd-numbered fragments can be produced among oligosaccharide
products from both Streptomyces hyalu ronidase (EC

4.2.2. 1 ) and from the

bovine testicular hyaluronidase (EC 3.2. 1 .35) , which is supported by previous
resu lts from this laboratory. 278 The mechanism is that of a facile '3-elimination
reaction

that

is

characteristic

of

3-O-substituted

2-acetamido-2-

deoxyhexosamines. 282 Such eliminations have been extensively observed in
anion-exchange chromatography of GAG molecules283 and can be suppressed
by lowering the pH .
It was observed in Chapter 3 that an acidic droplet under positive ESI
conditions becomes more acidic as the droplet evaporates. The increase in
acidity may produce a 1 03- 1 04 increase in the hydrogen ion concentration from
that of a neutral bulk solution (pH ~7) to the ESI droplets (moving to pH ~2.6-3.3
in the positive-ion mode) 1 88 • This suggests changes in the pH, specifically an
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increase in the pH, would be expected under these conditions in the negative-ion
mode. 1 95 An increase from pH ~7 (water-MeOH mixture) to around pH 9-1 0
could promote a �-elimination analogous to the known bulk solution process282
described above.
This proposed elimination reaction would occur within the ESI droplet,
prior to its complete evaporation, and prior to insertion into the intermediate
vacuum region of the ion source where the CV accelerates the ions into the mass
analyzer.

The appearance and abundance of odd-numbered oligomers

generated by this process would be independent of the CV applied . As indicated
below, the generation of odd-numbered oligomers emphatically is dependent
upon CV, thus arguing against this pH-dependent chemical process as a
significant genesis of the odd-numbered oligomers.

5.1 .3 Cone Voltage Dependent Fragmentation of Even-numbered Ol igomer
Anions

Changing the ESI-MS CV typically induces a shift in the measured charge
state distribution of ions capable of carrying multiple charges. 284

In general,

higher CVs produce charge-state envelopes centered at lower charge states (i.e.,
at higher m/z values). This spreads out the mass spectrum and often reduces
ambiguity in assigning structures and molecular weights. In addition, higher CVs
impart more internal energy into ions through collision with neutrals (nitrogen and
solvent molecules) present in the intermediate pressu re region of the ion source.
This internal energy can give rise to collisionally activated "in source
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fragmentation".

The amount of internal energy imparted to the ion can be

controlled by altering the CV.
In order to assess the effect of CV on the generation of odd-numbered
oligomers in the HA oligomers, G PC fractions containing the following oligomers
characterized by HPEAC and MALDI-MS were used: a mixture of 1 4- and 1 6mers (sample 1 ), a mixtu re of 8- and 1 0-mers (sample 2), and a mixtu re of 24- to
32-mers (sample 3).

A greater range of oligomers is present in sample 3

because of the difficulty of separation increases with oligomer molecular weight.
Each sample was subjected to ESI-MS using a range of CVs from -5 to -45 V.
Data for one of the oligosaccharides, sample 1 , are presented in Figure
5.5. This plot represents the percent sigma (i ougomer/l:ioligomer) as a function of the
CV for each of the oligomers observed in the spectra.

I ntensities for the

respective oligomer are a combination of non-sodiated and sodiated intensities
calculated by MaxEnt. It can be seen that the spectrum of sample 1 displays a
small abu ndance of the 1 5-mer even at the lowest CV. Either this suggests a
contribution of the pH-dependent solution reaction proposed above, or a residual
collisionally activated fragmentation, even at -CV = 5 V. The 1 5-mer contribution
increases steadily with increasing CV. By contrast, Figure 5.6, which represents
similar data for sample 2 (consisting mainly of the 1 0-mer) shows the onset of
fragmentation (appearance of the 9-mer) only above -CV = 1 5 V. Thus, the
prevalence of the fragmentation reaction to the next lower oligomer is dependent
not only on the CV, but also on the size of the original oligomer.
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A plausible explanation of this observation follows. For increasingly large
oligomer numbers, the number of carboxylic acid groups increases ( one extra
carboxylate for each two monosaccharide units; see Figure 5. 1 ) . The charge
state of the molecular anions generated in the ESI process is therefore
potentially greater for the larger oligomers. (Note that for the 1 6-mer the most
abundant peak observed i n the ESI-MS spectrum is that having all eight
carboxylic acid moieties stripped of their protons; i.e.,

m/z 380.5

in Figure 5.2.)

The amount of internal energy which can be imparted to an ion by collision is
proportional to the magnitude of the electrical field through which it is accelerated
(i .e., proportional to the CV) and proportional to the electrical charge upon which
that field operates (i.e. , proportional to the charge state of the ion) . Thus, the
same CV operating on a more highly charged ion will generate more internal
energy within the ion than it would for a less highly charged ion. This greater
internal energy translates into a greater propensity for fragmentation to the next
lower oligomer, resulting in a greater abundance of that odd-numbered oligomer
observed in the ESI-MS.
For samples 1 and 2, the ESI-MS spectra at the lowest CV exhibit
negligible .(< 2%) abundances of the odd-numbered oligomers.

However, for

sample 3 (Figure 5. 7) the CV cannot be lowered sufficiently to eliminate the odd
numbered oligomer (hollow points in Figure 5. 7) as a significant salient peak in
the spectrum. (Setting the -CV below 5 V is not practicable because insufficient
ions are steered into the mass analyzer to produce a useable mass spectrum.)
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5.2 Exopolysaccharide Characterization

The most common method for the secondary treatment of wastewater is
the activated sludge process. 285 This process generally consists of two main
components: 1) the aeration basin and 2) the clarifying or settling basin. First,
wastewater enters the aeration basin, which serves as a biological reactor for the
removal of dissolved and suspended pollutants.

Inside the aeration basin

microorganisms, which make up the activated sludge, breakdown the pollutants.
Air is introduced into this basin to maintain aerobic conditions for degradation
and assistance in mixing.

Mixed effluent from the aeration basin is then

transported to the clarifying basin. The role of the second basin is the separation
of treated wastewater from activated sludge solids by sedimentation. The treated
wastewater may then be directly discharged to a watershed or municipal water
system, disinfected, further processed for the removal of specific nutrients or
contaminants, or reused.

Waste activated sludge that has accumulated by

sedimentation on the bottom of the clarifying basin is continuously removed.
One fraction is further processed by mechanical dewatering followed by
incineration or landfil l disposal, while the remainder is returned to the aeration
basin to maintain the process.
The dewatering process is one of the most expensive and least
understood processes in wastewater treatment. The dewatering of activated
sludge is rarely economically and technically optimal. Following removal of the
275

activated sludge from the clarifying basin, the sludge is mechanically dewatered
to aid in its final disposal in either a landfill (by reducing weight and volume) or by
incineration (by increasing burning efficiency). Effective dewatering of the sludge
is dependent upon the interactions of water within the sludge. Water can be free
or bound within the sludge matrix.286 The extent to which water is bound and
unable to be removed by mechanical dewatering is a function of the composition
of the sludge.287
Episodes of poor dewatering have been associated with excessive
exopolysaccharide production by local microorganisms288 •

The species

Zoogloea ramigera (Z. ramigera) has been regarded as an important bacterium
in the activated sludge treatment process.289-291 The term "zoogloea" refers to
the organisms found in clusters of cells in biological sludge, and the clusters
themselves are referred to as "zoogloeal clusters. Recently, a zoogloeal cluster
forming organism (designated MZ1T) was isolated from an industrial wastewater
treatment system by micromanipulation.292 The organisms abundance in the
wastewater treatment facility was positively correlated to episodes of poor
dewaterability of the activated sludge.292 In order to begin understanding the
potential role of MZ1T exopolysaccharide in poor dewaterability of activated
sludge wastes, its glycosyl composition was determined.

Exopolysaccharide (EPS)
The EPS sample was donated to Dr. Baker by Dr. Gary Sayler (Center for
Environmental Biotechnology, University of Tennessee, Knoxville). Briefly, EPS
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extractions were performed on seven-day-old, 1 L cultures of MZ1T grown in
TOM ( Thauera Defined Medium) 293 broth at 30 °c in a reciprocating shaker by
concentrating the cell-free supernatant as described by Allen 1 82 • The resultant
amber-colored solution was frozen at -80 °C and lyophilized to yield a brown
cotton-like material, which turned white following GPC purification (Figure 5.8).
EPS yields from 1 L culture supernatants ranged from 80-11O mg/L.

The

purified polymer was found to be soluble in water at concentrations greater than
10 mg/ml, but insoluble in toluene, acetone, ethanol, methanol, DMSO, and
ethyl acetate.
IR

Infrared (IR) spectroscopic measurements were made to test the presence
of esterified non-sugar components. The IR spectrum from purified MZ1T EP is
shown in Figure 5.9. Band assignments were made based on Nivens et a/. 294
and Poucher. 295 Bands consistent with a polysaccharide were detected at 1250
cm·1 (C-0-C stretching), 1100-1000 cm· 1 (C-OH stretching), and 1060 cm· 1 (C
H stretching of alcohols). IR bands at 1650 cm· 1 (Amide I) and 1545 cm· 1 (Amide
1 1) are attributed an amide bond which suggest the possibility of N-acetyl groups.
Additionally, the IR band at 1735 cm· 1 (C=O stretching of esters) suggests the
presence of esterified substituents on the polymer.
Alditol Acetates

The analysis of alditol acetate derivates was used to determine the
different

kinds

of

sugars

incorporated

into

the

EPS.

The

gas

chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC-MS) of the alditol acetate derivatives
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Figure 5.8 Photograph of crude (top) and column-purified (bottom) MZ1 T EPS.
Figure copied from with permission from Allen . 182
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generated from purified MZ1 T EPS using a hydrolysis time of two hours is shown
in Figure 5. 1 0.

Alditol acetate analysis reduces the sugar ring giving a straight

chain. This removes an anomeric center resulting in only one GC peak per
monosaccharide. Analysis of the alditol acetates by GC revealed major peaks at
1 5.81 min., 22.85 min., and a third peak corresponding to the internal standard
(inositol) at 24.4 1 . Two smaller peaks at 25.73 min. , and 31 .76 min. , were also
visible.

The relative abundance of the latter peak was found to increase

considerably if the hydrolysis conditions were extended from two to three hours.
No further increase was noted after three hours, though decreases in the earlier
peaks did occur, likely as a result of monosaccharide decomposition.
Identification of the monosaccharide derivatives was made by comparison of the
retention times and corresponding electron ionization mass spectra with those
generated from known standards: (retention times in minutes) rhamnose ( 1 5.87) ,
N-acetylfucosamine (22.48), glucose (25.95), N-acetylglucosamine (31 .94).
Addition of the derivatized sugar standards to MZ1 T EPS alditol acetate samples
resulted in co-eluting peaks with the same retention times and mass spectra.
The detection of N-acetylfucosamine and N-acetylglucosamine is consistent with
the observation of an amide peak in the I R results. Although the alditol acetate
results in simple GC data it has the problem of reducing aldehyde and acid
groups, so that uronic acids are not distinguishable by this method. Under these
circumstances the alditol acetate results must be confirmed by another method of
analysis.
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glucose; and GlcNAc, N-acetylglucosamine. Figu re copied with permission from
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Per-0-trimethylsilyl (TMS) Methyl Glyco·s ides

Since the alditol acetate analysis cannot distinguish uronic acids, TMS
analysis was undertake to check for uronic acids and confirm the presence of the
monosaccharides identified by alditol acetate analysis. Unlike the alditol acetate
procedure, multiple GC peaks are observed for each monosaccharide because
the sugar ring is not reduced. Not reducing the ring allows for mutarotation of the
anomeric carbon upon opening and closing of the ring, as well as the formation
of the furanose (five-membered) and pyranose (six-membered) ring structures.
Although this results in a more complex GC, the same four monosaccharides
identified as their alditol acetate derivatives were observed in the TMS analysis.
Figure 5 . 1 1 shows the GC of the TMS analysis from MZ1 T EPS. The presence
of a fifth monosaccharide was identified as galacturonic acid by comparison with
GC elution profiles and mass spectra of known standards, was also indicated.
To test if the five monosaccharides identified thus far were present in a
single polysaccharide or two polysaccharides co-eluting from the G PC column,
TMS analysis was performed on selected GPC fractions. If there is only one
polysaccharide present, the ratio of the monosaccharides should be constant
over a range of GPC fractions. Microorganisms produce a multi-sugar repeat
unit; therefore, the composition of the EPS should not change with increasing
molecular weight. For a single polysaccharide, the monosaccharide ratio over a
range of GPC fractions will be constant because only the molecular weight of the
EPS, not the composition, will be changing. The percents reported in Figure 5. 1 2
represent the percent sigma all peaks with a greater area than 5% of the inositol
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Figure 5. 1 2.

Relative abundance of individual monosaccharides detected as

TMS methyl glycosides from liquid chromatography fractions of crude EPS.
Approximately 0.5 mg of EPS were used per analysis. Following fraction 60,
fractions were pooled to obtain the quantities necessary for analysis.

The

increase in the relative abundance of glucose in the later fractions coincides with
the decrease in overall mass as illustrated in Figure 5. 1 3.

Abbreviations are

labeled as follows: Aha, rhamnose; GalA, galacturonic acid; FucNAc, N
acetylfucosamine; G lc, glucose; and GlcNAc, N-acetylglucosamine.
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standard. In addition, the mass spectra of the GC peak had to match that of the
respective standard in order to be considered in the sum.
Figure 5.12 indicates the composition of the EPS eluting over the fractions
36 to 74 remained reasonably constant. At higher fraction numbers multiple
samples had to be pooled in order to attain -0.5 mg necessary for TMS analysis.
The mass recovered from individual GPC fractions is shown in Figure 5.13,
indicating that the majority of the EPS sample was eluted during samples -36 to
-65. The nearly constant ratio between sugar monomers suggests that over this
particular range only the molecular weight of the EPS was varying. However,
after sample 74, the ratios begin to change dramatically.
Glucose was identified in both alditol acetate and TMS methyl glycoside
preparations of EPS by GC-MS analysis.

TMS analyses of GPC column

fractions indicated that glucose was present in samples with and without the
other identified monosaccharide components (Figure 5.12). The disappearance
of N-acetylfucosamine (samples 113-120) suggests that glucose may be a
component of a second polysaccharide polymer co-purifying in the EPS
preparation.

However, the steady relative ratio of glucose to other identified

monosaccharides over a range of fractions (Figure 5.12) could suggest that
glucose may also be a component of the main polysaccharide chain.

NMR

experiments were undertaken to investigate the presence of glucose as a
contaminant or part to the monomer repeat unit incorporated into the EPS.
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Mass recovered from ind ividual G PC fractions illustrating the

presence of a major peak (fractions 36-65} and the overall decrease in yield for
subsequent fractions.
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NMR Spectroscopy Experiments
The one-dimensional (1D)

1

H NMR spectrum shown in Figure 5.14

generated from purified MZ1T EPS is consistent with that of a complex
polysaccharide. Two peaks within the a-anomeric region (4.9-5.6 ppm) and 4
peaks within the �-anomeric region (4.3-4. 7 ppm) indicate the presence of
multiple monosaccharides and/or glycosyl linkages within the polymer.

The

peaks at 4.42 and 4.50, 4.61, 4.65, 4.93, and 5.11 are likely to correspond to
galacturonic acid, 296 •

297

glucose, 298 rhamnose, 299 N-acetylglucosamine, 300 and

N-acetylfucosamine, 297 respectively, based on spectra in the cited references. N
acetyl groups present on the amino sugars are represented by the peaks at
1.95-2.07 ppm. 296 • 300
The HSQC spectrum (Figure 5.15) of MZ1T EPS reveals several features
consistent with the identification of four principal carbohydrate residues, N
acetylfucosamine, N-acetylglucosamine, rhamnose, and galacturonic acid.
There are six anomeric resonances (Figure 5.16) from 98.66 ppm to 103.5
ppm.30 1 -304 There are two peaks at 53.08 and 46.32 ppm that are attributable to
C-2 resonances of N-acetylglucosamine297• 305-308 and N-acetylfucosamine297• 307•
308

,

respectively. There are at least three resonances at 20-23 ppm that are

attributable to N-acetyl methyl groups.

In addition, there are two carbon

resonances at 23.30 and 17.95 ppm that are indicative of methyl groups as found
on N-acetylfucosamine and rhamnose.301 -304 There is a resonance at 71.37 ppm
with a corresponding 1 H chemical shift of 5.66 ppm, which suggests that one of
the carbohydrate hydroxyl groups is esterified. This evidence is consistent with
287
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an IR absorbance at 1 735 cm·1, indicating the presence of an ester carbonyl
group. 294
Analysis of the gCOSY (Figure 5. 1 7 and 5. 1 8) and TOCSY (Figure 5. 1 9)
spectra added further detail about the sugars present in the polymer. Provisional
assignments were made as follows. Although the absolute stereochemistries (D
or L series) have not been determined, the assignments are consistent with
similar compounds assigned in the literature. The anomeric resonances of both
of the hexosamines were identified by determining connectivity to the C-2/H-2
crosspeaks in the HSQC spectrum. Thus, the peak at 98.66 ppm is attached to
the N-acetylfucosamine ring and suggests that these resonances are attributable
to a-L-N-acetylfucosamine. Similarly, the resonance at 1 00.23 ppm is attributed
to a-D-N-acetylglucosamine. The two remaining major anomeric resonances are
determined to be J3-L-rhamnose301 ·304 and (3-D-galacturonic acid. 307· 308 The minor
anomeric resonance at 1 03.29 ppm is also identified as (3-D-galacturonic acid
based on the similarity of chemical shifts and the major galacturonic acid
component in this sample. The other minor crosspeak in the anomeric region of
the HSQC spectrum is attributed to the presence of (3-D-glucose. 297 Additionally,
attempts to generate a one-dimensional

13

C spectrum for the EPS failed due to

increased viscosity of the samples at concentrations higher than 1 0 mg/ml, even
when elevated temperatures were used.

Provisional assignments of the

monosaccharides in Table 5. 1 are based on cited resonances.
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Table 5. 1 . Chemical shifts of cited resonances.
1
l5. H ppm

l5, C
oom

Provisionat Assignment

5.1 1

98.66

Anomeric resonance, a.-L-N-acetylfucosamine

4.93

1 00.23

Anomeric resonance, a.-D-N-acetylglucosamine

4.65

1 02.5

Anomeric resonance, f3-L-rhamnose

4.61

1 03.44

Anomeric resonance, D-glucose

4.50

1 03.26

4.42

1 03.29

4.25

46.32

H-2/C-2, a.-L-N-acetylfucosamine

4.48

53.08

H-2/C-2, a.-D-N-acetylglucosamine

2. 1 0

20.95

N-acetyl methyl resonance

2.04

22.82

N-acetyl methyl resonance

1 .95

22.98

N-acetyl methyl resonance

1 .22

23.30

Methyl resonance (6-deoxyhexose)

1 .20

1 7.95

Methyl resonance (6-deoxyhexose)

Anomeric resonance, f3-D-galacturonic acid
(major)
Anomeric resonance, f3-D-galacturonic acid
(minor)
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusions and Future Work
Fundamental Studies

One of the main goals of fundamental studies of ESI-MS is to establish a
connection between the production of gas-phase ions and solution equilibria.
Probing the composition of the ESI droplets is a major step toward this goal.
Directly probing inhomogeneity within or between individual droplets is not
possible by the methods used here. The fluorescence method used can only
measure the average chemical changes within the dimension of the laser spot
(~ 1 .3 mm).

Further study will be needed to better resolve the relative

contributions from the various mechanisms (and perhaps others) contributing to
the chemical changes in the ESI plume. Nevertheless, the data clearly led to the
recognition of significant spray-induced chemical changes within the plume. The
chemical changes observed suggest a surprising mechanistic dependence on
the initial pH. If kinetics are fast enough (on the ESI sampling timescale) , these
changes may have a significant impact on the protonation and deprotonation
occurring during the ESI-MS mechanism. Uncovering the reasons for the spray
induced chemical changes will likely provide some insight into the relation
between ESI-MS spectra and sample solution chemistry.
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Synthetic Polymers
Until now, no attempt had been made to assess the analytical information
contained in the unresolved complex distributions observed in low-CV ESI-MS
spectra of strongly ionic polymers.

Fourier transformation of unresolved or

partially resolved polymer envelopes obtained by ESI-MS clearly shows promise
for providing information about monomer mass, average end group mass, charge
distribution, and even average sample mass, even with relatively low S/N. There
are fundamental limits to the polymer molecular weights that may be analyzed by
this method; if the envelope degenerates to a true continuum, information will not
be recoverable.

Conversely, higher resolution should extend the molecular

weight range accessible. Of course, if the resolution is adequate to baseline
resolve oligomer peaks (as in Figures 4.3), autocorrelation methods reportedly
provide better results233 .
Several extensions of this work can be envisioned.

Extending the

simulated homopolymer mixture and copolymer studies to determine the
monomer ratio for experimentally acquired data is the most important. For the
latter case, the results of Figure 4.19a indicate that small differences in monomer
mass may result in averaging rather than resolution. It will be of interest to
determine what mass differences - if any - can be resolved to provide
simultaneous analysis. These experiments could be extended further to mixtures
of biopolymers (such as oligosaccharides and DNA).
Until the FT methods can be perfected, and for cases (e.g. , high molecular
weight) where FT methods will not work, ESI-MS can still afford qualitative and
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quantitative information via collision-induced-dissociation (CID).

I n these

instances the information obtained is important due to the influence monomers
have on the physical and chemical properties of polymers.

The correlation

between the NMR spectroscopy and ESI-MS data of Table 4.11 indicates that
data like that of Figure 4.36 reflect differences among samples. MS may benefit
from sample clean up, but for the 8 putative terpolymer samples investigated it
was not essential. It is perhaps fortuitous that in many industrial settings, the
precision of a method may be more important than its accuracy. In other words,
comparison of samples with an acceptable standard can often provide the
information needed to assure retention of satisfactory specifications, provided
that spectral differences can be reproducibly perceived between acceptable and
unacceptable materials.

Thus, data like that of Figure 4.36 may be quite

adequate to indicate that some of the materials sampled are "out of spec," even if
the exact monomer ratio cannot be determined for any of these samples, based
on this data alone. NMR spectroscopy provided information equivalent to or
better than MS, but required both time-consuming clean-up and long acquisition
times (up to 720 min.). Of course, the ESI-MS CID approach eliminates the
possibility of deriving end-group or MWD information. In the long run, all this
information may be extractable from unresolved ESI-MS synthetic polymer
envelopes, however we are starting to accomplish that goal via the FT
methodology.
The findings of section 4.2.2 suggest that ESI-MS conditions can be found
under which monomers can serve as standards for assessing the composition of
298

copolymers in the absence of polymer standards . All monomers in this study
were acidic; extension to non-ionic polymers may be feasible, but certainly will
not be trivial . Complications (discharge conditions) arising from the high salt
concentration
fragmentation.

necessary

for

ionization

will

likely

cause

unpredictable

Although, a method such as atmospheric pressure chemical

ionization MS that operates u nder discharge conditions may allow for a more
consistent measurement (continuous not intermittent discharge).

Even

application to other ionic polymer systems will require careful assessment of the
fragmentation behavior of both the monomer and polymer as a function of CV.
It is quite encouraging _that under carefully controlled conditions the either
polymer standard and monomer mixtures can serve as standards to determine
the monomer ratio of copolymers.

This implies that whatever the monomer

sampling efficiencies are, tt)ey are roughly the same regardless of the monomer
source. Application to the AM PS/AA copolymer system confirms that monomers
are suitable standards for ionic copolymers if special care is used in
determination of the appropriate CV for analysis. Application to other systems
will require careful assessment of the fragmentation behavior of both the
monomer and polymer as a function of CV.
It is noteworthy that in the course of these studies, differences between
the fragmentation observed when sampling pure monomer versus monomer
derived from depolymerization became clearly evident. This suggested use of
the monomer-to-fragment ion ratio as a measure of monomer contamination. The
intensity ratio of fragments to intact monomer ions provides a means of resolving
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contributions from in-source depolymerization and monomer contaminants.
However, the LOD of this method was almost 2 orders of magnitude worse than
LOD methods employed at low-CV. On the other hand, simultaneous analysis of
monomer ratios and monomer contamination may be feasible. Intermediate CV
may provide optimum conditions for assessment of monomer ratios in
copolymers

and

monomer

contamination

in

a

single

Complications such as energy dependence on concentration, 58•
weight,

253

measurement.
252 ·

molecular

and other suppression effects254-256 would need to be investigated in

order to make an accurate working model.

These studies also suggest the

monomer to fragment ratio is not significantly changed until after at least - 1 µM
monomer has been added. Therefore, studies using monomers as standards for
copolymers may be useful with up to -1 µM monomer contamination. The linear
portion of Figures 4.56 and 4.57 indicate that it may be possible to calibrate for
monomer contamination levels higher than -1 µM.

Further investigation is

needed to confirm these suspicions.
Polysaccharides
ESI-MS affords a good technique for the characterization of moderately
sized acidic oligosaccharides if appropriate care is taken in the choice of a proper
CV. The ionic nature of acidic oligosaccharides, coupled with the ability of ESI
MS to sample pre-formed ions, makes characterization of these materials by ESI
MS a powerful probe for the researcher. However, if purity is to be assessed, it
is of critical importance that the propensity of these fragile molecules to undergo
in-source fragmentation during the electrospray process be kept in mind. The
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likelihood for such fragmentation increases with the number of charges the
molecule can carry i.e., with the number of carboxylic acid moieties present. For
higher oligomers it may not be possible to avoid in-source fragmentation
altogether, even using the lowest practical CV. In such cases MALDI-MS may be
the better method for characterization.
The methodology described here confirms the absence of odd-numbered
oligomers from samples derived by BHT digestion with ethanol quenching.
However, odd-numbered oligomers can be generated if digestion procedures
similar to those reported previously are followed.272• 278
Exopolysaccharide (EPS)

Analyses identified rhamnose, galacturonic acid, N-acetylglucosamine,
and N-acetylfucosamine as constituents of the EPS of MZ1 T.

The

monosaccharide glucose was also identified based on GC-MS analyses of alditol
acetate and TMS methyl glycoside derivatives. The possibility of a co-eluting
glycan composed of glucose has not been ruled out.
Amino sugars similar to those found in MZ1 T EPS have also been found
In the EPS of Z. ramigera ATCC 1 9544T and strain MPS.309 Additionally, Tezuka
described an EPS containing glucosamine and possibly fucosamine from an
unspecified strain of Z. ramigera.31 0 The presence of N-acetylfucosamine in the
EPS of MZ1 T is of particular interest. Fucosamine has been hypothesized to
exist in Zoog/oea-like organisms but never shown.3 1 0 This is most likely due to
its rarity and difficulties in obtaining purified material for a suitable standard.
Considering the presence of amino sugars in the EPS's of MZ1 T and these
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cluster-forming strains, but not in the EPS of flocculating but non-cluster-forming

Duganella zoogloeoides (i.e. Z. ramigera ATCC 25935 or strain 115), these
monosaccharides likely play an important functional role in the formation of
zoogloeal clusters. 289
The presence of galacturonic acid in the EPS of MZ1T is also notable.
Steiner and co-workers found that polyvalent ions were important for the floe
structure because the bonds formed between the exopolysaccharides in the
sludge matrix, probably by binding to carboxy and hydroxyl groups. 31 1 Interaction
of the carboxylic acid functional groups of uronic acids with divalent metal cations
such as Ca2+ is believed to be the basis for gel formation and complex or ion-pair
formation between the exopolysaccharide and the microorganism.31 2 • 3 1 3 Uronic
acids have also been detected in the EPS of Z. ramigera ATCC 19544T and
strain Z. ramigera MPS. 309

Pseudomonas aeruginosa produces an EPS consisting of mannuronic and
guluronic acids. 3 1 4 Though this organism is well known to form biofilms, there
are no published reports on its forming zoogloeal clusters. 31 5 This suggests the
possibility that interactions between the uronic acid and aminosugar components
may be involved in the formation of zoogloeal clusters and possibly poor
dewaterability.
Both IR and NMR spectroscopy indicated the presence of a possible
aglycon (i.e., non-sugar) substitutent esterified to the EPS of MZ1T.

The

presence of acyl groups in bacterial EPS have been shown to affect biofilm
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formation in P. aeruginosa, and may therefore also influence flocculation and
zoogloeal cluster formation. 294
The composition of the EPS from MZ1T has been shown to have
similarities to that reported for Z. ramigera ATCC 19544T and some closely
related strains. Although the composition of the EPS produced by MZ1T has
been investigated, the next series of experiments involve determining the
monosaccharide repeat motif of the EPS, i.e., the linkage of the individual
monosaccharides in the polymer.
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APPENDIX A
Distribution Theory

The object denoted 6 is commonly called a delta function, however, it is
not a function, it is a distribution. 6 can be defined as the limit of a sequence of
functions {g,(x)} having certain properties. A sequence {gn (x)} that leads to the 6
function must satisfy
lim g n (X) = 0 if X ;a!= 0
n ➔O

and

lim Jg n (x)dx = l
n➔O

-ao

Successive members of this series have increasing amplitude over smaller and
smaller intervals about the origin; i.e. they get taller and skinner, while
maintaining unit area.
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APPENDIX B
Frequency-Convolution Theorem

The frequency-convolution theorem states that multiplication in the time
domain is equivalent to the convolution in the frequency domain. Sampling a
waveform h(� at frequency fs is equivalent to multiplication by a sum of delta
functions with a time spacing of 1/fs. This is equivalent to convolving the full
frequency spectrum of h(� by a some of delta functions with a frequency spacing
fs . This is represented graphically by the illustration below, taken from the
following website:
http:l/130.191.21.201/multimedia/jiracek/dga/filtering/convolutiontheorem.html.
The illustration shows a cosine waveform h(� (a) and a rectangular waveform x(�
(b). To determine the FT of the product of these two functions, x(�h(� shown in
"e", the FT [H(� and X(�] of the original functions must be known, shown in "c"
and "d" respectively. The convolution of the two frequency functions [H(�* X(�]
gives to function shown in ''f''. The convolution of the frequency functions affords
the FT of the product x(�h(�.
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APPENDIX C
Data Manipulation and FFT Analysis

Simulated Data
Simulated data is created in sigma plot using the following equation:
2
2
f(x) = (c + (sin(x/p)) ) * ( Yo + a*exp(-0.5*(x-xo)lb) ).

This equation is inserted in the Plot Equation window of Sigma Plot (note: the
equation must be given an arbitrary name), which is found in the graph menu. In
the Plot Equation window the "2D" icon is checked, number of intervals is
specified and the minimum and maximum x-values are entered.

The other

parameters (a, b, c, p, Xo, y0) are entered by selecting the "options" tab in t�e Plot
Equation window. The 'a' parameter is for the intensity and was set at 1 0000 for
most of the simulated data. The 'c' parameter is for the resolution and if set to
zero will yield base line resolved data. The y0 parameter is included to counter
the negative values that may result from the weighting of the simulated data.
The value for the Yo term must be found empirically. The parameters b, Xo, and p
are what specify the width, median and period of the polymer distribution. Once
the data is simulated, only the intensities are copied into MATLAB. For example
to create a vector 'Simdata' in MATLAB, "Simdata = [data copied from sigma
plot]" would be typed at the MATLAB cursor. Now the FFT of the data can be
performed.
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To perform the FFT the data must be renamed to a MATLAB variable "a".
This should not be confused with the variable 'a' of the simulation equation.
Changing the variable name is accomplished by typing "a = Simdata;" at the
MATLAB precursor (the semicolon is used to suppress printing of the entire
matrix in the command window). The frequency axis must be changed to reflect
the points per m/z (as explained in the Figure below). A program called 'fft32768'
is shown below (items typed after %signals are notes added by the program
author).

After the FFT program is completed the FFT data will be plotted in a

separate window which will automatically appear on the screen. The last few
lines of 'fft32768' explain how to perform the phase calculation.
Experimental Data
Performing FFT analysis of experimental data is similar to that of
simulated data, however, care must be taken to ensure the data is linearized.
The data that is acquired with the Quattro 1 1 instrument is already linearized so
after converting the data to a text file no additional manipulations need to be
performed. Data acquired with the Q-Star is not linearized so the text file of the
data must be imported into "Polymerix" in order to be linearized. Polymerix is a
software program developed for synthetic polymer analysis. The version we use
was specially modified by Scott Campbell to export linearized data. A text file of
the linearized data is generated and subsequently imported into Sigma Plot.
Sigma Plot is used because Microsoft Excel only allows for ~65000 data rows.
Additionally, values copied from Excel do not paste correctly into MATLAB.
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If smoothing is needed on any of the FFT data, the · data must be
exported from MATLAB into a text file (as noted at the bottom of 'fft32768'). This
text file (a2s) is imported into Excel and sorted in ascending order and then
saved as a tab delimited text file so it can be linearized by the Polymerix program.
Using data bridge from Masslynx, a text file can be transformed into a format that
is recognized and manipulated by Micromass Masslynx software. The Masslynx
has a built-in data smoothing function which is easier than manually transforming
the data.

Actual m-file "fft32768".
%load data into a single column matrix called "a"
A=fft(a,32768);
Pa=A. *conj(A)/32768;
f = (0: 16384)/32768;
h=ones(l ,16385);
g=h./f;
m=g/l .25 ;%factor for the mass range and the number of sample points. for example if
%the mass range is 0 to 4000 and there are 5000 points the number is 5000/4000~ 1 .25
plot(m,Pa( 1 : 16385) );
xlabel('Period (m/z))
ylabel(lntensity)
paa=[Pa(l : 16385)] ;
B=[m',paa] ;
%to calculate the phase type the following lines
%phas=angle(A)
%plot(m,phas(l : 16385))
%save a2s.txt B -ascii; saves variable B to a2s, a ascii text file
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AP :P ENDIX D
Calibration Curves

Calibration curves used for the Limit of detection (nM) for the indicated
monomer in ESI-MS spectra obtained at high (-100 V) and low (-20 V) cone
voltage (CV) with and without the presence of 1 9. 1 µg/ml terpolymer (Sample 1 ).
Mass spectra were obtained using a Quattro II (Micromass, Manchester, UK)
triple quadrupole mass spectrometer equipped with a pepper pot ESI source.
Limits of detection (LOD's) were estimated using sensitivities from these curves
to estimate the concentration providing a signal equal to twice the standard
deviation of the corresponding blank (2cr LOD).
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APPENDIX E
Low-CV Spectra of SS/MA Copolymers
Comparison of low-CV ESI-MS spectra (high mass range) of poly[styrene
sulfonate (SS)-co-maleic acid (MA)] copolymers obtained with CV= -20 V. (a)
Nominal SS:MA = 1:1. (b) Nominal SS:MA = 3:1. Mass spectra obtained using a
Quattro II triple quadrupole mass spectrometer equipped with a 2-source. The
distributions display an unusual preference for particular charge states.
Consistent with the observation that the distribution for the 3:1 copolymer is
generally shifted to lower rn/z; the stronger acidity of the SS monomer may
enhance the charge on molecules rich in SS.
1 00
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APPENDIX F
CID of the 3:1 SS: MA Copolymer

Negative-ion ESI-MS spectra (low mass range) of a nominal ly 3 : 1
poly[styrene sulfonate (SS)-co-maleic acid (MA)] copolymer (1 9. 1 µg/ml in
methanol/water 50 :50 v/v 75 µM NaOH) obtained with the Micromass instrument
(Z-sou rce) at (a) CV = -20 V and (b) CV = -1 00 V.

1 00
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APPENDIX G
SS and MA calibration curves (Z-source)

Calibration curves used for the Limit of detection (nM) for the indicated
monomer in ESI-MS spectra obtained at low (-20 V) and high (-100 V) cone
voltage (CV).

Mass spectra were obtained using a Quattro 1 1 (Micromass,

Manchester, UK) triple quadrupole mass spectrometer equipped with a 2-source.
Limits of detection (LOD's) were estimated using sensitivities from these curves
to estimate the concentration providing a signal equal to twice the standard
deviation of the corresponding blank (2cr LOO).
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APPENDIX H
MS/MS Monomer Breakdown Diagrams

Fractional fragment-ion intensities ("breakdown diagrams") for (a) SS, (b)
MA, (c) AMPS via MS/MS and (d) Intensities are relative to the highest intensity
for AA monomer. .

Each was obtained from a 5 µM solution (methanol/water

50:50 v/v containing 75 µM NaOH) of the corresponding monomer at a CV = -20
V. Intensities are relative to the sum of intensities for the indicated analyte.
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APPENDIX I
CI D behavior of 1 : 1 SS: MA Copolymer and Monomer Mixtures

(a) Measu red monomer-ion intensity ratio and (b) total ion intensity ratio
(including fragments) versus CV obtained with a 1 : 1 SS:MA monomer mixture (·)
and a 1 :1 poly[styrene sulfonate (SS)-co-maleic acid (MA)] copolymer (•).
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APPENDIX J
Low Concentration Monomer Calibration Data

The "Monomer Standard data" of Table 4.16 are obtained when 10 µM
(CV = -40 V) calibration curves are used to estimate monomer ratios from ion
intensity ratios for the two polymer samples.

Slope, intercept and R2 values for

all calibration curves (10 µM total monomer concentration) r or

r, as appropriate,

are included for comparison.

20
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r
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APPENDIX :K
Low MW Poly-SS Breakdown Diagram

Fractional fragment-ion intensities ("breakdown diagram") for poly-SS
nominal molecular weight 1 600 Da, obtained from a 1 9. 1 µg/ml solution
(methanol/water 50:50 v/v containing 75 µM NaOH). Intensities are relative to
the sum of SS intensities.
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APP IENDIX L
Low MW Poly-SS Monomer:Fragment Ratio

Monomer:fragment ratios for 2 µM poly-SS solution (methanol/water 50:50
v/v) with addition of up to 80 µM SS monomer for (a)

m/z 1 83/80

and (b)

1 83/1 1 9. Polymer nominal MW is 1 600 Da .
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